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Summary 

Intoduction 

This paper presents a comparison of analysis methods and design rules forsteel frames according 
to Eurocode 3. The problem statement is defined as a research question that covers the contents 
of this thesis. 'What is the outcome when a typical steel structure is designed, analyzed and 
checked in different ways according to Eurocode 3 and what conclusions can be drawn from this 
outcome ?'. The research goal is to draw conclusions and where necessary make 
recommendations for the applied analysis methods and design rules as described in Eurocode 3. 
This is conducted by designing a typical steel frame for which the ultimate load, Futt,k is 
calculated by conducting a second order elastic-plastic analysis in Ansys 11.0 using a certain 
imperfection shape. This analysis shape should represent the reality inthebest possible way. A 
second order elastic-plastic analysis is assumed to be the most sophisticated analysis metbod 
possible. When this is the case, the calculated ultimate load should theoretically be the largest 
possible for the typical steel frame. All other analysis methods should lead to collapse of the 
frame when the ultimate load is applied as the design load. This means that at least one of the 
unity checks, following out of the design rules is higher than l.O. The typical steel frame is 
modelled in such a way that it can be classified as sway. The frame is supported in such a way 
that out of plane stability and lateral torsional buckling cannot occur and therefore need no 
checking. 

Analysis methods and design rules according to Eurocode 3 

The global analysis methods of Eurocode 3 are dependent on the frame classification govemed 
by the factor llér- The frame can be classified as non-sway if llér 2: 10 and as sway if llér < 10. 
This classification is determined by dividing the elastic critical buckling load of the frame, Fcr by 
the design load, FEd- When a frame is classified as non-sway, no imperfection shape has to be 
applied for conducting a global analysis. When the frame is classified as sway, second order 
effects have to be taken into consideration, meaning that also a certain imperfection shape has to 
be applied. The imperfection shape consists out of an initial sway imperfection and an initial bow 
imperfection for individual members. For the initial bow imperfection, the Dutch National 
Annex can overrule the table out of Eurocode 3. Another imperfection shape can be described 
using the buckling shape as a global and local imperfection with a certain amplitude for the 
imperfection at the top of the frame. 

For this research, all calculations have shear forces that do not exceed 50% of the plastic shear 
capacity of the cross section. Therefore, no reduction of the resistance defined for combined 
bending and axial force need to be made. This means that for this research, only the cross section 
resistance check for combined bending moment and axial force needs to be made. In addition, a 
flexural buckling check for memhers that are subjected to combined bending and axial 
compression should be conducted. For the flexural buckling check, a difference between the 
sway and the non-sway buckling mode should be made, depending on the analysis metbod that is 
conducted. Knowing this, the global analysis methods according to Eurocode 3 can bedescribed 
considering that, each global analysis metbod can be applied using a plastic, as well as an elastic 
analysis (see Table 1). When conducting a plastic or elastic-plastic analysis, no cross section 
resistance check has to be made. When global analysis metbod 5 is used, no flexural buckling 
check is needed. 
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T. bl 1 a e : Gl b l l . hod d' o a anatyszs met saccof'< mg to E d 3 uroco e 
Oiobal anllysis mèthOds ··.~ .' ,-' 

First and second order theory 
Imperfection 

Material non-linearitles shape 
.... No A Elastic LA 
c "' 1 First order analysis without buckling checks ~ ~ imperfection B Plastic MNA 

2 
First order analysis with amplification factor and A Elastic LA 

buckling checks using the non-sway buckling mode B Plastic MNA 

First order analysis with buckling checks using the Initial sway A Elastic LA 
3 sway buckling mode imperfection :;- B Plastic MNA 

~ Second order elastic analysis with P-~ effect and A Elastic GNIA ~ 

4 
buckling checks using the non-sway buckling mode B Elastic-plastic GMNIA 

Second order analysis including both P-~ and P-~ 
Initial sway A Elastic GNIA 

5 andbow 
effects without buckling checks 

imperfection B Elastic-plastic GMNIA 

Design of a typical steel frame 

After all analysis methods and design rules are summarized, they are compared with each other 
by modelling a typical steel frame (see Figure 1) which is classified as sway. This means that 
analysis metbod 2 to 5 and the design rules that are attached to these methods can be used. 

r r -H HEB300 

~ w 
::t: 

Figure 1: Typical steel frame 

For this typical steel frame, all calculations are conducted with the finite element software Ansys 
11.0 using BEAM189 elements. These elements are tested through benchmarks and are capable 
of descrihing plasticity for combined bending and axial force and are also capable of descrihing 
flexural buckling. The buckling length of the individual memhers is determined by conducting a 
buckling analysis in Ansys. This buckling length, together with the other flexural buckling 
parameters is determined for conducting the flexural buckling check. The flexural buckling 
parameters are divided in a sway and a non-sway buckling mode. 

The imperfection shape using the buckling shape as a global and local imperfection with a 
certain amplitude for the imperfection at the top of the frame is described in Ansys using a 
buckling analysis. This imperfection shape is assumed to represent the reality in the best possible 
way. When a second order elastic-plastic analysis is conducted using this imperfection shape, an 
ultimate load is found. This ultimate load should theoretically be the largest possible for the 
typical steel frame. All other analysis methods should lead to collapse of the frame when the 
ultimate load is applied as the design load. After the frame is calculated using all possible 
analysis methods, many normative unity checks are lower than 1.0 meaning that the analysis 
method, theoretically leads to unsafe results. Therefore, the frame is recalculated 3 times using 
different, less conservative imperfections shapes to represent the reality. With the ultimate loads 
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that are found and applied as the design laad for all other possible analysis methods many 
normative unity checks are again lower than 1.0 meaning that the analysis method, theoretically 
leads to unsafe results. 

Because the flexural buckling checks lead to many unsafe unity checks when the non-sway 
buckling mode is used for calculating the flexural buckling parameters, a more slender geometry 
is modelled and calculated (see Figure 2). Again, many normative unity checks are lower than 
1.0 meaning that the analysis method, theoretically leads to unsafe results. 

g 
"' C!l 
w 
I 

r 
HEB300 

5000 

Figure 2: Different, more stender geometry 

Conclusions and recommendations 

After all these calculations are conducted and compared with each other, conclusions can be 
drawn and recommendations can be described for further research. Consictering the main aim of 
this research and the assumptions of this research, the following conclusions can be drawn 
regarding comparison of analysis methods and design rules according to Eurocode 3 

Many analysis methods and design rules leads to unsafe results. Also the imperfection shape is of 
great influence on the calculation of the ultimate laad using a second order elastic-plastic 
analysis. Finally, flexural buckling checks are in this case never normative when the non-sway 
buckling mode is used for determination of the buckling parameters. This is the result of a great 
difference between the flexural buckling checks of the analysis methods using the sway buckling 
mode for determination of the reduction factor, zand the other analysis methods using the non
sway buckling mode. The only 100% safe analysis methad is methad 3 using the sway-buckling 
mode for the flexural buckling checks. 

All calculation results show many unsafe analysis methods. This can have many reasons, but the 
fact that so many analysis methods give results that are not expected befare conducting this 
research is reason enough for a critical view towards the analysis methods and design rules 
tagether with all the parameters involved. Therefore, further research is recommended for all 
parameters that are of influence to the calculations results. In particularly the imperfection shape, 
the applied buckling mode and all flexural buckling parameters involved. Also the influence of 
different geometries and cross section properties requires more attention and research. 
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1 Introduetion 

For this MSc thesis, a comparison of global analysis methods and design rules for steel frames 
according to Eurocode 3 is conducted. From 2010, Eurocode regulations must be used for 
designing building structures in the Netherlands and many other countries in Europe. For steel 
structures, Eurocode 3 must be applied for global analysis methods and design rules. For this 
thesis, the Dutch version of Eurocode 3 [1], including the Dutch National Annex [2] is used. 

1.1 Problem definition 

A steel frame can be analyzed in many ways. For each analysis method, different forces and 
moment are found which has to be de checked on strength and stability. Therefore, the problem 
can de defined as a research question that coves the contents of this thesis. 

'What is the outcome when a typical steel structure is designed, analyzed and checked in 
different ways according to Eurocode 3 and what conclusions can be drawn from this outcome ?' 

A steel frame is composed out of memhers and joints. The design of a steel frame according to 
Eurocode 3 aims at ensuring that they satisfy the ultimate and serviceability limit states. It 
consists of a two-step procedure invalving a global analysis method, as described in section 5 of 
Eurocode 3, 'Structural analysis' foliowed by individual design checks as described insection 6 
of Eurocode 3, 'Ultimate limit states',. Finally, as described in section 7 of Eurocode 3, 
'Serviceability limit states', all vertical and horizontal deflections determined with the global 
analysis method that is used, have to be checked. 

1.2 Research Goal 

The research goal is to draw conclusions and where necessary make recommendations for the 
applied analysis methods and design rules as described in Eurocode 3. 

1.3 Approach 

A global frame analysis is conducted, based on the geometrie response (first order or second 
order theory) and assumptions regarding the behaviour of the memhers and joints (elastic or 
plastic) of the frame. Once the global analysis is complete, all relevant internat forces and 
moments can be determined after which design checks of can be performed. 

In this thesis, typical steel frame designs are calculated and checked according to the different 
global analysis methods mentioned in Eurocode 3. For calculating the correct internat forces and 
moments, the finite element software program Ansys 11.0 is used. 

After all calculations are conducted, they are compared with each other in order to determine if 
the global analysis methods provided by Eurocode 3 are sufficient for designinga steel frame. A 
full second-order elastic-plastic analysis accounting for both P-d and P-Ö effects gives the best 
representation of the reality. In this analysis method, initial sway and bow imperfections are 
totally accounted for. The best method to do this is to deform the geometry into its buckling 
shape. This calculation leads to the ultimate load for the frame. With these loads, the frame can 
be recalculated using the different analysis methods and design rules as described in Eurocode 3. 
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After all calculations are conducted, the are compared with each other. This comparison is 
foliowed by conclusions in which it becomes clear whether the global analysis methods with 
their checking procedures are sufficient, or that adjustments are needed for the global analysis 
methods. When the condusion is that changes to Eurocode 3 are required, or if further research 
bas to be conducted, this will be noted in the recommendations. 

1.4 Basic assumption 

In this thesis, the steel frames are supported in such a way that out of plane stability and lateral 
torsional buckling cannot occur and therefore need no checking. This means that the sections in 
Eurocode 3, related to out of plane stability and lateral torsional buckling, are not mentioned in 
this thesis. A second basic assumption is that only profiles with double symmetrie, class 1 cross 
sections are used. 
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2 Structrual analysis according to Eurocode 3 

When designing a steel frame according to Eurocode 3, knowledge of the global analysis 
methods according Eurocode 3 bas to he acquired. A global summary of all relevant parts of 
Eurocode 3 is given in this section. For more detailed information see Eurocode 3 [1]. 

2.1 Frame dermition 

As a first step, before any global analysis is conducted, the frame must be defined. The frame 
definition is divided in 'frame modelling' and 'frame classification'. Depending on the frame 
definition, the most appropriate global analysis metbod can he chosen. 

2.1.1 Frame modelling 

Section 5.1 of Eurocode 3 describes 'Structural modelling for analysis', in which all 
requirements regarding modeHing of the frame are determined. The model should reflect the 
structural hehaviour of the relevant limit state with appropriate accuracy including the hehaviour 
of the cross sections, members, joints and hearings. A steel frame, in most cases, is part of an 
entire building structure. The steel frame is composed out of memhers and joints on which loads 
are applied in load combinations for the limit states. All loadings and load cases are included in 
frame modelling. 

2.1.2 Frame classification 

After the frame is modelled, the frame can be classified. The classification of frames is based on 
the characteristics of 'braced or unbraced' and 'sway or non-sway'. Thesetermsof classification 
are not used in Eurocode 3, but in order to specify the global analysis methods, they are used in 
this thesis. These classifications are also given in the pubHeation by the ECCS Technica! 
Committee 8- Stability [3]. 

Braeed or unbraced 

From the traditional point of view, a frame is braeed when the lateral flexibility of the structure 
with bracing system is smaller that 20% of the lateral flexibility of the same structure without the 
bracing system [3]. See Figure 3 and Figure 4 for typical braeed and unbraced frames. 

Figure 3: Typical braeedframes 
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Figure 4: Typical unbracedframe 

Frame imperfections 

Before figuring out if the frame is a sway or non-sway frame, the frame imperfections must be 
determined as it is described in section 5.3, 'Imperfections' of Eurocode 3. 

There are two methods described in Eurocode 3 for taking the effects of imperfections into 
account: 
1 Equivalent imperfections including global frame and local memher imperfections 
2 The shape of the elastic critica} buckling mode as a unique global and local imperfection. 

1: Equivalent imperfection including global frame and loc al memher imperfections 

There are two types of imperfections that can be distinguished. 
• Initia} sway imperfections 
• Initial bow imperfections for individual memhers 

When a frame is sensitive to buckling in a sway mode, meaning that second order effects have to 
be taken into account, initial sway imperfections are always taken into account. Initial bow 
imperfections do not always have to be taken into account. This depends on which analysis 
metbod is applied. 

Initial sway imperfections (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5: Initia[ sway imperfections 
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The initia! sway imperfectionscan be calculated with equation (1). 

;~,=;~,·a ·a 'I' '1'0 h m 

where: 

f/b is the basic value: f/b = 1/200 
llh is the reduction factor for height h applicable to columns: 

2 2 
ah = .Jh but 3 ~ a 11 ~ 1.0 

h is the height of the structure in meters 

TU Ie techniKhl! universiteit elndhow:n 

(1) 

l.lb is the rednetion factor for the number of columns in a row: a. ~ ~o.s( I+~) 
m is the number of columns in a row including only those columns which carry a vertical 

load N Ed not less than 50% of the average value of the column in the vertical plane 
considered 

Initia! bow imperfections for individual memhers (see Figure 6). 

The initia! bow imperfections 'e0' for individual memhers are a substitute of geometrical 
imperfections (lack of straightness) and residual stresses. In the initia! bow imperfection, residual 
stresses are accounted for by amplifying the geometrical imperfection. Recommended values for 
e0! L according to Eurocode 3 are given in Table 2. The Eurocode allows that the values can be 
replaced by the value that is mentioned in the Dutch National Annex [2]. 

L 

Figure 6: lnitial bow imperfection 

Table 2: Design values of initiailocal bow imperfection e0 I L 

Buckling Curve Biastic analysis Plastic analysis 
eo!L eo!L 

ao 11350 11300 
a 11300 11250 
b 11250 11200 
c 11200 11150 
d 11150 11100 
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In the National Annex, it is stated that formula (12.3-9) of NEN 6771 [5] must be used for e0. In 

the Dutch code, e0 is noted as e • . The initial bow imperfection can therefore be calculated as: 

• 1 1 M u·d 
e = ak (/Lrel- ''0)--'-

N c;u;d 

(12.3-9) [5] 

where: 

llk is an imperfection factor dependent on the bockling curve (see Table 3) 
Ào is a factor dependent on the bockling curve Ào= 0.2 (see Table 3) 
Mu:d is the design values of the resistance to bending moments Mu;d = MRd 

Nc:u:d is the design resistance to normal forces of the cross section for uniform 
compression Nc;u;d = Nc,Rd 

Àret is the relative slendemess for torsional or torsional-flexural bockling À,e1 =X 

X= ~N"" 
N cr 

Ncr is the elastic critical force for the relevant bockling mode based on the gross cross 

. I . 7[2 EI 
sect10na properties Ne, = ~ 

er 

Lcr is the bockling length 

Table 3· ~ and Àc [4] 
Bockling curve 
a b c d 

~ 0.21 0.34 0.49 0.76 

Àc 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

llk is written as a in Eurocode 3 and is given in Table 4. In this, an a is given for the bockling 
curve, ao, which is not used in the Dutch code. For this bockling curve, a value of Ào of 0.2 is 
assumed and ais 0.13. 

Using Eurocode symbols, e0 can be written as: 

- M 
e0 =a(À-0.2)~ 

Nc,Rd 

(2) 

Consirlering a frame sensitive to second order effects, local bow imperfections in addition to 
sway imperfections must be introduced in the structural analysis for each compressed memhers if 
the following conditions are met: 

• At least one moment joint at one memher end 
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• ho.st·J, 
NEd 

N &J is the design value of the compression force 

TuI e tK.hnlsche unlwrslttlt tlndho~en 

(3) 

For all other cases, local bow imperfections do not have to be introduced in the structural 
analyses. In those cases, local bow imperfections are taken into account in memher checks. 

The effects of initia! sway imperfections and local bow imperfections may be replaced by 
systems of equivalent horizontal forces, introduced for each column, see Figure 7 

initia! sway imperfections initia! bow imperfections 

Figure 7: Repfacement of initia/ impeifections by equivalent horizontal forces 

2: The shape of the elastic critica/ buckling mode as a unique global and local imperfection 

According to Eurocode 3, as an alternative to metbod 1, the shape of theelastic critica! buckling 
mode 1/cr of the structure may be applied as a unique global and local imperfection. The 
amplitude of this imperfection may be determined from: 

(4) 

where: 

for À>0.2 (5) 

rMI =1,()(} 

Out of equation (4) and (5) it follows that 
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(6) 

-~ À= ~ = is the relative slendemess of the structure 
a er 

(7) 

a is the imperfection factor for the relevant buckling curve, see Table 4 
z is the reduction factor for the relevant buckling curve depending on the relevant 

cross section 
a..1r,k is the minimum force amplifier for the axial force configuration N Ed in memhers to 

reach the characteristic resistance NRk of the most axially stressed cross section 
without taking buckling into account 

lkr is the minimum force amplifier for the axial force configuration NEd in memhers to 
reach the elastic critica] buckling 

MRk is the characteristic moments resistance of the critica] cross section, e.g. Mel.Rk or 
Mpl,Rk as relevant 

NRk is the characteristic resistance to normal force of the critica] cross section, i.e. Npl,Rk 

EIT/;,,m•• is the bending moment due to 1'fcr at the critica] cross section 

Por calculating the amplifiers a..1r,k and lkr , the memhers of the structure may be considered to 
be loaded only by axial forces, NEd , that result from the first order elastic analysis of the 
structure for the design loads. The Dutch National Annex [2] gives no limitations for the 
application of this method. 

Sway or non-sway frame 

A frame is called a 'sway frame' when its response to in-plane horizontal forces is not stiff 
enough so that additional forces or moments arising from horizontal displacements of its storeys 
have to be added if a first order analysis is used. A frame is called a 'non-sway frame' when its 
response to in-plane horizontal forces is so stiff that additional forces or moments arising from 
horizontal displacements of its storeys can be neglected. 

To determine these additional forces and moments, section 5.2.1 of Eurocode 3 can be applied. 
This section concludes that first order analysis may be used if the criteria ac, =Fe, I FEd ~ 10 for 

elastic design or acr = F::, I FEd ~ 15 for plastic design are satisfied where: 

[k, is the factor by which the design toading would have to be increased to cause elastic 
instability in a global mode 

F Ed is the design toading on the structure 
Fcr is the elastic critica] buckling load for global instability mode based on initia] elastic 

stiffnesses 

According to the Dutch National Annex [2], a first order plastic analysis for all type of steel 
frames can be conducted if ac, = F::, I FEd ~ 10. This means that for the frame classification, 
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plastic or elastic design does not have to be taken into account and that a frame is called 'non
sway' if: 

F a = ____f!._ > 10 
er FEd -

(8) 

In all other cases, the frame is called 'sway'. 

For portal frames with shallow roof slopes ( <26°) and beam-and-column type plane frames in 
buildings, fk.r for each storey of the building can be calculated using the following formula, 
provided that the axial compression in the beams or rafters is not significant: 

(9) 

where: 

HEd is the design value of the horizontal reaction at the bottorn of the storey to the 
horizontalloads and fictitious horizontalloads. 

VEd is the total design verticalload on the structure on the bottorn of the storey 
4-I.Ed is the horizontal displacement at the top of the storey, relative to the bottorn of the 

storey, when the frame is loaded with horizontalloads and fictitious horizontalloads 
which are applied at each floor level 

h is the storey height 

I 

h 

I 
I 

ÖH,Ed I 
I ---, 

/ 
/ 

/ 

I 
I 

I 

I 
~~-----------=------~~, 

Hed 
Figure 8: Notations for equation (9) 

I 

For the application of formula (9), the axial compression in the beams or rafters may be assumed 
to be significant if: 

(10) 
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where: 

NEd is the design value ofthe compression force, 

À is the in plane non dimensional slendemess calculated for the beam or rafter 
considered as hinged at its ends of the system length measured along the beam or 
rafter. 

A braeed frame is not necessarily a non-sway frame and an unbraced frame is not necessarily a 
sway frame. This means that 4 possible classifications can be applied (see Table 5). Also, the 
frame classification bas to be determined for each load case. 

Table 5: Frame classifications 
Bracing 

Braeed Unbraced 
Sway I Sway BRACED-SWA Y UNBRACED-SWA Y 

displacements I Non sway BRACED-NON SWA Y UNBRACED-NON SW A Y 
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2.2 Global analysis methods based on first and second order theory 

The second step is to choose an appropriate glohal analysis method. In this part, only the analysis 
methods hased on the geometrie response (first order or second order glohal analysis) are 
defined. After these methods of glohal analysis are defined, material non-linearities (elastic or 
plastic glohal analysis) can he taken into account. Section 5.2 of Eurocode 3 gives rules for 
choosing the correct glohal analysis metbod hased on first and second order theory irrespective 
of the material non-linearities. Using first order theory, the initia! geometry is in the glohal 
analysis. Using second order theory, the influence of the deformation is taken into account in the 
glohal analysis. Once the glohal analysis is complete, all relevant internal forces are determined 
in the whole structure. 

Glohal frame instahilities, also known as P-d effects are enhanced hy initial sway imperfections. 
Memher instahilities, also known as P-Ö effects are enhanced hy initia! how imperfections. When 
initial how imperfections are not taken into account in the glohal analysis, the effects of these 
imperfections on local memher instahilities must he checked afterwards through the use of 
appropriate design formulas. 

2.2.1 Analysis metbod for non-sway frames 

Metbod 1: First order analysis and non-sway bockling lengtbs 

When the influence of the frame deformation does not have to he taken into account, the frame is 
classified as 'non-sway'. For this frame classification, a first order analysis using the initial 
geometry of the structure can be used to ohtain the internal forces foliowed hy individual 
memher checks using non-sway huckling lengtbs where appropriate. 

2.2.2 Analysis Metbods for sway frames 

When the influence of the deformation of the frame bas to he taken into account, the frame is 
classified as 'sway', meaning that second order effects and imperfections have to he accounted 
for when performing the glohal analysis. 

To verify the stahility of frames and their memhers, Eurocode 3 gives various glohal analysis 
methods in order to account for second order effects and imperfections. 

Metbod 2: First order analysis witb amplification and non-sway bockling lengtbs 

In this method, known as the 'Amplified Sway Moment Method', a first order elastic analysis 
should he carried out with amplification of horizontal loadings acting on the frame. For single 
storey frames, second order sway effects due to vertical loads may he calculated hy increasing 
the horizontal loads and equivalent loads due to imperfections (see Figure 7) and other possihle 
sway effects hy the amplification factor: 

1 a cr ---=--
1-- 1-

(11) 

a er 
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For mutti-storey frames, second order sway effects may be calcutated by means of the metbod 
for a single storey building, provided that all storeys have a similar distribution of vertical and 
horizontal toads and a similar distribution of frame stiffness with respect to the applied storey 
shear forces. 

With the first order analyses including the amplification factor, the internal forces and moments 
are determined foliowed by individuat member checks. The non-sway effective buckling length 
is used because no sway will occur in addition to that which is caused by the amplified sway 
moment method. According to section 5.2.2 (7) b) in Eurocode 3, the column length of the 
member may be taken as its buckling length. 

This metbod is limited by Eurocode 3 to cases where CICr?: 3. 

Metbod 3: First order analysis and sway bockling lengtbs 

This metbod is atso known as the 'Sway mode buckling length method'. In this case, internat 
forces are determined using first order theory. After conducting this analysis, the stability of the 
frame is assessed by a check with the equivalent column metbod according to section 6.3 in 
Eurocode 3, using buckling length values basedon a global buckling mode (Lcr?: L) of the frame 
accounting for the stiffness behaviour of members, joints and the distribution of compressive 
forces under the design loads. 

Metbod 4: Second order analysis witb P-~ effect and non-sway bockling lengtbs 

This global analysis metbod is partially carried out by the global analysis and partially through 
individual stability checks of memhers for the effects not included in the global analysis. With a 
second order P-L\ analysis (which includes global second order effects and global imperfections 
when relevant), the internat forces and moments are determined foliowed by individual member 
checks. For stability checks, non-sway buckling lengtbs are used for column members. The non
sway buckling length is used because no sway will occur in addition to that which is caused by 
the second order effects calculated by the second order P-L\ analysis. According to section 5.2.2 
(7) b) in Eurocode 3, the column length of the member may be taken as its buckling length. 

Metbod 5: Second order analyses indoding botb P-~ and P-3 effects 

A full second-order analysis accounting for both P-L\ and P-3 effects gives a better representation 
of the reality than any other frame analysis. Both second order effects and imperfections are 
applied in the global anatysis. In this analysis method, initial sway imperfections and initial bow 
imperfections are totally accounted for. Because the effects of imperfections on global frame 
instability and local member instability are covered through the analysis, no individual stability 
check for the memhers is necessary. 
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2.3 Global analysis methods considering material non-linearities 

For designing a steel frame, decisions must be made as to whether an elastic or plastic global 
analysis metbod should be used. The decision making process of using an elastic or plastic global 
analysis is given in section 5.4 of Eurocode 3. 

2.3.1 Elastic global analysis 

For each analysis metbod mentioned in the previous section, an elastic global analysis can be 
used. An elastic global analysis should be based on the assumption that the stress-strain 
behaviour of the material is linear, whatever the stress level is. 

2.3.2 Plastic Global analysis 

A plastic global analysis in combination with the methods mentioned in the previous section may 
only be used when the structure bas sufficient rotation capacity at the locations of the plastic 
hinges, whether this is in the memhers or in the joints. A plastic global analysis should only be 
used where the stability of memhers at plastic binges can be assured. The behaviour should be 
modelled by one of the following methods: 

• an elastic-plastic analysis with plastified sections and/or joints as plastic binges 
• a non-linear plastic analysis consiclering the partial plastification of memhers in plastic 

zones 
• a rigid plastic analysis neglecting the elastic behaviour between binges 

A rigid plastic analysis may only be applied if no second-order effects have to be considered. 
This means that only for non-sway frames, this type of analysis can be applied. 

For all steel grades, mentioned in section 3 of Eurocode 3 [1], the bi-linear stress-strain 
relationship indicated in Figure 9 may be used for a plastic global analysis. 

Figure 9: Bi-linear stress-strain relationship 

Plastic global analysis may only be used where the memhers have sufficient rotation capacity to 
enable the required redistributions of bending moments to develop. This is dependent on two 
aspects: 

• Classification of the cross section 
• Cross section requirements for plastic global analysis 
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Classification of the cross section 

The role of cross section classification is to identify the extent to which the resistance and 
rotation capacity of cross sections is limited by its local buckling resistance. 

There are 4 classifications of cross sections which are defined as: 

Class 1: a plastic hinge can he formed with the rotation capacity required for plastic analysis 
without reduction of the resistance. 

Class 2: the plastic moment resistance can he developed, but hecause of local buckling the 
plastic hinge has insufficient rotation capacity to allow plastic analysis. 

Class 3: the stress in the extreme compression fibre of the steel memher assuming an elastic 
distribution of stresses can reach the yield strength, but local buckling is liable to 
prevents development of the plastic moment resistance. 

Class 4: local buckling will occur hefore the attainment of yield in one or more parts of the 
cross section 

The classification of a cross section depends on the width to thickness ratio of the parts subject to 
compression. The various compression parts in a cross section can be in different classes. A 
cross section is classified according to the highest class of its compression parts. As an 
altemative, the classification of a cross section may be defined by quoting both the flange 
classification and the web classification. The limiting proportions for Class 1, 2, and 3 
compression parts should he obtained from Table 5.2 of Eurocode 3 (see Appendix A). A part 
which fails to satisfy the limits for Class 3 should be taken as Class 4. Where the web is 
considered to resist shear forces only and is assumed not to contribute to the bending and normal 
force resistance of the cross section, the cross section may be designed as Class 2, 3 or 4 
sections, depending only on the flange class. 

Cross section requirements for plastic global analysis 

At plastic hinge locations, the cross section of the memher which contains the plastic hinge 
should have a rotation capacity at least equal to that required at the plastic hinge location. In 
cases where methods of plastic global analysis are used which consider the real stress and strain 
behaviour along the memher including the combined effect of local, memher and global 
buckling, the requirements with respect to rotation capacity need not be applied. Any other form 
of plastic design needs further requirements which can be found insection 5.6 of Eurocode 3. 
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3 Design checks according to Eurocode 3 

When designing a steel frame according to Eurocode 3, knowledge of the global design rules 
according Eurocode 3 has to be acquired. According to the rules in the Eurocodes the design of 
structures and structural memhers has to be verified for different limit states. For the verification 
that a structure can bear the relevant loadings, in the Ultimate Limit State (ULS), it has to be 
checked whether the resistance capacity is equal to or larger than the sum of the relevant action 
effects. For the verification of the serviceability, in the Serviceability Limit State (SLS), it has to 
be checked whether the functioning of the structure is guaranteed, by checking that a certain 
value of deflection will not be exceeded under given loading conditions. 

After conducting the global analysis, all intemal forces and moments can be deterrnined. With 
these forces and moments, the resistance and the stability, as wellas the horizontal and vertical 
displacements have to be checked accordingly. 

In this thesis, the steel frame is assumed to be supported in such a way that out of plane stability 
and lateral torsional buckling cannot occur and therefore need no checking. Therefore, only in
plane flexural buckling is considered taking the following forces into account: 

• Axial force (in this case only compression), NEd 

• Bending moment, MEd 

• Shear force, V Ed 

With these forces in rnind, a cross section resistance and stability check according to section 6.2 
and 6.3 of Eurocode 3 can be applied. There is always a combination of these three forces. 
Therefore, a cross section resistance check for bending moment, shear and axial forces need to 
be applied. For this thesis, only cross sections of class 1 are applied for the global analysis to 
allow plastic analysis. 

3.1 Cross section resistance check 

3.1.1 Bending and axial force 

For class 1 and 2 cross sections section 6.2.9.1 [1] notes that: 

M Ed ~1,0 
MN.Rd 

where MN,Rd is the design plastic moment resistance reduced due to the axial force N Ed 

M N .y.Rd = M pt.y,Rd {1-n) I (1-0.5a) but M <M N, y ,Rd - pl, y ,Rd 

for n~a: M =M N .z.Rd pl ,z ,Rd 

for n>a: M - M 1 n - a [ ( )2] N .z.Rd - pt ,z.Rd - 1_a 

Structural Design 
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where n = N Ed IN pt,Rd 

a=(A-2·b·t1 )1A but a~0,5 

3.1.2 Bending, shear and axial force 

In section 6.2.9 of Eurocode 3 [1] is noted that if the design value of the shear force does not 
exceed 50% of the design plastic shear resistance, no reduction of the resistance defined for 
combined bending and axial force need to be made. 

Otherwise, the design resistance of the cross section combinations of moment and axial force 
should be calculated using a reduced yield strength for the shear area of 

(1-p),{y 

where p=(2VE/VpiRd-l/ 

3.2 Flexural buckling checks 

(16) 

Because the steel frame is assumed to be supported in such a way that out of plane stability and 
lateral torsional buckling cannot occur, only flexural buckling needs to be checked. 

Unless a second order analysis is carried out using all imperfections, the stability of uniform 
memhers with double symmetrie cross sections for sections not susceptible to distortional 
deformations should be checked. 

For memhers of structural systems the resistance check may be carried out on the basis of the 
individual single span memhers regarcled as cut out of the system. Second order effects of the 
sway system (P-d-effects) have to be taken into account, either by the end moments of the 
memher or by means of appropriate buckling lengtbs respectively. 

According to section 6.3.3 [1], memhers which are subjected to combined bending and axial 
compression should satisfy: 

N M +dM 
--"E"'-d-+k y,Ed y,Ed +k 
zN YY M yz 
~ 'Y~ 

/f.,LT 

rMI rMI 

M +dM 
z.Ed z,Ed < 1 

M -
~ 

rMI 

(17) 

NEd +k 

ZzNRk zy 

rMI 

M +dM y,Ed y,Ed + k 
M zz 
%~ 

LT 'Y 
IMI 

M +dM z,Ed z,Ed < l 
M -
~ 

rMI 

(18) 

where NEd, My,Edand Mz.Ed are the design values of the compression force and the maximum 
moments about the y-y and z-z axis along the memher 

AMy,Ed. l1Mz.Ed are the moments due to the shift of the centroidal axis for class 4 
sections 

Xy andxz are the reduction factors due to flexural buckling 
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and N Rk = !Y · A; 

Mi;Rk =!y·~ 

For class 1 cross section 
Ai = A 
Wy = Wpz.y 
Wz = Wpl,z 

L1My,Ed = 0 
L1Mz.Ed = 0 

is the reduction factor due to lateral torsional buclding 
are the interactibn factors using Metbod 2 

Consictering only in-plane stability and in-plane farces, the stability check can be written as 
followes: 

N M __ Ed_+k ~<1 
yy -

zyNRk My.Rk 

(19) 

N M 
___M_+k ~<1 zy -
NRk My,Rk 

(20) 

3.3 Flexural buckling parameters 

3.3.1 Elastic critical buckling load 

Theoretically, theelastic critica! buckling laad, Ncr can be calculated as: 

Were Lcr is the buckling length 

The elastic critical buclding laad is can also be calculated numerically by conducting a buclding 
analysis in Ansys. A vertical force of 1 N applied at the top of the columns. After conducting the 
analysis, an Eigenvalue can be obtained. This shows a value of which the laad can be multiplied 
in order to get the buckling laad. This value is the 'tk-r' of the model. Knowing that the applied 
laad is 1 N, this value represents theelastic critica! buckling laad 'Ncr' fora single column. 

3.3.2 Buckling length of memhers 

Eurocode 3 gives no specific metbod to determine the buclding length of members. In this thesis, 
two methods are ebasen to determine the buclding length. Theoretically and numerically. Same 
analysis methods for sway frames in which second order effects are taken into account require 
buclding checks with memhers in a non-sway buclding mode. Therefore, the sway, as wellas the 
non-sway buclding length bas to be taken into consideration. 
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The first method todetermine the buckling length is carried out using the Dutch code. This is the 
theoretically method. For determination of this theoretica! buckling length, NEN 6770 [4] is 
used. This code uses nomograms to determine the buckling length. There are two different 
nomograms. One for the sway buckling length of a memher and one for the non-sway buckling 
length of the memher (see Appendix B). Both types of buckling modes are considered for this 
thesis. 

The second method is done numerically, using Ansys 11.0. The elastic critical buckling load is 
calculated with a buckling analysis in Ansys. With this elastic critical buckling load and 
equation(21), the buckling length can be calculated as: 

(22) 

Bockling curve 

In this thesis, only in-plane flexural buckling about the y-y axis is considered. The buckling 
curve can be determined by using table 6.2 of Eurocode 3 [1] (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Table 6.2[ 1]: Selection of buckling curvesfora cross section 

3.3.3 Bockling coefficients 

For axial compression in members, the value of the reduction factor, z for the appropriate non

dimensional slendemess, À, should be determined from the relevant buckling curve according to: 

(23) 

where (24) 

(25) 
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3.3.4 Interaction factors using Metbod 2 

The Dutch National Annex [2] prescribes that method 2 must be used to determine the 
interaction factors. In this thesis, memhers are not susceptihle to torsional deformations meaning 
that tahle B.1 of Eurocode 3 [1] (see Appendix C) must he used for calculating the interaction 
factors. In this case, only the factors kyy and kzy must be calculated. 

Plastic cross sectional properties (class 1) can he used meaning that 

(26) 

This means that if À. Y ~ 1, 0 

And 

(27) 

For memhers with sway huckling mode, the equivalent uniform moment factor, Cmy should he set 
on 0.9 (see tahle B.3 of Appendix C). 

For memhers with non-way huckling mode, the equivalent uniform moment factor, Cmy should 
he set on 0.6 + 0.41f' ~ 0.4 (see tahle B.3 of Appendix C). 
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4 Global analysis methods overview 

Table 6 gives an overview of all elastic global analysis methods according Eurocode 3 including 
its specifications and Table 7 gives an overview of all plastic global analysis methods according 
Eurocode 3. In this thesis, all plastic analysis are conducted using Ansys 11.0. This means that 
no cross section resistance check has to be conducted after the calculation. 

The overviews are limited to global first and second order analysis. Local stability of the 
memhers and joint resistance checks are not accounted for in these overviews. 

T, bl 6 El l b I l . hd a e : astlc g1o a anarysts met o s overvlew 

Structural analysis Design checks 

Frame 
Global analysis 

Intemal Porces and 
ModeHing moments 

Frame First/ Second order Buckling 
Ultimate 

Serviceability 
Imperfections limit 

Classification analysis length 
states 

limit states 

O.:r ~ 10 First order elastic 
Non-sway 

lA (non-sway -
analysis 

Buckling 
frame) length 

First order elastic 
analysis 

~ 3<a.,.<l0 lnitial sway amplification of Sway 
2A 

(sway frame) imperfections horizontal forces with 
buckling 

Memher 
a) 1 

length 
stability + e -~-

1-- cross 
CIJ 

a" section Vertical and ..... 
CIJ 
>. resistance horizontal 
~ check displacement 
~ O.:r < 10 Initia! sway First order elastic 
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~ 

3A 
(sway frame) imperfections analysis 

Buckling frame and 
~ length memhers 0 ..... 
bJ) 

u Second order elastic Non-sway ·.c 
a.:r < 10 Initia! sway analysis CIJ 4A Buckling C':S (sway frame) imperfections ..... 

length ~ (P-.1 effect) 
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imperfections 
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5 Design of a typical steel frame 

In this chapter, a typical steel frame is modelled and calculated using the global analysis methods 
as describes in Table 6 and Table 7. The ultimate load, Fu1r.k is calculated by conductinga second 
order elastic-plastic analysis in Ansys 11.0, using the buck1ing shape of the frame as a global and 
local imperfection. This ultimate load represents the design load, F &J that is applied for 
conducting all the other possible global analysis methods according to Eurocode 3. 

5.1 General 

The frame is supported in such a way that out-of plane stability and flexural buckling cannot 
occur. Therefore, only the in-plane stability and a cross section resistance have to be checked for 
each member. For the beam, the in-plane stability check does not have to be checked meaning 
that only a cross section resistance check is necessary for the beam when:: 

- ~·! À < 0.3 __ Y (See equation(l 0)) 
NEd 

Where À is the in plane non-dimensional slenderness calculated for the beam considered as 
hinged at its ends of the system length measured along the beam. 

5.1.1 Geometry 

A one story typical steel frame with hot rolled HEB300 profiles (see Figure 11) is modelled for 
conducting the different global analysis methods and design checks according to Eurocode 3. 
The loadings are applied in such a way that the steel frame is classified as sway with 3<(k,<l0. 
With this classification, global analysis methods 2A until SB (see Table 6 and Table 7) can be 
used for conducting the frame analysis. In this case, the supports are 100% pinned and the beam
column joints are 100% rigid connections. 
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Figure 11: Frame model 
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5.1.2 Loads and load combinations 

For this frame, only 2 load cases are applied to the model. The values of the forces are given in 
relation to each other. The real values are not yet set because they will be calculated with the 
second order elastic-plastic analysis, using the buckling shape of the frame as a global and local 
imperfection calculation. The following load cases are applied. 

LC 1: Dead load ~ F [kN] 

LC2: Wind load ~ 

With these load cases, load combinations are made. One load combination is made for the 
Ultimate limit state (ULS), and one combination is made for the serviceability limit state (SLS). 

Load combination for ultimate limit state: ULS: 1.35 x LC 1 + 1.50 x LC 2 

5.1.3 Material properties 

Steel grade S235 according to EN 10025-2 is used for all components of the frame. The 
thickness 't' of the cross section elements is less then 40mm meaning that the following values 
apply according to table 3.1 of Eurocode 3 [1]. 

• yield strength /y=235N/mm2 

For the design values of material coefficients, the following values are used 

• modulus of elasticy E = 210000 N/mm2 

• Poisson's ratio in elastic stage V= 0,3 

5.2 Finite Element ModeDing 

Before any analysis can be conducted, the frame is modelled in Ansys 11.0. This means that the 
columns, beam, supports, joints and loadings as describe in the previous section must be 
incorporated in a Finite Element Model in which an element type, cross section properties, 
meshing and constraints must be determined. 

5.2.1 Element type 

Because of the material and geometrie non-linearities, a BEAM18 9 element is used to model the 
frame. BEAM18 9 is an element suitable for analyzing slender beam structures. This element is 
basedon the Timoshenko beam theory in which shear deformation effects are included. BEAM189 

is a quadratic, 3-node beam element in 3-D with six degrees of freedom at each node. These 
include translations in the x, y, and z directions and rotations about the x, y, and z directions. 
This element is well suited for linear, large rotation, and/or large strain nonlinear applications. 
BEAM1 8 9 includes stress stiffness terms. The provided stress stiffness terms enable the elements 
to analyze flexural stability problems. BEAM18 9 can be used with any beam cross section that is 
defined. Also elasticity, creep, and plasticity models are supported. These aspects make this 
element very suitable to apply to the frame. 
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5.2.2 Cross section 

A normal hot rolled HEB300 cross section (see Figure 12) cannot be exactly modelled in Ansys 
when BEAM189 elements are used. For this model, a hot rolled HEB300 profile is modelled in 
Ansys (see Figure 13) using the beam tool with common cross section. With this tool, only the 
web and flanges can be modelled. The radius 'R' cannot be modelled. This is of influence for the 
cross section parameters (Table 8). Because all calculations will be conducted in Ansys, the cross 
section that is modelled in Ansys is used for further calculations. 

y 

z 

Figure 12: Hot rolled HEB300 
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Figure 13: Ansys cross section 
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The frame is supported in such a way that out-of plane forces and bending moments are not 
relevant. Therefore, the following cross section properties can theoretically be determined as: 

Second moment of area: 
I = 2 · .1... · b · t 2 + .1... · t · h 2 + 2 · b · t · (0 5 · (b- t ))2 
y 12 f 12 w w f . f 

I = 2·.1...·300·192 +.1...·11·2622 +2·300·19·(0 5·(300-19))2 
y 12 12 • 

Elastic section modulus: 

W =!.z_= 24187·104 =1612.5·103mm3 
el,y 0.5h 150 

Plastic section modulus: 

(
h )

2 

1 (262)
2 

3 wpl,y=b·tf·(h-tf)+ ; ·tw2=300·19·(300-19)+ 2 ·11=1790.5mm 

Design resistance to normal force: 
N Rd =A. fy = 14282. 235 ·10-3 = 3356.27 kN 
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Design shear resistance 

V =-
1 

·A ·f el,y,Rd J3 el;v y 

~l;v =hw ·tw 

V.,1,y,Rd = )J · 262 ·11· 235 .w-3 = 39t.02kN 

Plastic design sbear resistance 
1 

V =-·A ·f pl, y,Rd J3 pl;v y 

A pl ,v = h·tw 

V =-
1
-·300·11 · 235·10-3 =447.74kN 

pl,y,Rd J3 

Elastic design resistance for bending: 

Mel ,y,Rd = W el,y • f y = 1612.5 · 235 ·10-3 = 378.93kNm 

Plastic design resistance for bending: 

M pl.y,Rd = w pl,y • J y = 1790.5 · 235 ·10-3 = 420.76kNm 

T, bl 8 c a e : ross sectlOn propenzes 

HEB300 HEB 300 in Ansys 
BEAM189 

A 14910 mm2 14282mmL. 
ly 25166 x 104 mm4 24187x 104 mm4 

WeLv 1678 x 103 mm3 1612 x 103 mm3 

WuLv 1869 x 103 mm3 1790 x 103 mm3 

NRd 3503 kN 3356 kN 
VeLLRd 393 kN 391 kN 
VuLLRd 643kN 448kN 
MeLv.Rd 394 kNm 319kNm 
MuL v.Rd 439 kNm 421kNm 

TU Ie teChnische unlveBitelt elndh.,...n 

[%] 

95.8% 
96.1% 
96.1% 
96.6% 
95.8% 
99.5% 
69.7% 
96.2% 
96.6% 

Because the frame is supported in sucb a way tbat out-of plane stability and flexural buckling 
cannot occur, the St. Venant torsional constant, h is in tbis irrelevant and tberefore not 
mentioned bere. 

Cross section classification 

Multiple parameters are depended on tbe cross section classification. Tbe cross section, used in 
Ansys bas a flange thickness less then 40 mm. With this in mind this, the cross section 
classification can be determined using table Table 5.2 of Eurocode 3 (see Appendix A). The 
parameter can be classified as: 
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t: = ( 235]
0

'

5 

( 235 )
0

'

5 

= 1 
f y 235 

Considering the flange under pure compression which is the worst case scenario, the cross 
sectionis classified as: 

~ = 0.5 0 (300 -11) = 7.61 ~ 9t: = 9 Class 1 
tf 19 

Considering the web under pure compression which is the worst case scenario, the cross section 
is classified as: 

~ = 300 - (2 "19) = 23.82 ~ 33t: = 33 Class 1 
fw 11 

Class 1 cross sections are those, which can form a plastic hinge with the rotation capacity 
required for plastic analysis without reduction of the resistance. This concludes that the cross 
section has all requirements needed for elastic, as well as a plastic global analysis. 

5.2.3 BEAM18 9 Benchmarks 

Before the frame is modelled as a whole, a number of benchmarks are conducted to find out if 
the chosen element is sufficient for calculation of the frame. 

The BEAM189 element is provided with section-relevant quantities (area of integration, position, 
Poisson function, function derivatives, etc.) automatically at a number of section points. Each 
sectionis assumed to be an assembly of a predetermined number of 9-node cells (see Figure 14). 
Each cross section cell has 4 integration points and may be associated with an independent 
material type. Ansys also has a mesh refinement level for automatic generated thin-walled beam 
cross sections (see Figure 15). Valid values are 0 (the default - no mesh refinement) through 5 
(high level of mesh refinement). This mesh refinement can influence the structural behaviour of 
the frame. This influence must be taken into consideration while analyzing the frame. 

• =node 
+ = integration point 

• 
~- + 

• 
• • 

Figure 14: 9 node-cel/ incorporated in a cross section 
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3 4 5 
Figure 15: REFINEKEY options 

Material non-linearity 

For all steel grades, mentioned in section 3 of Eurocode 3 [1], the bi-linear stress-strain 
relationship as shown Figure 9 is used for all plastic global analysis. Therefore, this bi-linear 
stress-strain is used for all analysis where plasticity is accounted for. The input data for Ansys 
for this bi-linear stress-strain relationship is given in Table 9 

Non-linear material in An s 
TB,BKIN,l,l 

TBDATA,l,235,0 

BENCHMARK 1: Plastic Bending moment 

The plastic design resistance for bending, Mpl;y;Rd of the HEB300 cross section as determined in 
Asys 11.0 is theoretically calculated as 420. 76kNm. The stresses due to bending, ~ when 100% 
of the plastic design resistance for bending is reached can be described as is shown in Figure 16 
where ~ = /y = 235 N/mm2

• 

.----'y ax = 235Nimm2 

y y 

Ox • -235Nimm2 z z 

Figure 16: Theoretically stresses due toplastic design resistance for bending , ~ =!, 
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A material non-linear analysis, MNA using the geometry and bending moments as shown in 
Figure 17 is conducted to find out whether the REF INEKEY settings are of influence on the plastic 
design resistance for bending. The result of this analysis, using the different REFINEKEY options 
is given in Table 10. Also, a contour plot of the stresses due to bending, Oi: for the different 
REFINEKEY options is shown in Figure 18. 

{ LS 
~M 

Figure 17: Benchmark 1 

Table JO: Results of benchmark 1 

REFINEKEY Mu/d 

[kNm] 

0 420.76 
1 420.76 
2 420.76 
3 420.76 
4 420.76 
5 420.76 

.:u n.,-'n . .I:D ~n . I J 

REFINEKEY = 0 

REFINEKEY = 3 

M~ 
Mpl;y;Rd [%] 
[kNm] 

420.76 100 
420.76 100 
420.76 100 
420.76 100 
420.76 100 
420.76 100 

11l"l"' 

REFINEKEY = 1 

REF I NEKEY = 4 
Figure 18: Contour plots of the stresses due to bending, ~ 

REFINEKEY = 2 

REFINEKEY = 5 

The ultimate bending moment, M u1r,t found by the benchmark shows, that for every REFINEKEY 

that is applied, the full plastic design resistance for bending (420.76k.Nm) is reached. The plot 
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results due to the bending stresses, ox implicates that the cross section is not 100% plastic. The 
different contour plots show these results because the stresses in one 9-node cell are plotted 
linear across the height of this cell. In the middle of the cross section, the stresses go from 
+235Nimm2 to -235N/mm2

• This results in an average stress of 0 N/mm2
• Therefore, the 9-node 

cells from the middle of the cross section plots a linear stress output from 0 to 235N!mm2
• This 

explains why the contour plots do not show real stresses due to bending. A higher REFINEKEY 

gives a more accurate contour plot but is not of influence to the results of the bending moment 
capacity of the element. 

BENCUMARK 2: Bending moment and axial force 

A material non-linear analysis, MNA using the geometry, forces and bending momentsas shown 
in Figure 19 is conducted to find out what the element behaviour is when a axial force and 
bending moments are combined. 

~-- --~9-
Figure 19: Benchmark 2 

In section 3.1.1, the theoretically cross-sec ti on resistance check due to bending and axial force 
according to Eurocode 3 is described. This check is used to describe the relation between the 
bending moment and axial force for the HEB300 cross section theoretically according to 
Eurocode 3. 

The equations of Eurocode 3 conclude that if: 

NEd ~0.5·a·Np,,Rd -7 MN,y,Rd =Mpl,y,Rd 

NEd > 0.5·a·Npl,Rd -7 M N,y,Rd = M pl,y,Rd (1-n)l(1-0.5a) 

With a= (A-2·b·t1 )1 A= (14282-2·300·19)/14282 = 0.202 

n = NEd I Npl,Rd = NEd /3356.27 

0.5 ·a· N pl,Rd = 0.5 · 0.202 · 3356.27 = 338.6kN 

0.5 ·a = 0.5 · 0.202 = 0.899 

Meaning that if N Ed ~ 338.6kN -7 M N,y,Rd = 420.76kN 

Andif N Ed > 338.6kN -7 MN Rd =420.76·(1 NEd ) /(0.899) 
,y, 3356.27 

When these two equations are incorporated in a graph consirlering the bending moment divided 
by the plastic design resistance for bending, M&/Mpl,y,Rd on the y-axis and the axial force divided 
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by the design resistance to normal force, N&/Npl,Rd on the x-axis. Consirlering the formulas as 
described above, M&/Mpl,y,Rd is 1.0 until the normal force of 338.6/cN is reached meaning that 
N&!Npi,Rd is 0.1. After that, a linear relation between the bending moment capacity and the axial 
force capacity is described (see Figure 20). 

1.0 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

- 0.6 a. 
::& 
:;:; 0.5 
w 
::& 0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

NEd/Npl 

Figure 20: Interaction between the bending moment and axialforce according to Eurocode 3 

The same relation is described using a material non-linear analysis, MNA in Ansys 11.0 (see 
Figure 19). For this calculation, the REFINEKEY is also of no influence to the results consirlering 
the output of the internal forces and bending moments. The relation is graphically described in 
Figure 21. 

1.0 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

Q. 0.6 
::& 
:;:; 0.5 
w 
::& 0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

NEd/Npl 

Figure 21: Interaction between the bending moment and axialforce according to Ansys 11.0 
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Finally, the theoretically metbod according to Eurocode 3 and the numerically metbod, using 
Ansys 11.0 are compared in one graph (see Figure 22). This graph shows that tbe numerically 
metbod, using Ansys 11.0 gives a similar relation as the theoretically metbod using Eurocode 3. 
For an axial force up to 0.15Npt;Rd, tbe bending moment capacity for the numerically metbod is 
lower than the tbeoretically metbod according to Eurocode 3, but for the axial force, more that 
0.15Npt;Rd, the bending moment capacity for the numerically metbod is slightly higher that the 
theoretically metbod according to Eurocode 3. Overall, the relation between the two methods is 
within limits to conclude that the BEAM 189 element is sufficient to describe the correct re lation 
between the bending moment and the axial force. 

1.0 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

- 0.6 
a. 

:::iii :a 0.5 
w 
:::iii 0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

NEd/Npl 

Figure 22: Comparison ofthe Interaction between the bending moment and axialforce 

BENCUMARK 3: Influence of shear force 

A linear analysis, LA using the geometry and tbe force as shown in Figure 23 is conducted to 
find out if the element is sufficient to describe the shear force and its deformation. The BEAM189 

element is based on tbe Timoshenko beam tbeory in which shear deformation effects are 
included. 

F 

Figure 23: Benchmark 3 
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Theoretically, the shear deformation of the beam is calculated as: 

Ion which A - ..4 - h 0 t - "'rl,v- w w 

G=E·V 

The beam deformation due to bending is theoretically calculated as: 

I Fl3 

8=--
3 El 

TU/e _.._ .................. . 

(28) 

(29) 

When the beam length is very small, the influence of the beam deformation due to bending in 
re lation to the shear deformation is negligibleo Therefore, the length of the beam is set on 1 Omm 
and a force, F of 1 OOOOkN is applied to find out if the shear deformation is described correctly 0 

Theoretically, the deformation due to this geometry and force will be 

The total theoretically deformation of the beam can be calculated as 

b,01 = 8v + 8 = 0.42960 + 0000007 = 0.42967 (30) 

The result of the theoretically deformation versus the numerically deformation in Ansys 1100, 
using the different REFINEKEY options is given in Table 11. The results show that the shear 
deformation becomes slightly higher when larger REFINEKEY option is used. 

Table 11: Results of benchmark 3 for the linear analysis 
Theoretically Deformation 

REFINEKEY deformation in Ansys 11.0 [%] 
8tot [mm] [mm] 

0 0.42967 0041162 9508 
1 0.42967 0.41406 96.4 
2 0.42967 0.41552 96.7 
3 0.42967 0.41647 9609 
4 0.42967 0.41711 97.1 
5 0.42967 0.41755 97.2 

In addition to the previous calculation, a material non-linear analysis, MNA using the geometry 
and force as shown in Figure 23 is conducted to find out if the element is sufficient for the cross 
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section to be capable of descrihing the failure due to shear force. Theoretically, the shear 
deformation of the beam can be described the same as for the linear elastic analysis (see equation 
(28)) with a plastic shear area Apl,v of h · tw 

This conclude into the following shear deformation 

The total theoretica} deformation is: 

Ö,01 =0.37520+0.0007 =0.37527mm 

Theoretically, the shear stress -r&J cannot be higher than: 

f, I J3 = 2351 J3 = 135.7 NI mm2 

The plastic design shear· resistance, V p,,y,Rd is 447 .74k.N . This means that when a force, F of 

1 OOOOkN is applied, the cross section should definitely collapse due to the shear force. In this 
case, using the BEAM18 9 element, the cross section does not collapse and the same deflection 
values as Table 11 are found for this calculation (see Table 12). In Ansys, the shear stress, -rzz is 

3364Nimm2 (see Figure 24) which is far above the value of 135.7Nimm2
• 

The BEAM189 element is basedon the Timoshenko beam theory meaning that the shear stress is 
constant over the height of the element. The cross section remains flat and undeformed. For 
determination of plasticity, the constant value of the shear stress is used. This means that the 
element cannot become plastic due to shear stress and that the shear stress is of no influence to 
the result when a plastic analysis is conducted. 

Table 12: Results ofbenchmark 3 for the material non- linear analysi s 
Theoretically De formation 

REFINEKEY deformation in Ansys 11.0 [%] 
Ö,ol [mm] [mm] 

0 0.42967 0.41162 95.8 
1 0.42967 0.41406 96.4 
2 0.42967 0.41552 96.7 
3 0.42967 0.41647 96.9 
4 0.42967 0.41711 97.1 
5 0.42967 0.41755 97.2 
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Figure 24: Contour plot of the shear stress, ~ 

Benchmarks 1 and 2 show that for bending and axial force, the element is able to describe the 
realistic elastic-plastic behaviour. In Eurocode 3 is noted that no reduction of the resistance 
defined for combined bending and axial force need to be made when the design value of the 
shear force does not exceed 50%. Because the shear stresses must be of no influence totheresult 
when a plastic analysis is conducted, the frame is modelled in such a way, that the design value 
of the shear force does not exceed 50% of the design plastic shear resistance in order to have a 
realistic calculation. The theoretical and numerical interaction between the shear force and the 
plastic bending moment resistance for this crosssectionis given in Appendix E 

BENCHMAR~ 4: Ultimate load of a single column 

A fourth benchmark (see Figure 25) is conducted to found out if the element is capable to 
describe the ultimate load, Full,k of a single column onder compression. 

Figure 25: Benchmark 4 
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A geometrie and material non-linear analysis, GMNIA is conducted in Ansys 11.0 to find out if 
the theoretically ultimate laad, calculated with Eurocode 3, using the initial bow imperfection, e0 

according to the Dutch code could also be calculated numerically. According to section 6.3.1 [1], 
a compression memher should be verified against buckling as follows: 

(31) 

where NEd is the design value of the compression force and Nb,Rd is the design buckling 
resistance of the compression memher and is calculated as: 

zA!, 
N =--

b,Rd 'V 
fMl 

where Af, = NRk and YMt = 1.0 

Implying these parameters in equation (31), the equation can bedescribes as: 

(32) 

(33) 

The Benchmark is conducted using a height of 10000mm. This height also represents theelastic 
critica} buckling length, Lcr· Using this buckling 1ength, theelastic criticalload, Ncr is: 

Non-dimensional slenderness, À is calculated as: 

Á={A·f, = 14282 ·235 =0.818 
N cr 5013039 

U sing this slenderness, the initial bow imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch code is: 

- M 420.76 
e0 = a(À-0.2)__M_ = 0.34(0.818-0.2) = 26.352mm 

Nc,Rd 3356.27 

For axial compression in members, the value of the reduction factor, z for the appropriate non
dimensional slenderness is: 
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With ct>= 0.5[ 1 +a(:Ï-0.2 )+ :i2J = 0.5[ 1 +0.34{0.818-0.2)+0.8182]= 0.940 

1 
0.713 

Using this reduction factor, the ultimate load, Fult:k is theoretically calculated using the design 
check according to Eurocode 3 (see equation (33)) with NEd = Fult.k 

F.,,,;k =z·NRk =0.713·3356.27=2393.48kN 

For the geometrie and material non-linear analysis, GMNIA, conducted in Ansys 11.0, the height 
is divided into 10 elements. The result of this calculation using the different REFINEKEY options 
is given in Table 13. 

Table 13: Results ofbenchmark 4 
F.,,,,k [kN] F.,,,,k [kN] 

REFINEKEY according to according to % 
Eurocode 3 Ansys 11.0 

0 2393.48 2369.70 99.0 
1 2393.48 2368.30 98.9 
2 2393.48 2367.80 98.9 
3 2393.48 2367.50 98.9 
4 2393.48 2367.30 98.9 
5 2393.48 2367.20 98.9 

The results show that the theoretically and numerically results are quite similar. This implicates a 
good assumption for the applied element. The REFINEKEY options show a very small difference 
in the calculation results and are therefore negligible. 
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5.2.4 Meshing and constaints 

The model is built up using keypoints and lines (see Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: Keypoints and lines 
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The lines are mesbed into elements (see Figure 27). After the frame is mesbed into elements, the 
frame bas a eertaio number of nodes and elements. The elements are connected in such a way 
that they act tagether as a continues beam. Therefore, the column-beam conneetion is rigid and 
no specific constraints have to modelled. All nodes have degrees of freedom. This included 
translations in the three main axis (xyz) and rotations about these axis. With degree-of-freedom 
constraints, the nodes can be restricted in such a way that supports, as well as in plane behaviour 
in which only flexural buckling can occur is modelled. 

Figure 27: Meshed model in Ansys 11.0 

To model the supports, keypoints 1 and 4 are constrainted in the x and y direction. For modeHing 
in plane behaviour in which only flexural buckling can occur, all nodes are constrainted in the z
direction and cannot rotate around the x and y axis. In the Ansys preprocessor, /PERP7, the 
model is built up using a text cammand (see Table 14) 
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Table 14: Ansvs prepropessor textfile data 

Part ANSYS CODE Description 
ET,l,BEAM189 (element type) 

Element SECTYPE,l,BEAM,I,HEB300, REFINEKEY (type of cross section and properties) 

SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 (section dimensions) 

Material MP,EX, l ,210000 (E = 210000 [N/mm2
]) 

properties MP,NUXY,l,0.3 (V= 0,3) 
HEIGHT-5000 (structure height [mm]) 

WIDTH•8000 (structure width [mm]) 

F•F (verticalload F [N]) 

General H•F/10 (horizontalload H [N]) 

parameters LFl•LOAD FACTOR LCl (load factor for load case 1) 

LF2•LOAD FACTOR LC2 (load factor for load case 2) 

COLUMNDIVISIONS- NUMBER (number of elements per column) 

BEAMDIVISIONS• NUMBER (number of elements per beam) 

K,l,O,O,O (keypoint 1) 

K, 2 , 0 , HEIGHT,O (keypoint 2) 

K,3 , WIDTH,HEIGHT,O (keypoint 3) 

K, 4, WIDTH,0,0 (keypoint 4) 

L,l , 2 (Une 1) 

L,2 , 3 (Une 2) 

L,3 , 4 (Une 3) 
Geometry 

LSEL,,, , l (select line 1) 

LATT, ,, ,,3 (main axis towards keypoint 3) 

LSEL,,,,2 (select line 2) 

LATT, ,,, ,l (main axis towards keypoint 1) 

LSEL,, , ,3 (select line 3) 

LATT,,,,,l (main axis towards keypoint 1) 

ALLSEL (select all lines) 

LESIZE,l ,,, COLUMNDIVISIONS (di vides line 1 into number of elements) 

LESIZE,2,, , BEAMDIVISIONS (di vides line 2 into number of elements) 
Meshing 

LESIZE,3 ,,, COLUMNDIVISIONS (di vides line 3 into number of elements) 

LMESH,ALL,ALL (mesh alllines) 

left DK,l,UX,O (1ocks keypoint 1 in the x direction) 

!l support DK,l , UY , O (locks keypoint 1 in the y direction) 
= DK,4,UX,O (locks keypoint 4 in the x direction) ... right CU r.. support DK,4,UY,O (locks keypoint 4 in the y direction) -19 D,ALL,UZ,O (locks all nodes in the z direction) Q frame u 

100% in D,ALL,ROTX,O (rotation around the x axis at all nodes is 1ocked) 
plane D,ALL,ROTY,O (rotation around the y axis at all nodes is locked) 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1 (verticalload at keypoint 2) 

Loads FK,2,FX,H*LF2 (horizonta1load at keypoint 2) 

FK,3,FY,-F*LF1 (verticalload at keypoint 3) 
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5.2.5 Parameter study for a linear bockling analysis 

General parameters 

TuI e tedlniKht llnlvtmlth l lndhown 

To make a good working FEM-model, a parameter study is conducted to see what the effect of 
changing the REFINEKEY, COLUMNDIVISIONS and BEAMD IVISIONS are on the behaviour of the 
frame. In this case, a linear buckling analysis (LBA) is conducted. The Verticalload 'F is set on 
400kN = 400000N and the load factors 'LFJ' and 'LF2' are set on 1.00. These general 
parameters remain the same for each Iinear buckling analysis in this parameter study. 

Two results are taken into account. The horizontal deflection at the top of the columns and the 
Eigenvalue of the frame. With these results, conclusions can be drawn about the REFINEKEY, 

COLUMNDIVISIONS and BEAMDIVISIONS options that are minimally required to get the best 
results. 

Element REFINEKEY 

The REFINEKEY with the numbers 0,1 and 3 is applied for this parameter study. With these 
refinements, the BEAM189 cross section is divided in such a way that all the 9-node cells of a 
higher REF INEKEY can be fitted exactly inside the originally lower REF INEKEY cross sec ti on. 
With this in mind, the solution of a higher REFINEKEY will converge into a more exact solution, 
also known as monotone converging. The highest REF I NEKEY with the number 5 is also tested. 
This mesh refinement does not fit into the number 3 refinement, but is taken into consideration to 
find out what the highest REF INEKEY is of influence to the frame behaviour. 

COLUMDIVISIONS and BEAMDIVISIONS 

The COLUMNDIV.ISIONS and BEAMDIVI SIONS are set as a basis of 1 element for the column and 2 
elements for the beam foliowed by element divisions in which the new elements fit exactly 
inside the originally meshed model (see Table 15). 

Table /5: COLUMNDIVISIONS and BEAMDIVI S IONS 

COLUMN Element size BEAM Element size 
DIVISIONS [mm] DIVI SIONS [mm] 

1 5000 2 4000 
2 2500 4 2000 
4 1250 8 1000 
8 625 16 500 
16 312.5 32 250 
32 156.25 64 125 
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Linear buckling analysis, LBA 
For conducting a linear buckling analysis, the. Ansys solution phase, starting with /SOLU and 
foliowed by a text command (see Table 16) can be conducted. 

T, bl 16 LBAA de a e nsys co 
ANTYPE, STATIC 

PSTRES,ON 

SOLVE 

FINISH 

/SOLU 

ANTYPE,BUCKLE 

BUCOPT,LANB,l 

MXPAND,l 

SOLVE 

FINISH 

After conducting the analysis, an Eigenvalue, ~r can be obtained. The results of the parameter 
study are shown in Table 17. 

Table 17: parameter study results for LBA 
REFINEKEY 

0 I 3 5 

COLUMN BEAM 
DIVISIONS DIVISIONS ~r ~r ~r ~r 

I 2 7.7246 7.7233 7.7220 7.7215 

2 4 7.6899 7.6887 7.6875 7.6869 

4 8 7.6877 7.6864 7.6852 7.6846 

8 16 7.6875 7.6863 7.6850 7.6845 

16 32 7.6875 7.6863 7.6850 7.6845 

32 64 7.6875 7.6863 7.6850 7.6845 

The results show that the Eigenvalue does not change when the coLuMNorvr sroNs and 
BEAMDIVISIONS are set on 8 elements for the column and 16 elements for the beam. Fora linear 
buckling analysis, this element mesh is fine enough to get reliable results and is therefore used 
for further calculation. More elements will give the same result but needs more calculation time 
and is therefore not efficient. 

The REFINEKEY change is slightly of influence for the Eigenvalue. A higher REFINEKEY gives a 
slightly lower Eigenvalue. The difference is that small that no conclusions can be drawn what the 
real influence is. The real influence will be tested when material and geometrie non-tinearlties 
are included in the frame analysis and is therefore not important at this moment. 
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5.3 Flexural bockling parameters 

For this frame, assumed is that the in-plane stability of the beam does not have to be checked 
(see equation(lO)). Therefore, only the flexural buckling parameters of the columns are 
determined. For this frame, the sway, as well as the non-sway buckling mode are taken into 
consideration. Both modes are analyzed and the buckling length 'Lcr' as well as an elastic 
critica! buckling load 'Ncr' for the columns is calculated for this frame. To analyze the non-sway 
buckling mode, an extra support is added at the top of the frame (see Figure 28). 

sway buckling mode non-sway buckling mode 

Figure 28: Sway and non-sway buckling mode 

The buckling length is calculated in two different ways as mentioned in section 3.3.2. First 
theoretically according to the Dutch code [4] and second numerically using Ansys. 

Bockling length and load using the Dutch code 

For determination of the theoretically buckling length, the nomograms of NEN 6770 [4] (see 
Appendix B) are used. The stiffness parameters, CA and C8 must be determined using the 
following equation: 

In which: 

J.l is a correction factor for the conditions at the other end of the supporting beam 
J.l = 6 for the sway buckling mode 
J.l = 2 for the non-sway buckling mode 

CA is the stiffness parameter at the bottorn of the column 
C8 is the stiffness parameter at the top of the column 
J ein =I"". = 241870000mm 4 

(In =5000mm 

fbm = 8000mm 

(34) 

With these values, the buckling length and the elastic critica! buckling load is calculated using 
the nomograms (see Table 18). 
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T, bl 18 B kf h nd l '' lbkf lad a e ue mi( enl(t a e astte enttea ue m 0 d' h NEN6770 aeeor, mg to t e 

Sway bockling mode Non-sway bockling mode 

CA oo (pinned support) oo (pinned support) 

eB 241870000 1'6·241870000 =0.27 241870000 1'2· 241870000 = 0.80 
5000 8000 5000 8000 

r. . 
'· c. .. r. -;;;; ~ -

:~~ .. F - .., zo.o ... -
-i 10,0 1-
-i 1- 5,0 f 5,1 

sp -1 ... 
5,1 " ~~ .. 5.0 

),J) 
~p 

3,)) 

1.0 1,0 

1,67 lP 1,67 0.9 

I,Jl \)l 0.1 

e 
2.5___. 

O,S 0,5 

ä 
, .. 1.0 

t.n o,n 0.~ 0.4 
e ... , 0,67 0,7 § 2P 

G,l o,l 

z •.s 0,5 O.Z-1 t- 0,2 _, ,.. 
I 

o.n 0,)) 
, 1-
.; I 

0~ I 
1,5 US I 0,6 t 

I 0,1--t l- 0,1 
I I I I 

'·" -l 
1- 0,17 ~ t I 

-l ~ -i 1-
~ ~ I I 
~ ~ I I 
~ ... I 
.L ' 1.D .L o 0 ...J 0,5 L o 0 

l.g jtq< 2.5 0.9 

Lcr 2.5 ·5000 = 12500mm 0.90·5000 = 4500mm 

Ncr ,r · 210000·241870000 ·10-3 
=3208kN ,r · 210000 ·241870000 ·10-3 

=24756kN See equation 
1~ 45002 

(21) 

Buck.ling length and load using Ansys 

For the numerically determination of the buckling load, a linear buckling analysis is conducted in 
Ansys. The COLUMNDIVISIONS and BEAMDIVISIONS are set on 16 elements for the column and 32 
elements for the beam. The REFINEKEY option is set on 3. The verticalload 'F' is set of IN. The 
horizontal load 'H' is left out of this analysis. After conducting the analysis, the Eigenvalue is 
obtained. This Eigenvalue represents the elastic critical buckling load 'Ncr' for each column. For 
calculation of the non-sway buckling mode, an extra support is added at the top of the right 
column. This is modelled by adding a extra constraint in the x-direction at keypoint 3. The Ansys 
coded input file for the sway buckling mode and the non-sway buckling load can be found in 
Appendix D. The results of theelastic critical buckling load as well as the buckling length are 
shown in Table 19. 

T, bl 19 B kl' h dl ad a e ue mi( enl(t an 0 d' aeeor, tnl( to A nsys 

Sway bockling mode Non-sway bockling mode 

Ncr =3078kN = 22029kN 

Lcr ~2 · 210000 ·241870000 /~2 • 210000· 241870000 
3078000 22029000 

See equation 
(22) = 12762mm = 4770mm 
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The Ansys calculation gives the lowest value of Ncr and the largest value of Lcr. This is the safest 
approach and is therefore used for all global analysis and design checks where necessary. 

Boelding curve 

In this case, only in-plane flexural bockling about the y-y axis is considered. The bockling curve 
can be determined by using table 6.2 of Eurocode 3 [1] (see Figure 10). The HEB300 cross 
section modelled in Ansys bas the following parameters that are of importance of choosing the 
correct bockling curve: 

h I b = 300 I 300 = 1, 0 ~ 1, 2 

t1 = 19mm ~ 100mm 

Looking at these parameters, bockling curve 'b' is used to determine all flexural bockling 
parameters. 

Boelding coefficients 

The value of the reduction factor, z for the appropriate non-dimensional slendemess, À. , should 
be determined from the relevant bockling curve. For bockling curve 'b', the value, a= 0.34 is 
used (see Table 4). Knowing this, the reduction factor, z can be calculated (see Table 20) 

Table 20: Reduction .factor, z 
Sway bockling mode Non-sway bockling mode 

À. /14282· 235 
= 1.044 

/14282 · 235 = 0.390 See equation ~ 3078·103 '•{22029 ·103 
(25) 

4» 0.5 [ 1 +0.34(1.044 - 0.2) + 1.0442 J 0.5[ 1 +0.34(0.390-0.2) +0.3902 J 
See equation 

(24) = 1.189 = 0.609 

z 1 
= 0.569 

1 = 0.930 
See equation 

1.189+.Jl.1892 -1.0442 o.609 + .Jo.6092 -0.3902 
(23) 

Interaction factors using Metbod 2 

For the sway bockling mode, Cmy = 0.9. In this case, lf/= 0 meaning that Cmy = 0.6 for the non
sway bockling mode. 

Sway bockling mode ~ À.y = 1,044 

Non-sway boelding mode ~ À, = 0.390 
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5.4 lmperfections 

When a frame is sensitive to buckling in a sway mode, meaning that second order effects have to 
be taken into account, initial sway imperfections are always taken into account. lnitial bow 
imperfections are depended on the applied analysis method. Eurocode 3 allows that the values of 
the initial bow imperfection, as mentioned in Table 2, can be replaced by the values according to 
the Dutch Code (see equation (2)) . To get a clear view of the difference between the 
imperfections of Eurocode 3 and the Dutch code, both imperfections are taken into consideration 
for the different analysis methods. The initial bow imperfection of a single member is calculated 
using the non-sway buckling mode of the frame. 

The initial sway and bow imperfection can also be described as a unique global and local 
imperfection using the buckling shape of the frame. In this case, the imperfection value at the top 
of the frame can be determined by using the sway buckling mode of the frame. 

5.4.1 Initial sway imperfections 

The initial sway imperfection can be applied in two ways (see Figure 7). Using equation (1) the 
initial sway imperfection is calculated as 

f/J= f/Jo ·ah ·am 
with: 

f/J0 = 1/200 

2 2 
ah= Jh = J5 =0.894 

a.= Jo.s(I + ~) = Jo.s(I +~) = 0866 
9 = I/200. 0.894. o.866 = o.00387 = Ji58 

With this, the initia] sway imperfection at the top of the column can be calculated as 

500J'i58 = 19.4mm (see Figure 29) 

19.4 

0 
0 
0 

"' 

8000 

Figure 29: Initia/ sway imperfection 
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5.4.2 Initial bow imperfection 

Initial bow imperfections according to Eurocode 3 

For the columns, buckling curve 'b' is applied, meaning that the values according to Table 21 are 
used to model the initia] bow imperfection according to Eurocode 3. In this case, L is the 
buckling length, Lcr for the columns in its non-sway buckling mode. With this imperfection, the 
geometry can be modelled as is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31 . 

Table 21: ]initia/ bow imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 for 
I b kl' d co umns m non-sway uc mgmo e 

column in non-sway bockling mode 

Lcr=L 4770mm 
e0 Elastic analysis (eol L = tnso) 19.1mm 
e0 Plastic analysis (eoiL = lflOO) 23.9mm 

9o = 19.1 

8000 

Figure 30: Initia/ sway and bow imperfections for elastic 
analysis according to Eurocode 3 

8000 

Figure 31: Initia/ sway and bow imperfections for plastic 
analysis according to Eurocode 3 

Initial bow imperfections according to the Dutch Code 

According to the Dutch code, the initia! bow imperfection is calculated as (see equation (2)): 
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- M 
e0 =a( À.- 0.2)___!!L 

Nc,Rd 

with a =0.34 

MRd =421kNm 

Nc,Rd = 3356/cN 

With these parameters, the initial bow imperfection is calculated for the columns in its non-sway 
buclding mode (see Table 22). With this imperfection, the geometry cao be modelled as is shown 
in Figure 32. 

Table 22: /initia/ bow impeifection, e0 according to the Dutch code 
.for columns in non-sway bucklin!( mode 

column in non-sway bockling mode 

À. (See Tab1e 20) 0.390 

eo 8.2mm 

Figure 32: Initia/ sway and bow imperfectionsjor global 
analysis according to the Dutch code 

5.4.3 Global and local imperfection using the elastic critical boelding mode 

Ansys is able to describe the elastic critical buckling shape after conducting the linear buckling 
analysis. The only value that bas to be added is the imperfection at the top of the frame. 

Boelding shape using the initial bow imperfection according to Eurocode 3 

Buckling curve 'b' is applied, meaning that the values according to Table 23 are used to 
calculate the initial bow imperfection according to Eurocode 3. In this case, L is the buckling 
length, Lcr for the columns in its sway buckling mode. 

Table 23: Initia/ bow impeifection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 
.for sway bucklin!( mode 

Sway boelding mode 

Lcr=L 12762mm 
eo Elastic analysis (eol L = 11250) Sl.Omm 
e0 Plastic analysis (eol L = 11200) 63.8mm 
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With the initial bow imperfection, the imperftction at the top of the frame can be determined 
consiclering the buckling shape of the column as a perfect sinus shape. The imperfection at the 
top of the frame for elastic analysis is therefore calculated as: 

For elastic analysis, the imperfection at the top of the frame is: 

sin ( 
5000 

. 1r) · 51.0 = 48.1mm (see Figure 33) 
12762 

For plastic analysis, the imperfection at the top of the frame is: 

sin ( 
5000 

· 1r) · 63.8 = 60.1mm (see Figure 34) 
12762 

eo = 51.0 

8000 

Figure 33: Buckling shape for elastic analysis, using 
the initia/ bow imperfection according to 
Eurocode3 
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\ 

eo~63.8 

Figure 34: Buckling shape for plastsic analysis, using 
the initia/ bow imperfection according to 
Eurocode 3 

Buckling shape using the initial bow imperfection according to the Dutch code 

Using equation (2) the initial bow imperfection is calculated for the columns in its sway buclding 
mode (see Table 24). With this imperfection, the geometry can be modelled as is shown in 
Figure 32. 

Table 24: Initia/ bow imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch code 
for sway buckling mode 

Sway buclding mode 

Ä. (See Table 20) 1.044 

eo 36.3mm 

Using equation (35), the imperfection at the top of the frame can be calculated as: 

sin ( 
5000 

· 1r) · 36.9 = 34.8mm (see Figure 35) 
12762 
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\ \ 

eo=36.9 , 

8000 

Figure 35: Buckling shape for elastic and plastsic 
analysis, using the initia/ bow imper
fection according to the Dutch code 
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5.5 Calculation of the ultimate load, F ult,k for the typical steel frame 

The ultimate load, Fu1r,k is calculated by conducting a second order elastic-plastic analysis in 
Ansys 11.0, using the buckling shape of the frame as a global and local imperfection. This type 
of calculation is also called a GMNIA. This ultimate load represents the design load, F Ed that is 
applied for conducting the different global analysis methods for the typical steel frame according 
to Eurocode 3 as mentioned in Table 6. 

There is a clear difference between the initia} bow imperfection as described in Eurocode 3 and 
the value that are referred to in the Dutch National Annex. Therefore, both imperfections are 
taken into consideration for the elastic-plastic analysis to calculate the ultimate load. The initial 
sway and bow imperfection are described as a unique global and local imperfection using the 
buckling shape of the frame. Because a plastic analysis is conducted, the elastic critica} buckling 
shape of Figure 34 is used to calculate the ultimate load, using the initia! bow imperfection 
according to Eurocode 3. For calculation of the ultimate load, using the initia! bow imperfection 
according to the Dutch code, the elastic critica} buckling shape of Figure 35 is used. 

5.5.1 General parameters 

To get the correct elastic critical buckling shape and a consistent analysis, the loads in the linear 
buckling analysis, LBA are in the same ratio as the GMNIA. This means that for the LBA, the 
load 'F' is set on 1kN and the Load 'H' is also applied as F/10. The load factors 'LFJ' and 'LF2' 
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are set on the values for the ULS load combinations and are therefore 1.35 for LF 1 and 1.50 for 
LF2. 

5.5.2 Elastic critical boelding shape 

Before the GMNIA cao be conducted, the geometry is converted into the elastic critical buckling 
shape using the UPGEOM command in Ansys. This command is linked to the LBA and a value for 
the imperfection at the top must be added. Using the initial bow imperfections according to 
Eurocode 3, this value is set on 60.1mm and for the imperfections according to the Dutch code, 
this value is set on 34.8mm. 

Table 25: UP GE OM command in An s 
EXCENTRICITY•VALUE 

UPGEOM,EXCENTRICITY,,,FRAMEl_LBA,rst 

5.5.3 Non-linear analysis in general 

For the non-linear analysis, the Newton Raphson metbod is used. Before any outcome is given, 
the standard parameters of the Newton Raphson metbod are applied for the non-linear analysis. 
The maximum number of substeps, NSUBST is set on 20 and a maximum number of iterations, 
NEQIT is set on 50. The calculation will be improved when a eertaio converging parameters is 
applied. The commands, CNVTOL, F, , o . o o 5, , 1 and CNVTOL , u, , o . o o 5 , , 1 are inserted. The 
so1ution will on1y converge to the load and displacement parameters. No other convergence 
criteria are taken into consideration because they intend to conflict with each other and have 
therefore unreliable results. After the parameters for the non-linear analysis are set, the 1oads 
must be applied again. To make sure that the applied load is higher than the ultimate load, the 
load F is set on 1 OOOkN = 1 OOOOOON. 

5.5.4 Number of elements 

To determine if the numbers of elements are fine enough to get reliable results, a parameter 
study, similar to the one for the LBA as shown in Table 17 is conducted. The COLUMNDIVISIONS 

and BEAMDIVISONS are set on 8 and 16 tostart with. The REFINEKEY for the BEAM189 is set on 3 
for the this parameter study. The imperfection at the top of the frame for the UPGEOM command is 
set on 40mm. An example of the standard Ansys coded input file for the GMNIA with all the 
parameters as described above is shown in Error! Reference souree not found •. The results of 
the parameter study for the minimum required number of elements is shown in Table 26. The 
ultimate loads is calculated by multiplying the TIME /FREQ output of the last substep and multiply 
this value with the applied load of 1 OOOOON. 

Table 26: Element divisons injluence on Fuu t 

COLUMN BEAM 
TIME/FREQ F utt,k 

DIVISIONS DIVISIONS [N] 

8 16 0.59322 593220 
16 32 0.59284 592840 
32 64 0.59233 592330 
64 128 0.59233 592330 
128 256 0.59233 592330 
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The results show that the ultimate load is close to 600kN and does not change when the 
COLUMNDivrsroNs and BEAMorvrsroNs are set on 32 elements for the column and 64 elements 
for the beam. For the standard GMNIA for this frame with the applied parameters, this element 
mesh is fine enough to get reliable results and is therefore used for further calculation. More 
elements will give the same result but needs more calculation time and is therefore not efficient. 

5.5.5 Convergence criteria 

Applied load 

The non-linear analysis will give the best results when the applied load is close to the ultimate 
load, Fu1r.k· Therefore. te load Fis set on 600kN = 600000N for further calculations. Using this 
load and conducting the same calculation with the parameters as described above with 32 
elements for the columns and 64 elements for the beam, the TIME/FREQ output gives a value of 
0.98742. This means that the ultimate load, Futr.k is calculated as: 

F,,lt ,k = 0.98742 · 600000 = 592452N 

To find out whether the convergence criteria are of influence to the results, The number of 
substeps, NSUBST, the number of iterations, NEQIT and the convergence parameters CNVTOL, F 

and CNVTOL, u are changed. The result are the best when all criteria ratios are in good relation 
with each other. It is not wise to have a great number of substeps when the convergence 
parameter, CNVTOL is set on a rough value. 

Number of substeps 

The number of substeps determines the value of the first applied load. After that, Ansys 
determines its own path of applying loads until the new critica! load is reached. When for 
example the number of substeps is set on 20, Ansys begins applying a load of 1/20th of the total 
load of load step 1. 

To find out what the influence of the substeps is, the number of substeps is changed in way that 
for each calculation the value is doubled to get a reliable comparison. Table 27 shows that the 
ultimate load will become slightly higher when more substeps are defined. The results show that 
with 160 substeps, the ultimate load is almost converged. More substeps will increase the 
ultimate load slightly, but need much more calculation time. The difference is not more that 
0.001%. This concludes that with 160 substeps, the results are reliable enough. 

Table 27: influence of the number of substeps on Fulr k 

NSUBST TIME/FREQ Fult,k [N] 

20 0.98742 592452 
40 0.98761 592566 
80 0.98773 592638 

160 0.98780 592680 

320 0.98781 592686 
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Load steps 

160 substeps for this type of calculation very high. To compensate this effect, load steps are 
added to the calculation. Using the start value of 20 substeps again, 10 load steps are defined. 
With 20 substeps and 10 load steps, TIME/FREQ is found of 9.8781. With 10 load steps, this is a 
ultimate load of: 

F111,,1 = 9.878){0 · 600000 = 592686N 

Tthe ultimate load is equal to the ultimate load found with 320 substeps. This concludes that 
applying 10 load steps gives reliable results and is therefore applied for forther calculation. 

Number of itearations and convergence control 

The influence of the number of iterations, NEQIT is researched by calculating the frame with 
values of 100, 200 and 400. The ultimate load remains the same with each applied number of 
iterations. This concludes that the number of iterations has no influence on the result of the 
ultimate load and remains therefore set on 50. 

The influence of the convergence parameters, CNVTOL, F and CNVTOL, u, is researched by 
calculating the frame with values of 0.001, 0.0005 and 0.0001. This concludes that convergence 
commands, CNVTOL, F and CNVTOL, u has also no influence totheresult when they become finer 
than 0.001 and is therefore set on this value for forther calculation. 

REFINEI<EY options 

Finally, the influence of the REFINEKEY options is researched. Table 28 shows that increasing 
the REF INEKEY has no influence to the result of the ultimate load for this frame. Conducting a 
GMNIA for this frame with the applied parameters, the REFINEKEY is set on 3 because the Iinear 
boelding analsysis is conducted with the same REFINEKEY in which all flexural buclding parameters 
are determined. 

Table 28: influence ofthe REFINEKEY 

REFINEKEY 

0 1 3 5 
TIME/FREQ 9.8781 9.8781 9.8781 9.8781 

Futt,k [N] 592686 592686 592686 592686 

This concludes all parameters used for calculating the critical load using the elastic critical 
bockling shape as a local and global imperfection. 

5.6 Ultimate load using the initia) bow imperfections according to Eurocode 3 

Because a plastic analysis is conducted, the elastic critical bockling shape of Figure 34 is used to 
calculate the ultimate load, using the initial bow imperfection for plastic analysis according to 
Eurocode 3. In Ansys, a force-displacement diagram is plotted in which the reaction force at 
keypoint 1 and 4 are added and the displacement in the x-direction at keypoint 3 is taken as the 
displacement (see Figure 36). 
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Figure 36: Force- displacement diagram in Ansys for the 
GMNIA using the initia/ bow impeifections 
according to Eurococode 3 
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To convert this diagram into a load-displacement diagram in which the load represents the 
applied load 'F' at the top of each column, the sum of the reaction force is devided by two and 
the load facor 'LFJ' of 1.35. This conversion willlead to the ultimate load as is shown in Figure 
37. Using the initial bow imperfection according to Eurocode 3, an ultimate load is found of 
571037N. 

600 

100 - - Ultimate laad Eurocode 3 imperfections 

- GMNIA Eurocode 3 impertections 

0 10 2D 30 -40 50 00 70 00 00 100 110 120 130 

Displacement [mm] 

Figure 37: wad-displacement diagram for determination of the 
ultimate load, Futr.k 

5. 7 Ultimate load using the initial bow imperfections according to the Dutch code 

The elastic critica} buckling shape of Figure 35 is used to calculate the ultimate load, using the 
initial bow imperfections according to the Dutch Code. Again, a force-displacement diagram is 
plotted Ansys. (see Figure 38). 
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lx1D .. 31 
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12 .5 37.5 62.5 87 .5 112. 5 

Figure 38: Force- displacement diagram in Ansysfor the 
GMNIA using the initia/ bow imperfections 
according to the Dutch code 

The conversion of this load-displacement diagram in which the load represents the applied load 
'F at the top of each column is shown in Figure 39. Using the initial bow imperfection 
according to Dutch code, an ultimate load is found of 598611N. 

500 

~ 400 

i 
0 
...I 300 

; 
.§ 
§ 200 

100 

--Uitimate lead Dutch code imperfeclions 

- GMNIA Dutch code imperfeàions 

0 10 20 30 .., 50 SJ 70 SJ 90 100 110 120 

Displacement [mm] 

Figure 39: wad-displacement diagram for determination of the 
ultimate load, Futt.k 

5.8 Overview of the behaviour of the frame and characteristic val u es 

To get a clear view of the frame behaviour, a set of calculations are conducted with the critical 
elastic buckling shape as a global and local imperfection as described in the previous sections. 
The summary consists out of different calculations that are plotted in a load-deflection diagram 
(see Figure 40). All values are set as a representative of the applied load 'F. The elastic critical 
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load as determined insection 5.3 according to Ansys can be converted to the applied load F for 
this frame and is calculated as: 

• Elastic Criticalload = F = F ;{Fl = 307.%'.35 = 2280k.N = 2280000N 

The values for the ultimate load, Futt,k are calculated as: 
• Ultimate load using initial bow imperfections according to Eurocode 3 = 571037N 
• Ultimate load using initial bow imperfections according to the Dutch code = 598611N 

3 different calculation with both imperfections are calculated: 
• LA ~ Linear analysis 
• GNIA ~ Geometrie non linear analysis 
• GMNIA ~ Geometrie and material no linear analysis 

2500 
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~ ...... 
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1'11 
0 
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I I 
I I 

Elastlc crideallaad 1 ,, 
I J ,, 
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I J _., - ...... - ,....:-...... _. 
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IJ .,.. ..... ,... ,... 
IJ ","""," ,, ",""","" 

---Elastic criticalload 

IJ "" "" / / 
IJ /// 

IJ // 
IJ // 

1/ I; 
11 I; 

11 ,, 

H ,:1 

---Ultimate load Eurocode 3 imperfections 
---Ultimate load Dutch code imperfections 
- - - LA Eurocode 3 imperfections 
- - - LA Dutch code imperfections 
- - - GNIA Eurocode 3 imperfeclions 
- - - GNIA Dutch code imperfections 
- GMNIA Eurocode 3 imperfections 
- GMNIA Dutch code imperfections 
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Figure 40: Load deflection diagramfor different calculation using the buckling shape as a 
global and local imperfection 
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5.9 Frame classiflcation (~r) 

After the frame is modelled, the frame can be classified using the ultimate load as the design 
load, F Ed· For the frame classification, the initial sway imperfection is taken into account. The 
calculation of ~r is carried out with 3 methods: 

1. General metbod using Fc/F Ed· In this case, Fen is the elastic buckling force of one column 
and F Ed is Fult,k 

2. By using equation (9). For determination of the horizontal deflection, a linear elastic 
analysis including the initial sway imperfection is conducted in Ansys. HEd is the sum of 
all horizontal forces and V Ed is the sum of all vertic al forces. 

3. Conducting a buckling analysis in Ansys. After conducting the analysis, a time/freq 
output can be obtained. This shows a value of which the load can be multiplied in order to 
get the buckling load. This value is the '~r' of the model. 

The results of calculating ~r using the ultimate load determined with the initia} bow 
imperfections according to Eurocode 3 are shown in Table 29. The calculations of ~r using the 
ultimate load determined with the initial bow using imperfections according to the Dutch code 
are shown in Table 30. 

Table 29: O.:r using the ultimate Load with initia/ bow imperfections according to Eurocode 3 
Metbod Parameters ~r 

Fer = 2280000N 
2280000 

a = 
1 er 571037 

FEd =571037N 
aer = 3.99 

HeJ = 
571037 

·1.5 = 85655.6N 
10 ( 85655.6 )( 5000 ) 

2 v..t =571037 ·2·1.35= 1541800 aer = 1541800 69.949 

h=5000mm aer =3.91 
6H;EJ = 69.949mm 

3 buckling analysis in Ansys ~r= 3.99 

Table 30: O.:r using the ultimate load with initia/ bow im~ctions according to Dutch code 

Metbod Parameters ~r 

Fcr = 2280000N 
2280000 

a = 
1 er 598611 

FEd =598611N 
acr = 3.81 

H..t = 
598611

·1.5=89791.7N ( 89791.7 )( 5000 ) 10 
aer = 1616250 73.327 

2 v..t =598611· 2·1.35 = 1616250 

h=5000mm acr =3.19 

6H;EJ = 73.327mm 

3 buckling analysis in Ansys ~r=3.80 
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OCr= 3,99 

OCr= 3,80 

TU Ie t~thnlsche univ~~:rsftth tlndhovton 

calculated in Ansys will be used for further calculations using the initial bow 
imperfections according to Eurocode 3 
calculated in Ansys will be used for further calculations using the initial bow 
imperfections according to Dutch code 

In bath cases acr < 10 meaning that the frame is classified as 'sway'. Also 3 < ac, < 10 meaning 

that the analysis methad using the amplification factor can be conducted. 
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6 Global analysis methods for the typical steel frame 

Because the frame is classified as sway, the typical steel frame can be analyzed in 8 different 
ways (see Table 6 and Table 7). Each analysis metbod gives different forces and moments. The 
following 8 analysis methods are used in Ansys for this typical steel frame. 

2A. First order elastic analysis with amplification factor 
2B. irst order plastic analysis with amplification factor 
3A. First order elastic analysis with sway buckling length 
3B. First order plastic analysis with sway buckling length 
4A. Second order elastic analysis with P-~ effect 
4B. Second order elastic-plastic analysis with P-~ effect and 
5A. Second order elastic analysis including both P-~ and P-ö effects 
5B. Second order elastic-plastic analysis including both P-~ and P-ö effects 

The Ansys calculations are carried out by building a model as described insection 5.2.4. The P-~ 
and P-Ö effects are included by introducing initial say and bow imperfection using the values as 
described in section 5.4.1 and section 5.4.2. The values of 'Fu11.k' are set to be the applied load 
'F'. The load factors 'LF 1' and 'LF2' are set on the values for the ULS load combinations and 
are therefore 1.35 for LF 1 and 1.50 for LF2. 

Knowing this, all calculations can be summarized (see Table 31). Calculation I is conducted with 
the ultimate load determined with initial bow imperfections according to Eurocode 3 and 
calculation 11 is conducted with the ultimate load determined with initial bow imperfections 
according to the Dutch Code. 

T, bl 31 A 1 . a e : natyszs overvzew 

Analysis 
Jnitial sway Jnitial bow Buckling mode 

F[N] H[N] Imperfection imperfection, eo for stability 
metbod 

[mm] [mm] check 

2A 
I S71037 (F/1 O)·ampl.fact. 

19.4 Non-sway n S98611 (F/1 O)·ampl.fact. 
-

2B 
I S71037 (F/1 O)·ampl.fact. 

19.4 Non-sway 
11 S98611 (F/IO)·ampl.fact. 

-

3A 
I S71037 F/10 

19.4 Sway 
S98611 F/10 -n 

3B 
I S71037 F/10 

19.4 Sway n S98611 F/10 
-

4A 
I S71037 F/10 

19.4 Non-sway 
11 S98611 F/10 

-

4B I S71037 F/10 
19.4 Non-sway 

11 S98611 F/10 -

SA I S71037 F/10 
19.4 

Eurocode 3 19.1 No stability 
11 S98611 F/10 Dutch code 8.2 check needed 

SB 
I S71037 F/10 

19.4 
Eurocode 3 23.1 No stability 

11 S98611 F/10 Dutch code 8.2 check needed 
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After all intemal forces and bending moments are determined, the cross section resistance checks 
according to section 3.1 and the flexural buckling checks according to section 3.2 must be 
conducted. For the beam, the in-plane stability check does nothave to be checked when: 

- ~-! À< 0.3 __ Y (See equation(IO)) 
NEd 

N&J is highest value of all analysis and can be found using analysis IB. The maximum horizontal 
load in this case is: 

Fl _598611·LF2·ampl.fact./ 
/10- /10 

1 1 6/ ampl.fact=--
1
-= 

1 
=1.36 --?NEd =598611·1.50·1.3J

10
=122117N 

1-- 1--
acr 3.80 

LF2 = 1.50 

À is calculated as: 

- fl:·f À= __ Y 

Ncr 

N = 7(
2 

·210000·241870000 = 7832873N 
er 80002 

Applying N&J and À in equation (10) cocludes: 

--7 À= 14282· 235 = 0.655 
7832873 

À= 0.655 < 0.3 
14282 

· 
235 

= 1.573 ~ No in-plane stability check needed for the beam. 
122117 

Knowing this, only a cross section resistance check for the beam is necessary. The stability 
checks are therefore only conducted to the columns. 

The initia! sway imperfection is applied for each calculation because the frame is classified as 
'sway'. This means that keypoint 2 and 3 will be moved with 19.4mm in the positive x direction 
as is showed in Figure 29. 

The initia! bow imperfection is dependent on the type of calculation and is modelled as shown in 
Figure 30 to Figure 32. The initia! bow imperfection is described as an Are shape using the LARC 

command in Ansys for line 1 and 3 with a certain radius depended on the value of the 
imperfection. 
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The radius of the are is calculated as: 

(36) 

where RARe is the radius of the applied are 
e0 is the initial bow imperfection 
h is the structure height 

When the initial bow imperfection is applied, the structure is first modelled in meters and after 
that, it is scaled into millimetres using the LSSCALE command. This is done because otherwise 
the are is not modelled correctly. 
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6.1 First order elastic analysis with amplification factor 

6.1.1 Analysis metbod 2A I 

With ac, = 3.99, the amplification factor can be calculated using equation (11) 

1 1 
Amplification factor = 

1 
= 

1 
= 1.33 

1-- 1--
acr 3.99 

The horizontalload 'H' that is multiplied with this amplification factor. The maximum forces for 
analysis method 2A I, conducted in Ansys using Eurocode 3 imperfections are given in Table 32. 

Table 32: Maximumfarces in memhers 
columns beam 

Mv. Ed 299.89 kNm 299.89 kNm 
NEd 845.61 kN 56.64 kN 
VEd 59.98 kN 74.94 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and axial force: 

n = N Ed I Npt ,Rd = 845.6113356 = 0.252 

a= (A- 2 ·b · t1 )1 A= (14282- 2 · 300 ·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y, Rd = 421 (1-0.257) 1(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 350.26kN 

MEd :Sl,O 
MN,Rd 

299.89 

350.26 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

= 0.86 7 Norrnalive 

VEd =
59

·
98 

=0.134=13.4%<50% 7 
vp,,Rd 448 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 

Flexural bockling for the column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: N Ed + k M y,Ed < 1 
yy -

X yNRk M y, Rk 

k yy = cmy (1 +(1y -0.2) N Ed J = 0.6(1 +(0.390-0.2) 
845

·
61 

) = 0.631 
xyN Rk 1 rMI o.930· 33561t.oo 

845.61 +0.631299.89 = 0.72 
0.930 ·3356 421 

N M 
Check 2: ____§!!__ + k ____z_E_ < 1 

zy -
NRk M y,Rk 

k ,y = 0.6. 0.631 = 0.379 
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N M 
____!& + k _1.E_ 
NRk zy M y,Rk 

= 845.61 +0.379 299.89 
3356 421 

Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and axial force 

n = N Ed I Npt.Ra = 56.64 13356 = 0.017 

a= (A -2·b ·t1 )1 A= (14282-2 ·300·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y ,Rd = 421(1-0.017)1(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 460.34kN 

M >M ~ M =M N,y,Rd pl ,y,Rd N,y,Rd pl ,y,Rd 

M Ed ~ 1.0 ~ 299.89 = 0.71 
MN,Rd 421 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

V Ed = 74
·
94 = 0.167 = 16.7% < 50% ~ 

vpl, Rd 448 

= 0.52 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made 

6.1.2 Analysis metbod 2A 11 

With acr = 3.80, the amplification factor cao be calculated using equation (11) 

1 1 
Amplification factor = 

1 
= 

1 
= 1.36 

1-- 1--
acr 3.80 

The horizontalloact 'H' that is multiplied with this amplification factor. The maximum forces for 
analysis method 2A 11, conducted in Ansys using imperfections according to the Dutch code are 
given in Table 33. 

Table 33: Maximumfarces in members 
columns beam 

My,Ed 320.83 kNm 320.83 kNm 

NEd 888.12 kN 60.72 kN 

VEd 64.22 kN 80.24 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and axial force: 

n = N Ea IN pt,Ra = 881.1213356 = 0.265 

a= (A -2 · b · t1 )1 A= (14282- 2 ·300 ·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y,Rd = 421(1-0.265)1 (1-0.5. 0.202) = 344.33kN 

MEd ~ 1,0 
MN ,Rd 

Structural Design 

320.83 

344.33 
= 0.93 ~ Norrnalive 
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Bending. shear and axial force: 

VEd = 64•22 =0.143=14.3% <50% ~ 
vpl .Rd 448 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 

Flexural bockling for the column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M 

__ Ed_ + k ____zE_ < 1 
yy -

z y NRk M y.Rk 

kv.v =Cmy [1+(1y-0.2) NEd ]=0.6(1+(0.390-0.2) 
888

·
12 

)=0.632 
;(y NRk/yMl 0.930 ·3356/1.00 

N M 
__ Ed_ + k ____zE_ = 
X .v N Rk yy M y ,Rk 

888.12 +0.631320.83 
0.930 ·3356 421 

N M 
Check 2: ---ÉÉ... + k ____zE_ < 1 

zy -
NRk M y,Rk 

k zy = 0.6 · 0.632 = 0.379 

N M 
---ÉÉ... + k y,Ed 

N zy M 
= 888.12 + 0.379 320.83 

Rk y,Rk 3356 421 

Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and axial force 

n = N Ed IN pt .Rd = 60.72 /3356 = 0.018 

a= (A- 2 ·b · t1 )1 A= (14282- 2 · 300 ·19)/14282 = 0.202 

M N,y, Rd = 421(1-0.018) /(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 459.77 kN 

M >M ~ M = M N,y ,Rd p/,y,Rd N ,y ,Rd pl, y ,Rd 

M Ed $l.O ~ 320.83 = 0.?6 
M N ,Rd 421 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

V Ed = 
80

·
24 

=0.179 = 17.9% <50% ~ 
v pl ,Rd 448 

= 0.77 

= 0.55 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made 
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6.2 First order plastic analysis with amplification factor 

6.2.1 Analysis metbod 2B I 

The maximum forces for analysis metbod 2B I, conducted in Ansys using Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 34. 

Tahle 34: Maximum/orces in memhers 
columns beam 

Mv.Ed 297.94 kNm 297.94 kNm 
NEd 845.61 kN 56.64 kN 

VEd 59.98 kN 74.94 kN 

Flexural bockling for tbe column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M __ EJ_+k ~<1 yy -

AyNRk M y.Rk 

[ (1 ) N Ed l ( ( ) 845.61 ) kyy = cmy 1 + /l. y -0.2 = 0.6 1 + 0.390-0.2 = 0.631 
zyNRk,rMl o.930 ·3356tt.oo 

N M __ EJ_+k ~ = 
AyN Rk yy M y,Rk 

845.61 +0.631 297.94 
0. 930. 3356 421 

= 0.72 7 Norrnalive 

N M 
Check 2: __gg_ + k ~ < 1 zy -

NRk M y,Rk 

k zy = 0.6. 0.631 = 0.379 

N M 
__gg_+k ~ 
NRk zy M y, Rk 

= 845.61 +0.379 297.94 
3356 421 

= 0.52 

6.2.2 Analysis metbod 2B 11 

The maximum forces for analysis metbod 2B, conducted in Ansys using imperfections according 
to the Dutch code are given in Table 35. 

Tahle 35: Maximumforcesin memhers 
columns beam 

Mv.Ed 320.38 kNm 320.38 kNm 
NEd 888.13 kN 60.44 kN 
VEd 64.50 kN 80.24 kN 

Flexural bockling for tbe column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M 

-=EJ-+k ~<1 yy -
AyNRk M y, Rk 
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kyy =Cmy(1+("l y-0.2) NEd ]=0.6(1+(0.390-0.2) 
888

·
13 

)=0.632 
;(yNRk/yMI 0.930·3356/1.00 

N M 
-=Ed_+k ~ = 

N YY M %y Rk y, Rk 

888.13 + 0.631320.38 
0.930. 3356 421 

= 0.77 ~ Norrnalive 

Check 2: NEd +k M y,Ed < 1 
N Rk zy M y,Rk -

k,y = 0.6. 0.632 = 0.379 

N M 
___Éf._ + k y, Ed 
N zy M 

Rk y, Rk 

= 888.13 + 0.379 320.38 
3356 421 
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6.3.1 Analysis metbod 3A I 
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The maximum forces for analysis metbod 3A I, conducted in Ansys using Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 36. 

Table 36: Maximumfarces in memhers 
columns beam 

Mv.Ed 229.19 kNm 229.19 kNm 

N&J 828.00 kN 42.59 kN 

V &i 45.84 kN 57.27 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and axial force: 
n = N Ed IN pt,Rd = 828.00/3356 = 0.247 

a= (A-2·b ·t1 )1 A= (14282-2·300·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y ,Rd = 421(1-0.247)/(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 352.72kN 

MEd ~1,0 
MN .Rd 

229.19 

352.72 

Bending. shear and axial force: 

= 0.65 

VEd = 
45

·
84 

=0.102=10.2%<50% ~ 
vpl .Rd 448 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 

Flexural buckling for the column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M 

__ Ed_+k ~<1 yy -
z y NRk M y.Rk 

kyy=Cmy(1+0.8 NEd ]=0.6(1+0.8 
828

·
00 

)=1.212 
z yNRk,rM, o.569·3356tl.oo 

N Ed + k M y,Ed = 828.00 + 1.212 229.19 = 1.09 ~ Normative 
X y N Rk yy M y, Rk 0.569 . 3356 421 

N M 
Check 2: ____fuL+kzy ~ ~ 1 

NRk M y ,Rk 

k zy = 0.6 ·1.212 = 0.727 

N M 
____fuL+k ~ 
NRk zy M y,Rk 

= 828.00 +0.727 229.19 
3356 421 
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Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and axial force 

n = N Ed IN pt.Rd = 42.59 I 3356 = 0.013 

a= ( A-2·b ·t1 )1 A= (14282- 2·300 ·19)/14282 = 0.202 

M N, y,Rd = 421(1-0.013)1(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 462.30kN 

M >M ~ M =M N.y ,Rd pl,y,Rd N,y,Rd p/,y,Rd 

M Ed s 1.0 
MN.Rd 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

229.19 

421 
= 0.54 

V Ed = 57
·
27 = 0.128 = 12.8% < 50% ~ 

vpl.Rd 448 

TU /e tec.hnisc.l'leunivtrsitelleindhovtn 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 

6.3.2 Analysis metbod 3A 11 

The maximum farces for analysis methad 3A II, conducted m Ansys usmg imperfections 
according to the Dutch code are given in Table 37. 

Table 37: Maximumfarces in memhers 
columns beam 

My,Ed 240.26 kNm 240.26 kNm 
NEd 867.98 kN 44.64 kN 
VEd 48.05 kN 60.04 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and axial force: 

n = NEd I Npt.Rd = 867.9813356 = 0.259 

a = (A-2 ·b ·t 1 )1 A= (14282- 2 ·300 ·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y ,Rd = 421 (1-0.259)1(1-0.5. 0.202) = 347.14kN 

M Ed S1,0 
MN,Rd 

240.26 

347.14 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

VEd = 48
·
05 = 0.107 = 10.7% < 50% ~ 

vpl.Rd 448 
No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 
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Flexural boelding for the column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M 

-=Ed-+k ~<I 
yy -

z yNRk My.Rk 

kYY =Cmy[I+0.8 NEd J=o.6(I+0.8 
867

·
98 

)=I.227 
zyNR* 1 rM, o.569. 3356/l.oo 

~+k M y,Ed = 867.98 +1.227 240.26 = 1.15 ~ Normative 
z yN Rk yy M y.Rk o.569. 3356 42I 

Check 2: NEd +k M y,Ed <I 
zy -

NRk M y,Rk 

kzy = 0.6 ·I.227 = 0.736 

N M 
----Él_ + k y. Ed 
N zy M 

Rk y,Rk 

= 867.98 +0.736 240.26 
3356 42I 

Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and axial force 
n = N Ed IN pt,Rd = 44.64 I 3356 = 0.013 

a= (A- 2 ·b · t1 )1 A= (14282- 2· 300 ·I9)/14282 = 0.202 

M N,y,Rd = 42I(I-O.OI3)1(I-0.5 ·0.202) = 462.02kN 

M >M -7 M =M N ,y,Rd pl,y,Rd N ,y,Rd pl,y,Rd 

M Ed ~ 1.0 -7 1 = 0.57 
MN ,Rd 

Bending. shear and axial force: 

VEd =
57

·
27 

= O.I28=I2.8%<50% -7 
vpi.Rd 448 

= 0.68 

Noreduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made 
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6.4 First order plastic analysis with sway boelding lengtbs 

6.4.1 Analysis metbod 3B I 

The maximum farces for analysis methad 3B I, conducted m Ansys usmg Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 38. 

Tahle 38: Maximumforcesin memhers 
columns beam 

My,Ed 227.68 kNm 227.68 kNm 
NEd 828.00 kN 42.49 kN 
VEd 45.89 kN 57.27 kN 

Flexural bockling for tbe column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: N Ed + k M y,Ed < 1 
yy -

zyNRk M y .Rk 

kyy =Cmy[1+0.8 N Ed ]=0.6(1+0.8 
828

·
00 

)=1.212 
;(yN Rk /yMI 0.569·3356/1.00 

__!!_y_+k M y.Ed = 828
·00 +1.212 

227
·
68 = 1.09 7 Norrnalive 

z y N Rk yy M y ,Rk o.569 · 3356 421 

N M 
Check 2: ___§!i_+ k ~ ~ 1 

NRk zy M y,Rk 

kzy = 0.6 ·1.212 = 0.727 

N M 
___§!j_+k ~ 
NRk zy M y,Rk 

= 828.00 +0.727 227.68 
3356 421 

= 0.64 

6.4.2 Analysis metbod 3B 11 

The maximum farces for analysis methad 3B II, conducted in Ansys usmg imperfections 
according to the Dutch code are given in Table 39. 

Tahle 39: Maximum forces in memhers 
columns beam 

Mv.Ed 238.68 kNm 238.68 kNm 
NEd 867.98 kN 44.64 kN 
VEd 48.05 kN 60.04 kN 

Flexural bockling for tbe column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: N Ed + k M y ,Ed < 1 
yy -

z y NRk M y,Rk 
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kyy = cmy [1 + 0.8 N Ed J = 0.6(1 + 0.8 
867 

·
98 

) = 1.227 
zyN Rk 1 rMl o.569 · 3356/I.oo 

N M 
_!:!!Ed_ + k ~ = 
zyN Rk yy M y.Rk 

867.98 + 1.227 238.68 
0.569·3356 421 

= 1.15 

N M 
Check 2: ----ÉfL+k ~ < 1 zy -

NRk M y,Rk 

kzy = 0.6 ·1.227 = 0.736 

N M 
----ÉfL+k ~ 
NRk zy M y,Rk 

= 867.98 +0.736 238.68 
3356 421 

= 0.68 
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6.5 Second order elastic analysis with P-A effect and non-sway bockling lengths 

6.5.1 Analysis metbod 4A I 

The maximum forces for analysis metbod 4A I, conducted m Ansys usmg Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 40. 

Table 40: Maximumfarces in memhers 
columns beam 

My,Ed 301.13 kNm 301.13 kNm 
NF.d 845.52 kN 41.70 kN 
VF.d 64.47 kN 75.34 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and axial force: 

n = N Ed I Npt.Rd = 845.52/3356 = 0.252 

a= (A- 2 ·b · t1 )1 A= (14282- 2 · 300 ·19)/14282 = 0.202 

M N,y.Rd = 421{1-0.257)/(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 350.41kN 

MEd ~ 1,0 
MN,Rd 

301.13 

350.41 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

= 0.86 

V Ed = 64.47 = 0.144 = 14.4% < 50% 7 
vpi.Rd 448 

7 Norrnalive 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 

Flexural bockling for the column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M __ Ed_+k ~<1 

yy -
x yNRk M y,Rk 

kyy=Cmy(1+(ly-0.2) NEd ]=0.6(1+(0.390-0.2) 
845

·
52 

)=0.631 
;(yNRk fyMI 0.930·3356/1.00 

N M _ _ Ed_+k ~ = 
x yN Rk yy M y,Rk 

845.52 +0.631301.13 
0.930·3356 421 

= 0.72 

Check 2: N Ed + k M y,Ed < 1 
N zy M -

Rk y,Rk 

k zy = 0.6 · 0.631 = 0.379 

N M 
--.Ë!L +k ~ 
NRk zy M y,Rk 

= 845.52+0.379301.13 
3356 421 

= 0.52 
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Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and axial force 
n = N Ed IN pt ,Rd = 41.70 I 3356 = 0.012 

a= (A -2 ·b ·t1 )1 A= (14282- 2·300·19)/14282 = 0.202 

M N,y,Rd = 421(1-0.012)1(1-0.5. 0.202) = 462.43kN 

M >M ~ M =M N,y,Rd p/ ,y,Rd N ,y, Rd p/ ,y, Rd 

M Ed ~ 1.0 ~ 301.13 = 0.71 
M N,Rd 421 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

VEd = 
75

·
34 

=0.168=16.8%<50% ~ 
vp/,Rd 448 
No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axia1 force need to be made 

6.5.2 Analysis metbod 4A 11 

The maximum farces for analysis metbod 4A II, conducted m Ansys using imperfections 
according to the Dutch code are given in Table 41. 

Table41 : Maximum forces in members 
columns beam 

Mv,Ed 320.60 kNm 320.60 kNm 
NEd 887.54 kN 43.64 kN 
VEd 68.88 kN 80.21 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and axial force: 
n = N Ed I Npt,Rd = 887.5413356 = 0.264 

a= (A -2 ·b ·t1 )1 A= (14282-2·300 ·19)/14282 = 0.202 

M N, y,Rd = 421 (1-0.264 )1(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 344.41kN 

MEd ~1,0 
MN,Rd 

320.60 

344.41 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

= 0.93 7 Normative 

VEd = 
68

·
88 

= 0.154 = 15.4% < 50% ~ 
vpl .Rd 448 
No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 
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Flexural buckling for the column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M __ Ed_+k ~<1 

N YY M -
Z y Rk y, Rk 

kyy = Cmy (1 +(1Y -0.2) N Ed J = 0.6(1 + (0.390-0.2) 
887

·
54 

) = 0.632 
z yNRk 1 rM, o.930·33561t.oo 

N M __ Ed_+k ~ = 
z yN Rk yy M y.Rk 

887.54 + 0.632 320.60 
0.930 . 3356 421 

N M 
Check 2: ____f:!!._ + k ~ < 1 zy -

NRk M y.Rk 

k,y = 0.6. 0.632 = 0.379 

N M 
---Éi...+k ~ 
NRk lY M y,Rk 

= 887.54 +0.379 320.60 
3356 421 

Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and axial force 

n = N Ed I Npi,Rd = 43.64 13356 = 0.013 

a= (A- 2 ·b · t1 ) I A= (14282- 2 · 300 ·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y,Rd = 421(1-0.013)1 (1-0.5 . 0.202) = 462.43kN 

M >M ~ M =M N,y,Rd p/,y,Rd N,y,Rd pl,y,Rd 

M Ed ~ 1.0 
M N,Rd 

Bending. shear and axial force: 

320.60 

421 
= 0.76 

VEd = 80
·
21 = 0.179 = 17.9% < 50% ~ 

v pi.Rd 448 

= 0.55 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made 
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6.6 Second order elastic plastic analysis with P-A effect and non-sway buckling 
lengtbs 

6.6.1 Analysis metbod 4B I 

The maximum forces for analysis method 4B I, conducted m Ansys using Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 42. 

Tahle 42: Maximumlorces in memhers 
columns beam 

Mv,Ed 299.41 kNm 299.41 kNm 
NEd 845.51 kN 41.78 kN 
VEd 64.47 kN 75.34 kN 

Flexural boelding for tbe column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M __ Ed_+k ~<1 

yy -
z yNRk M y, Rk 

kyy = cmy (· +('ly -0.2) NEd ) = 0.6(1 +(0.390-0.2) 
845

·
51 

) = 0.631 
%yNRk/yMl 0.930 ·3356/1.00 

N M __ Ed_+k ~ = 
zyN Rk yy M y, Rk 

845.51 +0.631299.41 
0.930 ·3356 421 

= 0.72 7 Norrnalive 

N M 
Check 2: ___É!f_ + k ~ < 1 zy -

NRk M y. Rk 

kzy = 0.6 · 0.631 = 0.379 

N M 
___É!f_+k ~ 
NRk zy M Rk y , 

= 845.51 +0.379 299.41 
3356 421 

= 0.52 

6.6.2 Analysis metbod 4B 11 

The maximum forces for analysis method 4B 11, conducted m Ansys using imperfections 
according to the Dutch code are given in Table 43. 

Tahle 43: Maximumforcesin memhers 
columns beam 

My,Ed 321.43 kNm 321.43 kNm 
NEd 887.83 kN 43.30 kN 

Flexural boelding for tbe column in bending and axial compression 

Check 1: 
N M 

-=Ed-+k ~<1 yy -
z yNRk M y, Rk 
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kyy = cmy [1 + ("l y -0.2) N Ed J = 0.6(1 + ( 0.390-0.2) 
887 

·
83 

) = 0.632 
x y NRklrMI o.930·3356/I.OO 

N M 
__ Ed_+k ~ = 
x y N Rk yy M y. Rk 

887.83 +0.632 321.43 
0.930 ·3356 421 

= 0.77 ~ Norrnalive 

Check 2: N Ed +k M y.Ed <I 
N zy M -

Rk y.Rk 

kzy = 0.6. 0.632 = 0.379 

N M 
___flfj_ + k ~ 
NRk zy M y.Rk 

= 887.83 +0.379 321.43 
3356 421 

= 0.55 
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6. 7 Second order elastic analysis including both P-A and P-~ effects 

6.7.1 Analysis metbod SA I 

The maximum forces for analysis metbod SA I, conducted in Ansys using Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 44. 

Table 44: Maximumfarces in memhers 
columns beam 

My,Ed 304.13 kNm 304.13 kNm 

NEd 846.83 kN 41.50 kN 
VEd 78.34 kN 75.97 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and a.xial force: 

n = N Ed IN pt,Rd = 846.83 I 3356 = 0.252 

a= (A- 2 ·b ·t1 )1 A= (14282- 2 ·300·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y,Rd = 421{1-0.252)1 (1-0.5 ·0.202) = 350.09kN 

MEd ~ 1,0 
MN,Rd 

304.13 

350.09 

Bending. shear and a.xial force: 

= 0.87 

VEd = 
78

·
34 

=0.175=17.5%<50% ~ 
vpl,Rd 448 
Noreduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 

Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and a.xial force 

n=NEdiNpl,Rd =41.50 13356=0.012 

a= (A- 2 · b · t1 )1 A= (14282- 2· 300 ·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N,y,Rd = 421{1-0.012)1 {1-0.5. 0.202) = 462.45kN 

M >M ~ M =M N ,y,Rd pl.y,Rd N ,y,Rd pl,y,Rd 

MEd ~1.0 ~ 304.13 = 0.72 
MN,Rd 421 

Bending, shear and a.xial force: 

VEd = 
75

·
97 

=0.170=17.0%<50% ~ 
vpl,Rd 448 
Noreduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made 
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6.7.2 Analysis metbod SA 11 

The maximum forces for analysis method 7B, conducted in Ansys using Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 45. 

Table 45: Maximum forces in memhers 
columns beam 

My,Ed 322.02 kNm 322.02 kNm 

NEd 888.18 kN 43.57 kN 

VEd 75.16 kN 80.51 kN 

Cross section resistance check of the columns: 

Bending and axial force: 

n = N Ed I Npt.Rd = 888.1813356 =0.265 

a= (A-2·b·t1 )1 A= (14282-2·300·19)114282 =0.202 

M N,y,Rd = 421(1-0.265)1(1-0.5·0.202) = 344.32kN 

M Ed ~ 1,0 
MN,Rd 

320.02 

344.32 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

= 0.94 

V Ed = 
75

·
16 

= 0.168 = 16.8% < 50% ~ 
vp, ,Rd 448 

~ Normative 

No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made. 

Cross section resistance check of the beam: 

Bending and axial force 

n = N EJ IN pt,Rd = 43.57 I 3356 = 0.013 

a= (A -2 ·b ·t1 )1 A= (14282- 2 ·300 ·19)114282 = 0.202 

M N.y.Rd = 421(1-0.013)1(1-0.5 ·0.202) = 462.45kN 

M >M ~ M = M N,y,Rd pl,y,Rd N,y ,Rd pl,y,Rd 

M Ed ~ 1.0 
M N,Rd 

Bending, shear and axial force: 

320.02 

421 
= 0.76 

VEd = 80
·
51 

=0.180=18.0%<50% 7 
vpl.Rd 448 
No reduction of the resistance defined for bending and axial force need to be made 
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6.8 Second order elastic plastic analysis including both P-A and P-ö effects 

6.8.1 Analysis metbod SB I 

The maximum forces for analysis metbod SB I, conducted in Ansys using Eurocode 3 
imperfections are given in Table 46. 

Tahle 46: Maximumforcesin memhers 
columns beam 

My,Ed 303.SO kNm 303.SO kNm 
NEd 847.08 kN 4l.SO kN 
VEd 81.03 kN 76.11 kN 

No failure mode detected. No stability and cross section resistance check needed meaning that 
the unity check is always ~ 1,00 

6.8.2 Analysis metbod SB 11 

The maximum forces for analysis metbod SB 11, conducted in Ansys using imperfections 
according to the Dutch code are given in Table 47. 

Tahle 47: Maximum Jo rees in memhers 
columns beam 

Mv.Ed 323.67 kNm 323.67 kNm 
NEd 888.S4 kN 43.16 kN 
VEd 7S.Ol kN 80.88 kN 

No failure mode detected. No stability and cross section resistance check needed meaning that 
the unity check is always ~ 1,00 
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6.9 Summary of the calculation results for the typical steel frame 

The assumption was to determine the ultimate load for the frame geometry with an imperfection 
shape close to reality. When conducting a geometrie and material non-linear analysis with this 
imperfection shape, an ultimate load calculation should be found that leads to unity checks larger 
than 1.0 for all other analysis methods. When this is the case, the applied metbod is safe in 
relation to the metbod used to determine the ultimate load. When a Unity check is smaller than 
1.0, it means that more load can be applied before the structure will collapse and is not safe in 
relation to the metbod used to determine the ultimate load. All unity checks for the different 
analysis methods are summarized in Table 48 and the maximum unity checks are summarized in 
Table 49. 

Table 48: Unity checks summary 

Cross section 
Flexutal butkling 

Analysis metbod reststance check 
check oftbe 

columns 
Analysis type Im_perfection eo accordina Name Columns Beam Cbeck 1 Check2 

LA with - 2AI 0.86 0.71 0.72 0.52 
amplification factor - 2A 11 0.93 0.76 0.77 0.55 

MNAwith - 2B I - - 0.72 0.52 
amplification factor - 2B 11 - - 0.77 0.55 

LA - 3AI 0.65 0.54 1.09 0.64 
Initia! sway - 3AII 0.69 0.57 1.15 0.68 

MNA 
imperfection - 3B I - - 1.09 0.64 

- 3B 11 - - 1.15 0.68 

GNIA 
- 4AI 0.86 0.72 0.72 0.52 
- 4AII 0.93 0.76 0.77 0.55 

GMNIA - 4B I - - 0.72 0.52 
- 4B 11 - - 0.77 0.55 

GNIA Initia] sway 
Eurocode 3 5AI 0.87 0.72 - -

and bow 
Dutch code 5AII 0.94 0.76 - -

GMNIA imperfection Eurocode 3 5B I No failure of the structure 
Dutch code 5BII No failure of the structure 

Table 49: Maximum unity checks for the different analysis methods 
Name U.C.max Type of Unity check. 
2AI 0.86 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
2AII 0.93 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
2B I 0.72 Flexural buckling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
2B 11 0.77 Flexural buckling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
3AI 1.09 Flexural buckling check of the column >1 SAFE 
3AII 1.15 Flexural buckling check of the column > 1 SAFE 
3B I 1.09 Flexural buckling check of the column > 1 SAFE 
3B II 1.15 Flexural buckling check of the column >1 SAFE 
4AI 0.86 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
4AII 0.93 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
4B I 0.72 Flexural buckling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
4B 11 0.77 Flexural buckling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
5AI 0.87 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
5AII 0.94 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
5B I <1.00 No failure of the structure < 1 NOTSAFE 
5BII <1.00 No failure of the structure < 1 NOTSAFE 
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7 Recalculation of the typical steel frame 

The determination of the ultimate load for the frame geometry with an imperfection shape close 
to the reality as assumed in sections 5.6 and 5.7 leads to many unsafe analysis methods results. 
The imperfection at the top using the buckling shape as a local and global imperfection in both 
cases is very large in comparison to the initial sway imperfection calculated with Eurocode 3. 
Therefore, a new imperfection shape is used that represents the reality for calculation of the 
ultimate load in a better way. In this recalculation of the typical steel frame, the ultimate load is 
calculated using the initial sway and bow imperfections for plastic analysis in which the initial 
bow imperfection is calculated once using e0 according to Table 2 and once for eo using equation 
(2). 

7.1 Ultimate load using analysis SB I 

Because a plastic analysis is conducted, the elastic critical buckling shape of Figure 31 is used to 
calculate the ultimate load. Using the initial bow imperfection according to Eurocode 3, an 
ultimate load is found by conducting a second order elastic-plastic analysis of 

Futr:k = 610556N 

7.2 Ultimate load using analysis SB 11 

The elastic critical buckling shape of Figure 32 is used to calculate the ultimate load. Using the 
initial bow imperfection according to Dutch code, an ultimate load is found by conducting a 
second order elastic-plastic analysis of 

Futr:k = 615304N 

7.3 Frame classification (~r) 

These recalculated ultimate loads are used to determine the ~, of the frame U sing these ultimate 
loads, ~, is recalculated using the ultimate load deterrnined with the initial bow imperfections 
according to Eurocode 3 (see Table 50). The recalculation of ~, using the ultimate load 
deterrnined with the initial bow imperfections according to the Dutch code is shown in Table 51. 

Table 50: <lor using the ultimate load with initia/ bow impeifections according to Eurocode 3 

Metbod Parameters ~r 

Fcr = 2280000N 
2280000 

a = 
1 er 610556 

FEd = 610556N 
acr = 3.73 

H,d = 610556 ·1.5 =91583.4N 
10 ( 91583.4 )( 5000 ) 

2 v.d = 610556· 2·1.35 = 1648501 acr = 1648501 74.790 

h=5000mm a cr = 3.71 
5H·Ed = 74.790mm 

3 buckling analysis in Ansys ~r = 3.73 
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Table 51: <Xcr using the ultimate load with initia/ bow impeifections according to Dutch code 

Metbod Parameters lkr 

Fcr = 2280000N 
2280000 

a = 
1 er 615304 

FEd = 615304N 
ac,=3.71 

H.d = 
615304 

·1.5 = 89791.7 N ( 89791.7 )( 5000 ) 10 
acr = 1616250 75.371 

2 v.d = 615304· 2·1.35 = 1616250 

h=5000mm acr =3.69 

OH·Ed = 75.371mm 

3 buckling analysis in Ansys lkr = 3.70 

lkr = 3,73 calculated in Ansys will be used for further calculations using the initial bow 
imperfections according to Eurocode 3 

lkr = 3,70 calculated in Ansys will be used for further calculations using the initial bow 
imperfections according to Dutch code 

In both cases ac, < 10 meaning that the frame is classified as 'sway'. Also 3 < ac, < 10 meaning 

that the analysis metbod using the amplification factor can be conducted. 

For analysis 2AI and 2BI, ac, = 3.73 
1 1 

7 Amplification factor = 
1 

= 
1 

1-- 1--
= 1.37 

acr 3.73 

For analysis 2AII and 2BII, ac, = 3.70 7 Amplification factor= -
1
-
1
- = 

1
1 

= 1.37 
1-- 1--

acr 3.70 

Knowing this, all calculations can be summarized (Table 52). Calculation I is conducted with the 
ultimate load determined with initia! bow imperfections according to Eurocode 3 and calculation 
II is conducted with the ultimate load deterrnined with initia! bow imperfections according to the 
Dutch Code. 

T, bl 52 A l . a e natyszs overvzew 

Analysis Initial sway Initial bow Buclding mode 
F[N] H[N] ImperfectioJ1 împerfection, eo for stability metbod 

[mm] [mm] check 

2A 
I 610556 (F/1 0)·1.37 

19.4 Non-sway 
11 615304 (F/1 0)·1 .37 

-

2B 
I 610556 (F/10)·1.37 

19.4 Non-sway 
11 615304 (F/1 0)·1 .37 

-

3A 
I 610556 F/10 

19.4 Sway 
11 615304 F/10 

-

3B I 610556 F/10 
19.4 Sway 

11 615304 F/10 
-

4A 
I 610556 F/10 19.4 Non-sway 

11 615304 F/10 
-
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4B 
I 610556 F/10 

19.4 Non-sway n 615304 F/10 -

5A 
I 610556 F/10 

19.4 
Eurocode 3 I 19.1 No stability 

11 615304 F/10 Dutchcode I 8.2 check neerled 

7.4 Summary of the calculation results for the typical steel frame 

All unity checks for the different analysis methods are sumrnarized in Table 53 and the 
maximum unity checks are summarized in Table 54. This table shows that still, many 
calculations are not safe. 

3 h ks Table 5 : Unity c ec summary 

Cross section 
Flemral boelding 

Aaalysis metbod reststance check 
check ofthe 

columns 
Analysis type Imperfection eo accordina Name Columns Beam Checkt Check2 

LA with - 2AI 0.96 0.78 0.78 0.57 
amplification factor - 2AII 0.97 0.78 0.79 0.57 

MNAwith - 2B I - - 0.78 0.57 
amplification factor - 2B 11 - - 0.79 0.57 

LA - 3AI 0.71 0.58 1.18 0.69 
Initia! sway - 3AII 0.71 0.58 1.19 0.70 

MNA 
imperfection - 3B I - - 1.17 0.69 

- 3Bll - - 1.18 0.70 

GNIA - 4AI 0.96 0.78 0.78 0.56 
- 4AII 0.97 0.78 0.79 0.57 

GMNIA - 4B I - - 0.79 0.57 
- 4B 11 - - 0.81 0.58 

Initial sway Eurocode 3 5AI 0.97 0.78 - -
GNIA andbow 

imperfection Dutchcode 5AII 0.97 0.79 - -
Comparison of calculation results 

Table 54: Maximum unity checksjor the different analysis methods 
Name U.C. max Type of Unity check. 
2AI 0.96 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
2AIT 0.97 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
2B I 0.78 Flexural bockling check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
2B 11 0.79 Flexural bockling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
3AI 1.18 Flexural bockling check of the column > 1 SAFE 
3AII 1.19 Flexural bockling check of the column > 1 SAFE 
3B I 1.17 Flexural bockling check of the column >1 SAFE 
3B 11 1.18 Flexural bockling check of the column >1 SAFE 
4AI 0.96 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
4AII 0.97 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
4B I 0.79 Flexural bockling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
4BIT 0.81 Flexural bockling check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
5AI 0.97 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
5AII 0.97 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
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8 Secoud recalculation of the typical steel frame 

Because the recalculation still leads to many unsafe analysis methods, the frame is recalculated 
for the second time using the imperfection shape for that represents the reality for calculation of 
the ultimate load according to formula (10.2-6) of NEN6771 [5] using a base value of the 
imperfection of lf/o = 11200. 

8.1 Ultimate load using NEN6771 

According to NEN6771, the initia] sway imperfection according to NEN6771 for second order 
elastic plastic analysis can be calculated as 

(37) 

with: 

ns = the largest number of stories in the frame 
nk = is the number of columns in a row including only those columns which carry a vertical 

load N Ed not Ie ss than 50% of the average value of the column in the vertical plane 
considered 

1 I 
v=-·I ·I=-

200 200 

With this, the initia] sway imperfection at the top of the column can be calculated as 

500%
00 

= 25mm (see Figure 41) 
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8000 

Figure 41: Initia/ sway imperfection 

Using this imperfection shape, an ultimate load is found by conducting a second order elastic
plastic analysis of 

Futt;k = 610978N 

8.2 Frame classification (~r) 

Using this ultimate load, ll'cr is calculated by conductinga bockling analysis in Ansys 11.0 

ll'cr = 3,73 calculated in Ansys will be used for forther calculations using the initial bow 
imperfections according to Eurocode 3 

ac, < 10 meaning that the frame is classified as 'sway'. Also 3 < ac, < 10 meaning that the 

analysis metbod using the amplification factor can be conducted. The amplification factor is 
calculated as: 

1 1 
= = 1.37 

1--1- 1--1-
acr 3.73 

Knowing this, all calculations can be summarized (Table 55). 

T, bl 55 A l . a e : natysts overvtew 

Analysis lnitial sway Initial bow Boelding mode 
F[NJ H[NJ Imperfection imperfection, e0 for stability metbod 

[mm] [mm] check 
2A 610978 (F/1 0)·1.37 19.4 - Non-sway 
2B 610978 (F/1 0)·1.37 19.4 - Non-sway 
3A 610978 F/10 19.4 - Sway 
3B 610978 F/10 19.4 - Sway 
4A 610978 F/10 19.4 - Non-sway 
4B 610978 F/10 19.4 - Non-sway 

5A 
I 610978 F/10 

19.4 
Eurocode 3 19.1 No stability 

n 610978 F/10 Dutch code 8.2 check needed 

5B 
I 610978 F/10 

19.4 Eurocode 3 23.1 No stability 
n 610978 F/10 Dutch code 8.2 check needed 
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8.3 Summary of the calculation results for the typical steel frame 

All unity checks for the different analysis methods are summarized in Table 56 and the 
maximum unity checks are summarized in Table 57. This table shows that still, many 
calculations are not safe. 

Ta bl 56 h k e Unity c ec s summary 

Cross secdon Flemral buckUng 
Analysis metbod resistance check 

check ofthe 
coluJJllls 

Analysis type Imperfection ttJ accordin2 Name Columns Beam Checkt Check2 
LA with 2A 0.97 0.78 0.79 0.57 

amplification factor 
MNAwith 2B 0.79 0.57 

amplification factor - -

LA Initia) sway 3A 0.71 0.58 1.18 0.70 
-imperfection 

MNA 3B - - 1.18 0.69 

GNIA 4A 0.96 0.78 0.79 0.57 

GMNIA 4B - - 0.80 0.57 

GNIA Initial sway 
Eurocode 3 5AI 0.98 0.79 - -

and bow 
Dutchcode 5AII 0.97 0.79 - -
Eurocode 3 5BI >1.00 GMNIA imperfection 
Dutch code 5BII <1.00 

Table 57: Maximum unity checksjor the different analysis methods 
Name U.C.max Type of Unity check. 

2A 0.97 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 

2B 0.79 Flexural buckling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 

3A 1.18 Flexural buckling check of the column >1 SAFE 

3B 1.18 Flexural buckling check of the column > 1 SAFE 

4A 0.96 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 

4B 0.80 Flexural buckling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 

SAI 0.98 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 

SAII 0.97 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 

SB I >1.00 - > 1 SAFE 

SB 11 <1.00 - < 1 NOTSAFE 
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9 Third recalculation of the typical steel frame 

Because also the second recalculation leads to many unsafe analysis methods, the frame is 
recalculated for the third time using the imperfection shape with the base value of the initia} 
sway imperfection according to formula (10.2-7) of NEN6771 [5] using a base value of the 
imperfection of 1f1ó = 1/250. 

9.1 Ultimate load using only the initial sway imperfection with a standard value 

According to NEN6771, the lowest possible base value of the initia} sway imperfection is set on 

1 
lfF= 250 

With this, the initial sway imperfection at the top of the column can be calculated as 

500%50 = 20mm (see Figure 42) 

_gil_,. __ , 20 

8000 ~~~-

Figure 42: Initia/ sway imperfection 

Using this imperfection shape, an ultimate load is found by conducting a second order elastic
plastic analysis of 

Fult;k = 616629N. 
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9.2 Frame classification (~,) 

Using this ultimate load, açr is calculated by conductinga buckling analysis in Ansys. 

calculated in Ansys will be used for further calculations using the initial bow 
imperfections according to Eurocode 3 

acr < 10 meaning that the frame is classified as 'sway'. Also 3 < ac, < 10 meaning that the 

analysis method using the amplification factor can be conducted. The amplification factor is 
calculated as: 

---,....- = ------:--
1-- 1- 1-- 1-

= 1.37 

acr 3.69 

Knowing this, all calculations can be summarized (see Table 58). 

T, bl 58 A I . a e natysts overvzew 

Analysis 
Initia! sway Initia! bow Buckling mode 

method 
F [N] H[N] Imperfection imperfection, e0 for stability 

[mm] .. [mm] check 
2A 616629 (F/1 0)·1.37 19.4 - Non-sway 
2B 616629 (F/10)·1.37 19.4 - Non-sway 
3A 616629 F/10 19.4 - Sway 
3B 616629 F/10 19.4 - Sway 
4A 616629 F/10 19.4 - Non-sway 
4B 616629 F/10 19.4 - Non-sway 

5A 
I 616629 F/10 

19.4 
Eurocode 3 19.1 No stability 

11 616629 F/10 Dutch code 8.2 check needed 

5B 
I 616629 F/10 

19.4 
Eurocode 3 23.1 No stability 

11 616629 F/10 Dutch code 8.2 check needed 
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9.3 Summary of the calculation results for the typical steel frame 

All unity checks for the different analysis methods are summarized in Table 59 and the 
maximum unity checks are summarized in Table 60. This table shows that still, many 
calculations are not safe. 

T, bl 59 u h ks a e nity c ec summary 

Cross section 
Flexural bockling 

Analysls metbod 
reststance check 

checkofthe 
columns 

Analysis type Imperfection eo accordina Name Columns Beam Check 1 Checkl 
LAwith 

2A 0.98 0.79 0.79 0.57 amplification factor 
MNAwith 

2B 0.80 0.57 amplification factor - -
LA 

Initia! sway 3A 0.72 0.59 1.20 0.70 
-

MNA 
imperfection 

3B 1.19 0.70 - -

GNIA 4A 0.98 0.79 0.80 0.57 

GMNIA 4B - - 0.81 0.59 

GNIA Initia! sway 
Eurocode 3 5AI 0.99 0.80 - -

and bow 
Dutch code 5AII 0.98 0.80 - -

GMNIA imperfection Eurocode 3 5BI >1.00 
Dutchcode 5BII .>1.00 

Table 60: Maximum unity checks for the different analysis methods 
Name U.C.max Type of Unity check. 

2A 0.98 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
2B 0.80 Flexural buckling check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
3A 1.20 Flexural buckling check of the column >1 SAFE 
3B 1.19 Flexural buckling check of the column >1 SAFE 
4A 0.98 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
4B 0.81 0.59 < 1 NOTSAFE 

5AI 0.99 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
5AII 0.98 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
5B I >1.00 - > 1 SAFE 
5B 11 >1 .00 - >1 SAFE 
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Because all analysis methods and design checks for the typical steel frame lead to many unsafe 
situations, a frame with a different, more stender geometry is modelled. A one story steel frame 
with the same HEB300 profile as the previous frame is (see Figure 43) is modelled for 
conducting the different global analysis methods and design checks according to Eurocode 3. 
Tbe loadings are applied in such a way that the steel frame is classified as sway with llér<lO. 
Wben 3<acr<10 analysis metbod 2, using the amplification factor can tbeoretically not be used 
according to Eurocode 3. Tbis ruleis ignored meaning tbat analysis metbod 2 is also conducted 
wben the buckling analysis leads to an llér smaller than 3. Knowing this, global analysis methods 
2A until5B (see Table 6 and Table 7) can be used for conducting tbe frame analysis. Intbis case, 
tbe supports are 100% pinned and the beam-column joints are 100% rigid connections. 

r r 
~ -------------------H 

0 
0 
C') 

ID 
LU 
I 

HEB300 

50QO.._ __ _ 

Figure 43: Frame model 

0 
0 
C') 

ID 
LU 
I 

10.2 Loads and load combinations 

For this frame, only 2 load cases are applied to the model. The values of the forces are given in 
relation to each otber. Tbe real values are not yet set because tbey will be calculated witb the 
second order elastic-plastic analysis, using the buckling shape of tbe frame as a global and local 
imperfection calculation. The following load cases are applied. 
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LC 1: Dead load ~ F [kN] 

LC2: Wind load ~ H =lio·F [kN] 

With these load cases, load combinations are made. One load combination is made for the 
Ultimate limit state (ULS), and one combination is made for the serviceability limit state (SLS). 

Load combination for ultimate limit state: ULS: 1.35 x LC 1 + 1.50 x LC 2 

10.3 Flexural bockling parameters 

Bockling length and load osing Ansys 

For the numerically determination of the buckling load, a linear buckling analysis is conducted in 
Ansys. The COLUMNDIVISIONS and BEAMDIVISIONS are set on 16 elements for the column and 32 
elements for the beam. The REFINEKEY option is set on 3. The verticalload 'F' is set of 1N. The 
horizontal load 'H' is left out of this analysis. After conducting the analysis, the Eigenvalue is 
obtained. This Eigenvalue represents theelastic critical buckling load 'Ncr'for each column. For 
calculation of the non-sway buckling mode, an extra support is added at the top of the right 
column. This is modelled by adding a extra constraint in the x-direction at keypoint 3. The Ansys 
coded input file for the sway buckling mode and the non-sway buckling load can be found in 
Appendix D. The results of the elastic critical buckling load as well as the buckling length are 
shown in Table 19. The Ansys calculation gives the lowest value of Ncr and the largest value of 
Lcr. This is the safest approach and is therefore used for all global analysis and design checks 
where necessary. 

T, hl 61 B kl" h dl d a e uc zng engt an oa d" accor, zng to A nsys 

Sway bockling mode Non-sway bockling mode 

Ncr = 1043kN =721lkN 

Lcr ~2 ·210000·241870000 /~2 ·210000·241870000 
1043000 7211000 

See equation 
(22) = 21398mm = 8137mm 

Bockling coefficients 

The value of the reduction factor, z for the appropriate non-dimensional slenderness, À, should 
be determined from the relevant buckling curve. For buckling curve 'b', the value, a= 0.34 is 
used (see Table 4). Knowing this, the reduction factor, z can be calculated (see Table 62) 

Table 62: Re duetion factor, z 
Sway bockling mode Non-sway bockling mode 

Ä. l4282·235 = 1.794 
/14282·235 = 0.682 See equation 

1043·103 
" 7211·10

3 
(25) 

cl> 0.5[ 1 +0.34(1.794-0.2) + 1.7942 J 0.5[1+0.34(0.682-0.2)+0.6822
] 

See equation 
(24) = 2.380 = 0.815 

z 1 = 0.254 
1 = 0.815 See equation 

2.380+.J2.3802 -1.7942 o.815 + .Jo.8152 -0.6822 
(23) 
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Interaction factors osing Metbod 2 

In this case, 1/f= 0 meaning that Cmy = 0.6. 

Sway bockling mode ~ À y =1,794 

Non-sway bockling mode ~ À y = 0.682 

10.4 Imperfections 

When a frame is sensitive to buckling in a sway mode, meaning that second order effects have to 
be taken into account, initia! sway imperfections are always taken into account. Initial bow 
imperfections are depended on the applied analysis method. Eurocode 3 allows that the values of 
the initial bow imperfection, as mentioned in Table 2, can be replaced by the values according to 
the Dutch Code (see equation (2)) . To get a clear view of the difference between the 
imperfections of Eurocode 3 and the Dutch code, both imperfections are taken into consideration 
for the different analysis methods. The initia! bow imperfection of a single member is calculated 
using the non-sway buckling mode of the frame. 

The initial sway and bow imperfection can also be described as a unique global and local 
imperfection using the buckling shape of the frame. In this case, the imperfection value at the top 
of the frame can be determined by using the sway buckling mode of the frame. 

10.4.1 Initial sway imperfections 

f/J = f/Jo ·a" ·am 
with: 

f/J0 = 11200 

2 2 
a" = .Jh = JW = 0.632 

a.= Jos(I + ~) = Jos(I +~) =0866 
fjJ = 1 I 200 · 0.632 · 0.866 = 0.00274 = ~65 

With this, the initial sway imperfection at the top of the column can be calculated as 

1000%
65 

= 21.4mm (Figure 44) 
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5000 

Figure 44: Initia[ sway imperfection 

10.4.2 lnitial bow imperfection 

Initial bow imperfections according to Eurocode 3 

For the columns, bockling curve 'b' is applied, meaning that the values according to Table 63 are 
used to model the initial bow imperfection according to Eurocode 3. In this case, L is the 
bockling length, Lcr for the columns in its non-sway buckling mode. With this imperfection, the 
geometry can be modelled as is shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46 . 

Table 63: /initia[ bow imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 for 
l b kl' d co umns m non-sway uc mgmo e 

column in non-sway boelding mode 

La=L 8137mm 
eo Elastic analysis (eol L .. 11250) 32.5mm 
eo Plastic analysis (eo!L= 11200) 40.1mm 
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27.4 

0 
0 
0 
0 

~7.~ 

eo = 32.5 

5000 

Figure 45: Initia[ sway and bow imperfections for elastic 
analysis according to Eurocode 3 

27.4 

i 

5000 

Figure 46: Initia[ sway and bow imperfections for plastic 
analysis according to Eurocode 3 
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lnitial bow imperfections according to the Dutch Code 

According to the Dutch code, the initial bow imperfection is calculated as (see equation (2)): 

- M 
e

0 
= a(À- 0.2)__E_ 

N c, Rd 

with a =0.34 
MRd =42lkNm 

Nc,Rd = 3356kN 

With these parameters, the initial bow imperfection is calculated for the columns in its non-sway 
buckling mode (see Table 64). With this imperfection, the geometry can be modelled as is shown 
in Figure 32. 

Table 64: /initia/ bow impeifection, e0 according to the Dutch code 
for columns in non-sway buckling mode 

column in non-sway bockling mode 

À (See Table 20) 0.682 

eo 20.6mm 

27.4 27.4 

eo = 20.6 

- - ------~-~ 

Figure 47: Initia/ sway and bow impeifections for global 
analysis according to the Dutch code 
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10.4.3 Initial sway imperfections according to NEN6771 

For second order elastic plastic analysis, the initia! sway imperfection according to formula 
( 10.2-6) of NEN6771 [5] using a base value of the imperfection of lfFo = 11200 is calculated as 

kl=J0.2+f=J12=1.1>1 ~ kl=1 

k2 =Jo.s+~ =M =t.o ~ k2 = 1 

1 1 
ljF=-·1 ·1=-

200 200 

With this, the initia! sway imperfection at the top of the column can be calculated as 

100C%00 = SOmm (see Figure 48) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

50 _5_Q ' 

5000 

Figure 48: Initia/ sway imperfection 
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10.5 Ultimate load using NEN6771 

The ultimate load is calculated using an imperfection shape that represents the reality for 
according to NEN6771 [5] (see Figure 48). Using this imperfection shape, an ultimate load is 
found by conducting a second order elastic-plastic analysis of 

Futr:k = 402778N. 

10.6 Frame classification (~r) 

lll:-r = 1. 92 is calculated in Ansys. acr < 10 meaning that the frame is classified as 'sway'. Also 

acr < 3 meaning that the analysis metbod using the amplification factor cannot be conducted 
according to Eurocode 3. This assumption is ignored and ana1ysis metbod using the amp1ification 
factor is a1so conducted using a amplification facor of 

1 1 = 2.09 --=---
1-- 1 1-- 1-

acr 1.92 

Knowing this, all calculations can be summarized (Tab1e 65). 

T, bl 65 A I . a e natysts overvtew 

Analysis 
Initial sway Initial bow Buckling mode 

F[N] H[N) . Imperfection imperfection, e0 for stability 
metbod [mm] [mm] check 

2A 402778 (F/10)·2,09 27.4 - Non-sway 
2B 402778 (F/10)·2.09 27.4 - Non-sway 
3A 402778 F/20 27.4 - Sway 
3B 402778 F/20 27.4 - Sway 
4A 402778 F/20 27.4 - Non-sway 
4B 402778 F/20 27.4 - Non-sway 

5A 
I 402778 F/20 

27.4 
Eurocode 3 32.5 No stability 

11 402778 F/20 Dutch code 20.6 check needed 

5B 
I 402778 F/20 

27.4 
Eurocode 3 40.7 No stability 

11 402778 F/20 Dutch code 20.6 check needed 
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10.7 Summary of the calculation results for the typical steel frame 

All unity checks for the different analysis methods are summarized in Table 66 and the 
maximum unity checks are summarized in Table 67. This table shows that still, many 
calculations are not safe. 

]', bl 66 u . h ks a e mty c ec summary 

Cross section 
Flexural boelding 

Analysis metbod 
resistance check 

check oftbe 
columns 

Analysis type Imperfection eo actording Name Columns Beam Checkt Cbeck2 
LA with 

2A 0.88 0.79 0.78 0.52 
amplification factor 

MNAwith 
2B 0.78 0.52 

amplification factor -

LA Initia! sway 3A 0.43 0.39 1.28 0.52 
-imperfection 

MNA 3B - - 1.27 0.51 

GNIA 4A 0.88 0.78 0.78 0.52 

GMNIA 4B - - 0.78 0.51 

GNIA 
Eurocode 3 5AI 0.93 0.82 - -

Initia! sway 
Dutch code 5All 0.91 0.81 

and bow - -
Eurocode 3 5BI <1.00 

GMNIA imperfection 
Dutch code 5Bll <1.00 

Table 67: Maximum unity checksjor the different analysis methods 
Name U.C.max Type of Unity check. 

2A 0.88 Cross section resistance check of the column <I NOTSAFE 
2B 0.78 Flexural bockling check of the column <I NOTSAFE 
3A 1.28 Flexural bockling check of the column >I SAFE 
3B 1.27 Flexural buckling check of the column >1 SAFE 
4A 0.88 Cross section resistance check of the column <I NOTSAFE 
4B 0.78 Flexural bockling check of the column <I NOTSAFE 

SAI 0.93 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 

SA 11 0.91 Cross section resistance check of the column <I NOTSAFE 
SB I <1.00 - <I NOTSAFE 

SB 11 <1.00 - <I NOTSAFE 
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11 Recalculation of the different geometry 

Because the calculation for the different geometry leads to many unsafe analysis methods, the 
frame is recalculated using the imperfection shape with the base value of the initial sway 
imperfection according to formula (10.2-7) of NEN6771 [5] using a base value of the 
imperfection of lf/o = 11250 .. 

11.1 Ultimate load using only the initial sway imperfection with a standard value 

According to NEN6771, the lowest possible base value of the initial sway imperfection is set on 

1 
lf/ = 250 

With this, the initial sway imperfection at the top of the column can be calculated as 

1000%50 = 40mm (Figure 49) 

5000 

Figure 49: Initia! sway imperfection 

An ultimate load is found by conducting a second order elastic-plastic analysis of 

Futt;k = 408185N. 
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11.2 Frame classification (~r) 

Oér = 1.89 is calculated in Ansys. ac, < 10 meaning tbat tbe frame is classified as 'sway'. Also 

ac, < 3 meaning tbat tbe analysis metbod using tbe amplification factor cannot be conducted 

according to Eurocode 3. Tbis assumption is ignored and analysis metbod using tbe amplification 
factor is also conducted using a amplification facor of 

1 1 
2.12 -- = = 

1 1 
1- - 1--

a er 1.89 

Knowing tbis, all calculations can be summarized (Table 68). 

T, bl 68 A l . a e natyszs overvzew 

Analysis 
Initial sway Initial bow Buclding mode 

F[N] H[N) Imperfection imperfection, e0 for stability 
metbod 

[mm] [mm] check 
2A 40818S (F/10)·2,12 27.4 - Non-sway 
2B 40818S (F/10)·2.12 27.4 - Non-sway 
3A 40818S F/20 27.4 - Sway 
3B 40818S F/20 27.4 - Sway 
4A 40818S F/20 27.4 - Non-sway 
4B 40818S F/20 27.4 - Non-sway 

SA 
I 40818S F/20 

27.4 
Eurocode 3 32.S No stability 

II 40818S F/20 Dutch code 20.6 check neerled 

SB 
I 40818S F/20 

27.4 
Eurocode 3 40.7 No stability 

II 40818S F/20 Dutch code 20.6 check neerled 
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11.3 Summary of the calculation results for the typical steel frame 

All unity checks for the different analysis methods are sumrnarized in Table 69 and the 
maximum unity checks are summarized in Table 70. This table shows that still, many 
calculations are not safe. 

Table 69: Unity checks summary 

Cross section Fle:mral boelding 
Analysls tnetho.l 

resistance check 
check of the 

eolumns 
Analysis type Imperfection eo according Name Columns Beam Check 1 Check2 

LA with 
2A 0.91 0.81 0.80 0.53 

amplification factor 

MNAwith 
2B 0.80 0.53 amplification factor - -

LA Initia! sway 3A 0.44 0.40 1.30 0.53 
-imperfection 

MNA 3B - - 1.29 0.52 

GNIA 4A 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.53 

GMNIA 4B - - 0.80 0.53 

GNIA Initia! sway 
Eurocode 3 5AI 0.96 0.84 - -

and bow 
Dutch code 5AII 0.94 0.83 - -

GMNIA imperfection Eurocode 3 5BI >1.00 
Dutch code 5BII <1.00 

Table 70: Maximum unity checks for the different analysis methods 
Name U.C.max Type of Unity check. 

2A 0.91 Cross section resistance check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 
2B 0.80 Flexural buckling check of the column <1 NOTSAFE 

3A 1.30 Flexural buckling check of the column >1 SAFE 

3B 1.29 Flexural buckling check of the column > 1 SAFE 
4A 0.90 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 

4B 0.80 Flexural buckling check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 

SAI 0.96 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 
SA 11 0.94 Cross section resistance check of the column < 1 NOTSAFE 

SB I >1.00 - > 1 SAFE 

SB 11 <1.00 - < 1 NOTSAFE 
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12 Comparison of all calculation results 

12.1 Assumptions 

The typical steel frame is in all cases classified as sway. The frame is also supported in such a 
way that out of plane stability and lateral torsional buc1ding cannot occur and tberefore need no 
checking. Only class 1 cross sections are used. This rneans tbat no reduction of the cross section 
properties for plastic analysis is needed. Therefore, the plastic resistance of the cross section is 
applied for all unity checks. All calculations are carried out in Ansys 11.0 with the sarne 
elernents, constraints and element REFINEKEY options. Because tbe BEAM189 element cannot 
describe plasticity for shear stresses, all shear farces must be smaller tban 50% of the maximurn 
plastic shear capacity of the cross section. If this is the case, no reduction of the resistance 
defined for cornbined bending and axial force need to be made. For this research, all calculation 
have shear farces that do not exceed 50% of the plastic shear capacity of the cross section. 
Therefore, all rnodels give reliable results for rnaking a good cornparison. 

All the otber aspects for checking the frame are theoretically determined using Eurocode 3 [1], 
the Dutch National Annex [2], NEN6770 [4] and NEN6771 [5]. The rnain aspects that are of 
influence to the results are tbe assurned imperfection and the flexural buckling coefficients. 

Because the ultirnate load for a certain imperfection shape is calculated witb an elastic-plastic 
analysis which is assurned to be the most sophisticated analysis, tbe calculated ultirnate load 
should theoretically be tbe largest possible for the typical steel frame. All other analysis rnethods 
should lead to collapse of the frame when tbe ultirnate load is applied as tbe design load. This 
rneans that at least one of tbe unity checks, following out of tbe design rules should be higher 
tban l.O. If this is the case, the analysis metbod is defined as SAFE. If this is not the case, the 
analysis metbod is defined as UNSAFE. 

12.2 Typical steel frame 

To get a clear view of all calculation results, the results are cornpared witb each other. First, a 
grapbic overview is given to see what tbe influence of the imperfection shape is to the ultirnate 
laad of tbe typical steel frame (see Table 71). This is foliowed by a grapbic overview of the 
imperfection shape tbat is used for the applied analysis rnethods (see Table 72). Finally, all the 
norrnalive unity checks for the cross section resistance check, as well as tbe nonnative unity 
check for tbe flexural buckling check are surnrnarized in Table 73. The cornparison of these unity 
checks gives information whether the analysis metbod can be defined as safe or unsafe. The 
result show that a lot of analysis rnethods give an unsafe result. · 

Also, for those analysis rnetbods, wbere buckling checks must be conducted using the non-sway 
buckling mode, the unity checks for flexural buckling are in no case larger tban 0.81. This is the 
case for analysis metbod 2 and 4. Because the typical frame is fully loaded by point loads on top 
of the columns, flexural buckling checks should normally be normative. It searns that this 
typical steel frame with the applied geornetry and loading and flexural buckling coefficients is 
not sensitive when buckling for using analysis metbod 2 and 4. Analysis metbod 5 requires no 
flexural buckling check. This rneans that the imperfection shape is of only influence to the 
calculation results. The only 100% safe metbod is analysis metbod 3 where flexural buckling 
checks are conducted by using the sway buckling mode. 
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Table 71: Comparison of the u/ti mate loads using different imperfection shapes for the typical steel 
frame 

Calculation of 
the typical 
steel frame 

Recalculation 
of the typical 
steel frame 

Second 
recalculation 
of the typical 
steel frame 

Third 
recalculation 
of the typical 
steel frame 

Structural Design 

Imperfection shape using the buckling shape as a 
global and local imperfection using the initia! bow 

imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 

I 

I 

-
Imperfection shape using initia! sway and bow 

imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 for plastic 
analysis 

..!!:!_ 

I 

F 1111;1: = 61 0556N 
I,__~ 

-

Imperfection shape using the buclding shape as a 
global and local imperfection using the initia! bow 

imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch code 

I F.u;l:= 598611N )· -
Imperfection shape using initia! sway imperfection 

according to Eurocode 3 and the intitial bow 
imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch code 

I 
F .u;l: = 615304N 
~ 

-

I 

I 
I 

Imperfection shape using initia! sway imperfection for second order elastic-plastic analysis according to 
NEN6771 

I 

I F,.11;1 = 610978N 

-
Imperfection shape using the base value for the initial sway imperfection according to NEN6771 

I I 

I Full;l: = 616629N 

-
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Table 72: Overview of the applied imperfection shapes for the different analysis methods for the typical 
steelframe 

Analysis 
methods 2 to 

4 

Analysis 
methodsSA I 

and SAII 

Analysis 
methods SB I 

and 5811 

Structural Design 

Imperfection shape using initia] sway imperfection according Eurocode 3 

-
5A 1: Imperfection shape using initial sway and 

bow imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 for 
elastic analysis 

I 1-- """·' 

58 1: Imperfection shape using initial sway and 
bow imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 for 

plastic analysis 

,\ 

l t~ 

-

I 

5A U: Imperfection shape using initia) sway 
imperfection according to Eurocode 3 and the 

intitial bow imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch 
code 

I I h ... e.z 

I 

58 U: Imperfection shape using initia) sway 
imperfection according to Eurocode 3 and the 

intitial bow imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch 
code 

-
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Table 73: Comparison of the nonnative unity checks for all analysis methods of the typical steel frame 

Analysis metbod 

... ,.g ... -s (,) .... (,) 

< < < < < ~ ·- t!! ~<!! < < 
~ z ~ .... <.....: z z z ...... 

< Cl. ....J :E z :E :E 
....J ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 

F.t~:t 
Type of 

e, [N] unity 2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B SA I SAII SB I SBII 
check 

,-.. 
Cross ...... 

'-' 0.86 - 0.71 - 0.86 - 0.87 ..,., r--
~ section 

"8 a 
8 x < 1.00 x -Cl 

~ 
r--.2 V) - Flexural - 0.71 0.72 1.09 1.09 0.72 0.72 111 buckling -

= JJ.l 
1;1 

5 s Cross - 0.93 0.71 0.93 0.94 .s '-' 
~ sec ti on - - -- -r-. r- -~ 00 <1.00 G ;:; x x 

z OI 
Flexural V) -JJ.l 
buckling 0.77 0.77 1.15 1.15 0.77 0.77 -z 

,-.. Cross ...... 
'-' 0.96 0.71 0.96 0.97 ..,., 

~ section - - -IC 

"8 
V) 

0'1 V) x Fult;l: x = :8 Cl ~ - Flexural IC -e 0.78 0.78 1.18 1.17 0.78 0.79 ~ buckling -
111 JJ.l 

= 1;1 

~ s Cross 
0.97 0.71 0.97 0.97 '-' 

~ sec ti on - - -Cl!: - ~ r- 00 x Fult;l: G V) 8 x -z IC Flexural 
JJ.l - 0.79 0.79 1.19 1.18 0.79 0.81 z buckling -

= Cross e 0.97 - 0.71 - 0.96 - 0.98 0.97 
~= oe ~ section = llll i Jê • 0 >1.00 <1.00 - 8 Flexural l IC - 0.79 0.79 buckling 0.79 1.18 1.18 0.80 - -

= Cross e 0.98 - 0.72 - 0.98 - 0.99 0.98 :::: OI ~ sec ti on 
'"" llll N 

~ë • ~ 0 >1.00 > 1.00 ex) - 0 Flexural l IC - 0.79 buckling 0.80 1.20 1.19 0.80 0.81 - -
2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B SAI SAII SB I SBII 

~ t: ~ t: ~ t: t: ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ t: ~ ~ ~ ~ < < ~ < < < < ~ 

~ 
rJ'J < < ~ rJ'J 

~ ~ rJ:J < rJ:J < 
~ rJ'J rJ'J ~ ~ ~ Z rJ'J 

;;J ;;J ;;J -
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12.3 Different geometry for the typical steel frame 

The same comparison is conducted for the calculation results of the typical steel frame using a 
different geometry. The geometry is chosen in such a way that the structure is more slender, and 
flexural buckling should therefore theoretically be more nonnative that for the previous typical 
steel frame. 

Again, a grapbic overview is given to see what the influence of the imperfection shape is to the 
ultimate load of the typical steel frame (Table 74). This is foliowed by a grapbic overview of the 
imperfection shape that is used for the applied analysis methods (Table 75). Finally, all the 
nonnative unity checks for the cross section resistance check, as well as the nonnative unity 
check for the flexural buckling check are summarized in Table 76. 

The comparison of these unity checks gives infonnation whether the analysis metbod can be 
defined as safe or unsafe. The result show that a lot of analysis methods give an unsafe result 
similar to the results of the previous typical steel frame. Also, for those analysis methods, where 
buckling checks must be conducted using the non-sway buckling mode, the unity checks for 
flexural buckling are again in no case larger than 0.81. The only 100% safe metbod is again 
analysis metbod 3 where flexural buckling checks are conducted by using the sway buckling 
mode. 

Table 74: Comparison ofthe ultimate loads using different imperfection 
shapes jor the typical steelframe 

Global analysis for a different geometry 

Imperfection shape using initia! sway 
imperfection for second order elastic-plastic 

analysis according to NEN6771 

~r-------------~ 

F llll:t = 402778N 

5000 

Structural Design 

Recalculation of the global analysis for a 
different geometry 

Imperfection shape using the base value for the 
initia! sway imperfection according to 

NEN6771 

~-r--------------, 

F llll:t = 408185N 

I 

5000 
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Table 75: Overview of the applied imperfection shapes for the different analysis methods for the typical 
steelframe 

Analysis 
methods3 

and4 

Analysis 
methods5A I 

and 5AII 

Analysis 
methods 5B I 

and 5BII 

Structural Design 

Imperfection shape using initia! sway imperfection according Eurocode 3 

I 

5A 1: Imperfection shape using initia! sway and 
bow imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 for 

elastic analysis 

I L ~-au 
i 

... 32.5 

Ij 

-
58 1: Imperfection shape using initial sway and 

bow imperfection, e0 according to Eurocode 3 for 
plastic analysis 

~ 

I 

I I 
~ 

I 

1/ ~ -

-
5A U: Imperfection shape using initial sway 

imperfection according to Eurocode 3 and the 
intitial bow imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch 

code 

i 
Ir-~ 

-

I~ 
I 
I 
I 

58 11: Imperfection shape using initial sway 
imperfection according to Eurocode 3 and the 

intirial bow imperfection, e0 according to the Dutch 
code 

~ 

I~ 

I 
I r-~ 

I! -
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Table 76: Comparison of the normative unity checks for all analysis methods of the different geometry 

Analysis metbod 

.gti .g .... 
<( ~ ~ ·- u <( <( 

~ ·- cZ! ~~ <( -~~ <(~ 
<( 

~ z z z z 
<( c.. z c.. ....l 

0 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ 
....l ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 

FKil:t 
Type of 

[N] unlty 2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B SA I SA 11 SB I SB II 
check 

= Cross 
0.88 0.43 0.88 0.93 0.91 .2 Ij. section - - -QO .... l'-~ 111 l'- 0 <1.00 <1.00 ·- = ~ 0 

~ '-' 0 Flexural ä - 0.78 1.28 1.27 0.78 0.78 buckling 0.78 - -

= Cross e 0.91 0.44 0.90 0.96 0.94 ::::1 Ij. section - - -
111 lil 

QO 

ä .... !"') >1.00 <1.00 
~ -] 0 Flexural - 0.80 0.80 1.30 1.29 0.80 0.81 buckling - -

~ 

2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B SA I SA 11 SB I SBII 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
< < ~ < < < < < < 
~ ~ < ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z ~ ~ z z z z z ~ z 
j;;;) j;;;) j;;;) j;;;) j;;;) j;;;) j;;;) - j;;;) 
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13 Conclusions 

The main goal of this research was to make a good comparison between the different analysis 
methods as mentioned in Eurocode 3. This comparison is made by modelling a typical steel 
frame that is supported in such a way that out-of plane stability and flexural buckling cannot 
occur. Therefore, only the in-plane stability and a cross section resistance have to be checked for 
each member. This means that many design rules are not considered in this thesis. In addition, 
only cross sections of class 1 are used with a steel grade of 235N/mm2

• With this type off cross 
section, all possible analysis methods can be applied and the full plastic design resistance of the 
cross section can be used knowing that all frame memhers have shear forces that do not exceed 
50% of the plastic shear capacity of the cross section. The fini te element rnodels are conducted in 
Ansys 11.0 using the same element type, meshing, constraints and type of analysis. Therefore, 
the results of all intemal forces and bending moments are a good base for comparison. 

All possible imperfection shapes as described in Eurocode 3 and the Dutch National Annex are 
used to calculate the ultimate load for the typical steel frames as modelled in this thesis. Also, the 
initia! sway imperfection of 1/200 according to NEN6771 for elastic-plastic analysis as well as 
the base value of 1/250 for initia! sway imperfection according to NEN6771 is used. The 
GMNIA calculation should represent reality in the best possible way. A second order elastic
plastic analysis is assumed to be the most sophisticated analysis metbod possible. When this is 
the case, the calculated ultimate load should theoretically be the largest possible for the typical 
steel frame. Consirlering the main aim of this research and the assumptions as described above, 
the following conclusions can be drawn regarding the comparison of analysis methods and 
design rules according to Eurocode 3 

• For all the frames that are modelled in this thesis, analysis methods 2 and 4 are in all cases 
unsafe and analysis metbod 5 is partially safe and partially unsafe. The only 100% safe 
analysis metbod is metbod 3 using the sway-buckling mode for the flexural buckling checks. 
Even when the imperfection shape using the most favourable base value of 1/250 for initia! 
sway imperfection according to NEN6771 is used in a second order elastic-plastic analysis, 
many unsafe results for to the so-called less-sophisticated analysis methods are found. 

• The imperfection shape and si ze is of influence on the calculation of the ultimate load using a 
second order elastic-plastic analysis. The difference between the lowest ultimate load, using 
the buckling shape as a global and local imperfection with an imperfection at he top based on 
the initia! bow imperfection according to Eurocode 3 and the highest ultimate load, using an 
imperfection shape with the initia! sway imperfection of 1/250 is 8%. This is a significant 
difference. 

• Flexural buckling checks are never normative or larger than 0.81 when the non-sway 
buckling mode is used for determination of the buckling parameters. This is the result of a 
substantial difference between the flexural buckling checks of analysis metbod 3, using the 
sway buckling mode for determination of the reduction factor z and the other analysis 
methods using the non-sway buckling mode. A more stender geometry still leads to unsafe 
results when the non-sway buckling mode is used for conducting the flexural buckling 
checks. 
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14 Recommendations 

All calculation results show many unsafe analysis methods. This cao have many reasons, but the 
fact that so many analysis methods give results that are oot expected before conducting this 
research is reason enough for a critica! view towards the analysis methods and design rules 
together with all the parameters involved. Therefore, further research is recommended for the 
following subjects. 

Imperfection shape 

Because the imperfection shape is of great influence to the calculation of the ultimate load using 
a second order elastic-plastic analysis, more research must be done to define the correct 
imperfection shape in relation to the applied analysis method. The national annex cao overrule 
the initia! bow imperfection, but the difference between these two is that large that is requires 
more attention and research. 

Buckling mode/ Flexural buckling parameters 

The main difference between the results of the analysis methods is the fact that the flexural 
buckling checks of analysis metbod 2, 4 and 5 are based on the non-sway buckling mode while 
the flexural buckling checks of analysis metbod 3 is based on the sway buckling mode. Because 
in all cases, the buckling checks for the non-sway mode are oot normative or lower than 1.0, 
more research must be done regarding the flexural buckling parameters. The main parameter, 
that is of great influence to the results is Cmy being 0.9 for the sway buckling mode and 0.6 for 
the non-sway buckling mode. These factors are determined using the interaction factors 
according to metbod 2 (see Appendix C). The relation between the buckling mode and this 
parameter requires more attention and research. 

Different models 

This research is conducted using a typical steel frame that is supported in such a way that out-of
plane stability and flexural buckling caooot occur. In addition, a more slender geometry is 
calculated, which gives similar results as the first typical steel frame. This means that the current 
conclusions are only based on 2 different geometries. Therefore, it is recommended that more 
models should be calculated taking al the parameters involved into account. 
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Appendix A. Table 5.2 of Eurocode 3 

Table 5.2 (sheet 1 of 3): Maximum width-to-t~ickness ratios for compression parts [1] 

lntemal compression parts 

-1---:~--~. c ~-~-- Axis of --
bending 

~ 

t • i 
t. 

~ 
't I• •I •t 't Axis of c c -- --- ---- --- r----- - - -- - bending 

I• 
c 

•I ,.---.. ......., ~ 

Class 
Part ~ubj«t to Part subj«t to Part subject to bending md compmsion 
~ding compression 

Stiess J} ~} ~§c distribution 
inparts 

(compressioo .~ positive) 
fy fy 

< 396s whm a > 0.5 : c /t_ 

1 c/t S 72s c/ t S 33s 
l3a-l 
36E 

when a S O.S : c I t S -
a 
456E 

when a > O.S : c /t S 
2 c / t S 83s c/t!!) 38s l3a-l 

41.Ss 
when a !.0.5 : c / t !.--

a 

Sttess tie ~] fie distri bution 
inparts + c 

(CO!JliRSSÏOil 
positive) F=-t "' . 

42E 
whesuv > -1: c/ t s 

3 c / t S 124s c/ t S42E 0,67 + 0,33"' 

when 'I' S -1.,: c / t S 62a(1-'V).J(-.) 

E= J23S/ f7 
fT I 235 I 275 I 355 I 420 I 460 
E I 1,00 1 0,92 I 0,81 I 0,75 I 0,71 

•) 'V S -1 applies where either 1he compression stress a < fy or tbe tensite stram 1y > f,1E 
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Table 5.2 (sheet 2 of 3): Maximum width-to-thickness ratios for compression parts [1] 

Outstand flanges 

J ~ ~ L rSi ! 
tr~ t f t T ~ 

..--- ..____, ~ ~ 

Rolled sections Welded sectioos 

Class Part subject to compressioo 
Part subject to bendim! and compression 

Ti!) in comprösion Tip in rension 
Stress 

I +d I· ac ·I ~ 
ac I 

dis tribution I + I I + I inparts ii·F--c-~ --

d (compression 
·•
1 
ro -, r 

positive) I C I. c 

c/ t S 9s 
9E 

1 c/ t S 9E c:/t s ra 
a a a 

c/t S 10E I s 10E 
2 c/t S 10E ct --

a a .Ja 
Stress 

I I ~ distribution + --~ - I inparts l fr c , l ir c 1 l lr c: 1 (compression 
positive) 

3 c/t :S 14s 
c/t :S 21s$: 

For k.. see EN 1993-1-5 

E = ~235/f1 I t;. I 235 I '275 I 355 I 420 I 460 
I E I LOO I 0.92 l 0.81 I 0,75 I 0,71 
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Appendix B. Nomograms according to NEN 6770 

The nomogram for determination of the buckling length of memhers for the sway buckling mode 
is shown in Figure 50 and the nomogram for determination of the buckling length of memhers for 
the non-sway buckling mode is shown in Figure 51. 
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Figure 50: Nomogram for sway buckling mode 
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Figure 51: Nomogramfor non-sway buckling mode 
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Appendix C. Metbod 2: interaction factors ky 

Table B.l: Interaction factors ku for memhers oot susceptible to torsional deformations [1] 

Interaction Type of Design assumptions 

facton sectioas elastic cross-sectianal properties plastic cross-sectiona1 properties 
class 3. dass 4 class 1, class 2 

( - NM ) c..,(t+{i,-o,2) N"' ) c ... 1+0,6A,. · · 

t". 
l~ons I,.Nn /ytll x,.N .. ,., .. , 

RHS-sectioos 
sc,.(l+O.d NM · ) sc.,(Ho.a N,. ) 

x,.Nn lYw I,.N. Iyw 

k,. I~oos k. 0.6k. RHS-sectiom 

ka,. 
1-sectioos 0,8 t". 0.6t". RHS-sections 

c~t+{2i.-o.6) ~- J 
I --sectioos 

x.N .. /yMJ 

( - Na ) SC (1+ 4 N• · ) c. t +0,6A. 
x .. N .. Iyw - x"'N .. /ytl.l 

k. 
~C~1+0,6 N• · ) c_(t +(i. -o,2) N,. ) x.N ... /y 'Ml x .. N .. /y).O 

RHS-sections 

~c-(1+o.a · N.., · ) 
x.N ... 'Yw 

For 1- aod H-sectioos aod rectangular hollow sections uodel- axia1 comp!'CSSÏao aod uoiuial beuding M,.Jid 
the coefficimt .~ may be k = 0. 

Table B.2: Interaction factors ku for memhers susceptible to torsional deformations [1] 

Intenlction Desi !;11 assumptiom 

factors elastic aoss-sectional p-opmies plastic aoss-scctiooa1 properties 
class 3. da.ss 4 cla.ss 1, class 2 

k,.., k" from Table B.l kw from Table B. l 
k.'& ~ from Table B.l k.", from Table B.l 

[I O.CID.. N'" ] 
(C14y --0.2S)x.N. /yMJ 

[1 0)1u NM ] 
- (c.u -o.2S)x.N .. /yut 

k., 
~r 0.05 N,. ] 

(c-.t .... 0,2S) x.N I Yra 
~[l 0) N• ] 

- (c~~~.T -o,2S)x.N /yMl 

for Àa < 0,4 : -
t., = 0,6+Aa Sl- O,lÄ., Nu 

(cDILT - 0,25):t,.Nn /yWI 
- kn - k,.,. from Table BJ 

- ku from Table B.l 
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Table B.3: Equivalent uniform moment factors Cm in Tables B.l and B.2 [1] 

Moment diagram range 
c_ and C"", and Cm.r 

uniform toading concentraled load 

Mb vM -1 s "'s 1 0.6 + 0,4'1' ~ 0.4 

Mt. \.M5 

0Sa.,S1 -1 S'lfS 1 0.2+0.~~ 0,4 0.2 + 0,8a., ~ 0.4 

.LJ VMh 
~ 

OS'IfS 1 0.1 - 0.8a. ~ 0,4 -0.8a.,~0.4 
-1 Sa., < O 

ex, M./M• -1S'If < O 0,1(1-11')- O.Sa. ~ 0.4 0.2(-'1')- O.Sa. ~ 0.4 

Mh ll~5 JVMh osa.s 1 -1 s "'s 1 0.95 + O.OSa. 0.90+0.1~ 

0S11'S1 0,95 + O.OSa. 0.90+0.1~ 
-1Sa., < O 

cxh = M 11/ M, -1.S 11' < 0 0,95 + 0.05a.(l+2V) 0.90- 0,10ala(l+2'1') 

For memben with sway buclding mode tbe equivalent unifonn moment factor sbould betaken C., = 0,9 or 
CMz = 0.9 re<;p«ti\·ely. 
C..,. . C.. and C...T should be obtained acC«diog to the beoding moment diagram between the relevant 
braeed points as follows: 

moment factor beoding axis poims braeed in direction 
c..,. y-y z-z 
c.. z-z y-y 
Cmr.r y-y y-y 
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Appendix D. 

D.l. Benchmarkl 

FINI SR 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME,BENCHMARK_l 
/TITLE,BENCHMARK_l 

/ESRAPE,l 
/PREP7 

ET,l,BEAM189 

KEYOPT,l,4,2 

Input files Ansys 11.0 

lvariation REFINZXZY from 0 tot 5 
SECTYPE,l,BEAM,I,REB300, REFINEKEY 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,l,210000 
MP,NUXY,l,0.3 

TB,BKIN,l,l 
TBDATA,l,235,0 

K,l,O,O,O 
K,2,1000,0,0 
K,3,0,l,O 

L,l,2 

LATT,,,,,3 

LESIZE,ALL,,,l 

LMESR,ALL,ALL 

DK,l,UX,O 
DK,l,UY,O 
DK,2,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

FINI SR 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,OFF 
NSUBST,lO 
OUTRES,ALL, ALL 
SSTIFF,OFF 
NEQIT,20 

FK,l,MZ,430000000 
FK,2,MZ,-430000000 
SOLVE 

FINI SR 

Structural Design 
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0.2. Benchmark 2 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME,BENCHMARK_2 
/TIILE,BENCHMARK_2 

/ESHAPE,l 
/PREP7 

ET,l,BEAM189 

KEYOPI,l,4,2 

lvariation REFINEKEY ~rom 0 tot 5 
SECIYPE,l,BEAM,I , HEB300, REFINEKEY 
SECDAIA,300,300,300,19 , 19,11 

MP,EX,l,210000 
MP,NUXY,l,0.3 

IB,BKIN,l,l 
IBDAIA,l,235,0 

K,l,O,O,O 
K,2,1000 , 0,0 
K,3,0,1,0 

L,l,2 

LAIT,,,,, 3 

LESIZE,ALL,,,l 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,l,UX,O 
DK,l,UY,O 
DK,2,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROIX,O 
D,ALL,ROIY,O 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANIYPE,SIAIIC 
NLGEOM,OFF 
NSUBSI,lO 
OUIRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,OFF 
NEQIT,20 

!variation o~ the F ~rom 0 tot 3360 in steps o~ lOOkN 
FK,2,FX, F (variation of the F from 0 tot 3360 in steps of lOOkN) 
SOLVE 

FK,l,MZ, 43000000 0 
FK,2,MZ,-430000000 
SOLVE 

FINISH 
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D.3. Benchmark 3 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME,BENCHMARK_3 
/TITLE,BENCHMARK_3 

/ESHAPE,l 
/PREP7 

ET,l,BEAM189 

KEYOPT,l,4,2 

lvariation REFINEKEY ~rom 0 tot 5 
SECTYPE,l,BEAM,I,HEB300, REFINEKEY 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,l,210000 
MP,PRXY,l,0.3 

TB,BKIN,l,l,l 
TBDATA,l,235,0 

K, l,O,O,O 
K, 2,10,0,0 
K, 3,0,1,0 

L, l,2 

LATT,,,, , 3 

LESIZE,ALL,,,l 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,l,ALL,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,OFF 
NSUBST,lO 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,OFF 
NEQIT, 20 

FK,2,FY,-10000000 
SOLVE 

FINISH 
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D.4. Benchmark 4 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME,BENCHMARK_4 
/TITLE, BENCHMARK_4 

/ESHAPE,1 
/PREP7 

ET,1,BEAM189 

lvariation REFINEKEY from 0 tot 5 
SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEB300, REFINEKEY 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

K,1,0,0,0 
K,2,0,10000,0 
K,3,1,0,0 

L,l,2 

LATT, ,,, ,3 

LESIZE,ALL, ,, lO 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,1,UX,O 
DK,l , UY,O 
DK,2,UX,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STATIC 
PSTRES,ON 

FK,2,FY,-1 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCKLE 
BUCOPT,LANB,1 
MXPAND,1 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/FILENAME,BEAM189_COLUMN_GMNIA 
/TITLE,BEAM189_COLUMN_GMNIA 

/PREP7 

EXCENTRICITY=26.352 

UPGEOM,EXCENTRICITY, , ,BENCHMARK_4,rst 

TB,BKIN,1,1 
TBDATA,1,235,0 

FINISH 

Structural Design 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STATIC 
NLGEOM,ON 
NSUBST,20 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,ON 
NEQIT,SO 

CNVTOL,F,,0.001,,1 
CNVTOL,U,,0.001,,1 

F=-2500000 

*DO,A, .1,1, .1 

FK,2,FY,F*A 

SOLVE 

*END DO 

FINISH 
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TU Ie ledlnbche unhtnftf.lt elndhovtn 

D.S. Buckling analysis for the typical steel frames 

Sway bucklinq mode : 

ET,1,BEAM189 
SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEA300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

HEIGHT•S000/10000 
WI DTH•B000/5000 
F•1 
H•O 
LFl•l. 00 
LF2•1.00 
COLUMNDIVISIONS•B 
BEAMDIVISIONS•16 

K,1,0,0,0 
K,2,0,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

L,1,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,1 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,, ,1 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,1,,,COLUMNDIVISIONS 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISIONS 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISIONS 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,1,UX,O 
DK,1,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 

D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
PSTRES,ON 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCKLE 
BUCOPT,LANB,1 
MXPAND,1 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

Structural Design 

Non-sway bucklinq mode: 

ET,1,BEAM189 
SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEA300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

HEIGHT• S000/10000 
WIDTH• B000 / 10000 
F-1 
H•O 
LFl•l.OO 
LF2•1.00 
COLUMNDIVISIONS•B 
BEAMDIVISIONS•16 

K,1,0,0,0 
K,2,0,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

L,1,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,1 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,,,l 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,1,,,COLUMNDIVISIONS 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISIONS 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISIONS 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,1,UX,O 
DK,1,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 
DK,3,UX,O 

D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
PSTRES,ON 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCKLE 
BUCOPT,LANB,1 
MXPAND,1 

SOLVE 
FINISH 
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D.6. Ultimate load using the buckling shape as a local and global imperfection 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME , NAME 
/TITLE, NAME 

/PREP7 
ET,1,BEAM189 
SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

HEIGHT=5000 
WIDTH=8000 
COLUMNDIVISON-32 
BEAMDIVISON=64 
LF1-l. 35 
LF2=1.50 

K,1,0,0,0 
K,2,0,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

L,1,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,1 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,,,1 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,1,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,1,UX,O 
DK,1,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 

D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

FB=1 
HB=FB/10 

FK,2,FY,-FB*LF1 
FK,2,FX,HB*LF2 
FK,3,FY,-FB*LF1 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
PSTRES,ON 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

Structural Design 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCKLE 
BUCOPT,LANB,1 
MXPAND,1 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/FILENAME,FRAME1_NAME2 
/TITLE,FRAME1_ NAME2 

/PREP7 

EXCENTRICITY-34.8/60.1 

UPGEOM,EXCENTRICITY, , , NAME .RST 

TB,BKIN,1,1 
TBDATA,1,235,0 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,ON 
NSUBST,20 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,ON 
NEQIT, 50 

CNVTOL,F,,0.001,,1 
CNVTOL,U,,0.001,,1 

F-600000 
H=F/10 

*DO, A, .1, 1, .1 
FK,2,FY,-F*LF1*A 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2*A 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1*A 
SOLVE 
*END DO 

FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET, LAST 

ETABLE,NFORCE1,SMISC,1 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,14 
ETABLE,SFORCE1,SMISC,5 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,18 
ETABLE,MMOMEN1,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,15 

FINISH 

/POST26 
RFORCE,2,1,F,Y 
RFORCE,3,290,F,Y 
ADD,4,2,3 
NSOL,5,98,U,X 
XVAR,5 
PLVAR,4 

/AXLAB,Y,FORCE 
/AXLAB,X,DEFLECTION 
/ REPLOT 

FINISH 
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D. 7. Ultimate load using the initial sway and bow imperfections 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME , NAME 
/TITLE , NAME 

/PREP7 
ET,1,BEAM189 
SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

TB,BKIN,1,1 
TBDATA,l,235,0 

HEIGHT•S 
WIDTH•8 
INITIALSWAY•0.0194 
INITIALBOW• 0.0231 / 0.0082 

COLUMNDIVISON•32 
BEAMDIVISON=64 

LF1=1.35 
LF2•1.50 

K,l,O,O,O 
K,2,0+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

LARC,1,2,3,-(((HEIGHT/2)*(HEIGHT/2))+(INITIALBOW*INITIALBOW))/(2*INITIALBOW) 
L,2,3 
LARC,3,4,2, (((HEIGHT/2)*(HEIGHT/2))+(INITIALBOW*INITIALBOW))/(2*INITIALBOW) 

LSSCALE,ALL, I ,1000,1000,1000, ,1,1 

LSEL,,,,l 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,,,1 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,1,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,l,UX,O 
DK,l,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,ON 
NSUBST,20 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,ON 
NEQIT,50 

CNVTOL,F,,O.OOl,,l 
CNVTOL,U,,O.OOl,,l 

Structural Design 
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F=620000 
H=F/10 

*DO, A, .1, 1, .1 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1*A 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2*A 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1*A 

SOLVE 

*ENDDO 

FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET, LAST 

ETABLE,NFORCE1,SMISC,1 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,14 
ETABLE,SFORCE1,SMISC,5 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,18 
ETABLE,MMOMEN1,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,15 

FINISH 

/POST26 
RFORCE,2,1,F,Y 
RFORCE,3,290,F,Y 
ADD,4,2,3 
NSOL,5,9B,U,X 
XVAR,S 
PLVAR,4 

/AXLAB,Y,FORCE 
/AXLAB,X,DEFLECTION 
/ REPLOT 

FINISH 
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0.8. Ultimate load using the initial sway imperfection according to NEN6771 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME ,NAME 
/TITLE, NAME 

/ESHAPE,1 
/PREP7 

ET,1,BEAM189 

KEYOPT,1,4,2 

SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

TB,BKIN,1,1 
TBDATA,1,235,0 

HEIGHT•S000/10000 
WIDTH•S000/10000 

INITIALSWAY=HEIGHT/200 

COLUMNDIVISON=32 / 64 
BEAMDIVISON=64 / 32 

LFl•l. 35 
LF2•1.50 

K,1,0,0,0 
K,2,0+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,0,0 

L,l,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,1 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,,,l 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,1 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,l,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,1,UX,O 
DK,1,UY, O 

DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

Structural Design 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STATIC 
NLGEOM,ON 
NSUBST,20 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,ON 
NEQIT,50 

CNVTOL,F,,0.001,,1 
CNVTOL,U,,0.001,,1 

F•620000 
H•F/10 

*DO, A, .1, 1, .1 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1*A 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2*A 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1*A 

SOLVE 

*ENDDO 

FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET,LAST 
SET,PREVIOUS 

ETABLE,NFORCEl,SMISC,1 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,14 
ETABLE,SFORCE1,SMISC,5 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,18 
ETABLE,MMOMEN1,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,15 

FINISH 

/POST26 
RFORCE,2,1,F,Y 
RFORCE,3,290,F,Y 
ADD,4,2,3 
NSOL,5,98,U,X 
XVAR,5 
PLVAR,4 

/AXLAB,Y,FORCE 
/AXLAB,X,DEFLECTION 
/ REPLOT 

FINISH 
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D.9. Ultimate load using the base value according to NEN6771 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/F I LENAME , NAME 
/TITLE , NAME 

/ESHAPE,1 
/PREP7 

ET,1,BEAM189 

KEYOPT,1,4,2 

SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

TB,BKIN,1,1 
TBDATA,1,235,0 

HEIGHT~5000/10000 

WIDTH-8000/10000 

INITIALSWAY-HEIGHT/250 

COLUMNDIVI SON-32 / 64 
BEAMDIVISON=64/32 

LF1=1.35 
LF2-l. 50 

K,1,0,0,0 
K,2,0+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

L,1,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,1 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,,,l 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,1,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,1,UX,O 
DK,1,UY,O 

DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

Structural Design 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STATIC 
NLGEOM,ON 
NSUBST,20 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,ON 
NEQIT,50 

CNVTOL,F,,0.001,,1 
CNVTOL,U,,0.001,,1 

F=620000 
H=F/10 

*DO,A, .1,1, .1 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1*A 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2*A 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1*A 

SOLVE 

*ENDDO 

FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET,LAST 
SET,PREVIOUS 

ETABLE,NFORCE1,SMISC,1 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,14 
ETABLE,SFORCE1,SMISC,5 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,18 
ETABLE,MMOMEN1,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,15 

FINISH 

/POST26 
RFORCE,2,1,F,Y 
RFORCE,3,290,F,Y 
ADD,4,2,3 
NSOL,5,98,U,X 
XVAR,5 
PLVAR,4 

/AXLAB,Y,FORCE 
/AXLAB,X,DEFLECTION 
/ REPLOT 

FINISH 
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D.lO. Analysis metbod 2 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME, NAME 
/TITL&, NAME 

/ESHAPE,l 
/PREP7 

ET,l,BEAM189 

SECTYPE,l,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,ll 

MP,EX,l,210000 
MP,NUXY,l,0.3 

!Plastic material (2B) 
TB,BKIN,l,l 
TBDATA,l,235,0 

HEIGHT•S000 / 10000 
WIDTH•S000/10000 

INITIALSWAY•l9.4 / 27.4 

COLUMNDIVISON•32 / 64 
BEAMDIVISON•64 / 32 

LF1•1.35 
LF2•1.50 

K,l,O,O,O 
K,2,0+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,0 
K,J,WIDTH+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

L,l,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,l 
LATT,,,,,J 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,,,l 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,l,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,l,UX,O 
DK,l,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

F• Fult;k 
H•ampl.fact*Fult;k I 10/20 

FK,2,FY, - F*LF1 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2 
FK,3,FY , -F*LF1 

Structural Design 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET, LAST 

ETABLE,NFORCEl,SMISC,l 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,l4 
ETABLE,SFORCEl,SMISC,S 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,l8 
ETABLE,MMOMENl,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,l5 

FINISH 
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D.ll. Analysis metbod 3 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME , NAME 
/TITLE , NAME 

/ESHAPE,1 
/PREP7 

ET,1,BEAM189 

SECTYPE,1,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 

!Plastic material (3B) 
TB,BKIN,1,1 
TBDATA,1,235,0 

HEIGHT=S000/10000 
WIDTH•S 000 / 10000 

INITIALSWAY=19.4 / 27.4 

COLUMNDIVISON- 32 / 64 
BEAMDIVISON=64 / 32 

LF1•1.35 
LF2-1.50 

K,1,0,0,0 
K,2,0 +INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

L,1,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,1 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LATT,,,,,l 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,1,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,1,UX,O 
DK,1,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

F•Fu1t;k 
H•Fu1t;k I 10 / 20 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1 

Structural Design 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET,LAST 

ETABLE,NFORCE1,SMISC,1 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,14 
ETABLE,SFORCE1,SMISC,5 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,18 
ETABLE,MMOMEN1,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,15 

FINISH 

TuI e ttd!nlsc:he univeBI~It e-lndhovtn 
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D.12. Analysis metbod 4 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME , NAME 
/TITLE, NAME 

/ESHAPE,l 
/PREP7 

ET,l,BEAM189 

SECTYPE,l,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,l,210000 
MP,NUXY,l,0.3 

!Plastic material (4B) 
TB,BKIN,l,l 
TBDATA,1,235,0 

HEIGHT• 5000/10000 
WIDTH• 8000 / 10000 

INITIALSWAY• l9.4 / 27.4 

COLUMNDIVISON•32 / 64 
BEAMDIVISON• 64 / 32 

LFl•l. 35 
LF2•1.50 

K,l,O,O,O 
K,2,0+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,O,O 

L,1,2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 

LSEL,,,,l 
LATT,,,,,3 
LSEL,,,, 2 
LATT,,,,,l 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,l,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,l,UX,O 
DK,l,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

FINISH 

Structural Design 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,ON 
NSUBST,20 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
SSTIFF,ON 
NEQIT,50 

CNVTOL,F,,O.OOl,,l 
CNVTOL,U,,O.OOl,,l 

F• Fult;k 
H• Fult;k I 10/ 20 

*DO, A, .1,1, .1 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1SOLVE 

SOLVE 

*ENDDO 

FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET,LAST 

ETABLE,NFORCEl,SMISC,l 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,l4 
ETABLE,SFORCE1,SMISC,5 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,18 
ETABLE,MMOMEN1,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,15 

FINISH 
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D.13. Analysis metbod 5 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 

/FILENAME ,NAME 
/TITLE, NAME 

/PREP7 
ET,l,BEAM189 
SECTYPE,l,BEAM,I,HEB300,3 
SECDATA,300,300,300,19,19,11 

MP,EX,l,210000 
MP,NUXY,l,0.3 

TB,BKIN,l,l 
TBDATA,l,235,0 

!Plastic material (48) 
TB,BKIN,l,l 
TBDATA,l,235,0 

HEIGHT=S/ 10 
WIDTH=B/ 5 
INITIALSWAY=O.Oxxx ) 
INITIALBOW=( O.Oxxx ) 

COLUMNDIVISON=32 
BEAMDIVISON=64 

LFl-1.35 
LF2=1. 50 

K,l,O,O,O 
K,2,0+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,3,WIDTH+INITIALSWAY,HEIGHT,O 
K,4,WIDTH,0,0 

/ 

LARC,l,2,3,-(((HEIGHT/2)*(HEIGHT/2))+(INITIALBOW*INITIALBOW))/(2*INITIALBOW) 
L,2,3 
LARC,3,4,2, (((HEIGHT/2)*(HEIGHT/2))+(INITIALBOW*INITIALBOW))/(2*INITIALBOW) 

LSSCALE,ALL, , , 1000,1000, 1000, , 1,1 

LSEL,,,,l 
LAlT"", 3 
LSEL,,,,2 
LAlT"", 1 
LSEL,,,,3 
LATT,,,,,l 

ALLSEL 

LESIZE,l,,,COLUMNDIVISON 
LESIZE,2,,,BEAMDIVISON 
LESIZE,3,,,COLUMNDIVISON 

LMESH,ALL,ALL 

DK,l,UX,O 
DK,l,UY,O 
DK,4,UX,O 
DK,4,UY,0 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,ROTX,O 
D,ALL,ROTY,O 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,ON 
NSUBST,20 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
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SSTIFF,ON 
NEQIT,50 

CNVTOL,F,,0.001,,1 
CNVTOL,U,,0.001,,1 

F• Fu1t;k 
H• Fu1t;k I 10/20 

*DO,A, .1,1, .1 

FK,2,FY,-F*LF1*A 
FK,2,FX,H*LF2*A 
FK,3,FY,-F*LF1*A 

SOLVE 

*ENDDO 

FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET,LAST 

ETABLE,NFORCE1,SMISC,1 
ETABLE,NFORCE2,SMISC,14 
ETABLE,SFORCE1,SMISC,5 
ETABLE,SFORCE2,SMISC,18 
ETABLE,MMOMEN1,SMISC,2 
ETABLE,MMOMEN2,SMISC,15 

FINISH 
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Appendix E. Interaction of shear force and the plastic 
bending moment resistance 

To find out what the real influence of the shear force is to the bending moment capacity of the 
HEB300 cross section, the HEB300 crosssectionis modelled using shell elements. In this case, a 
4-node plastic shell element (SHELL43) is used to model the cross section. With these shell 
element, an entire beam is created using areas that are mesbed into multiple elements. Because 
the shell element represents a certain thickness, an overlap off material in the cross section exist 
that can is of influence to the calculation results. The cross section is shown in Figure 52. 

A1 
1
"'-, overlap 

~ 
A2 

N 

A2 

A 1 "-, overlap 

~ =b·t1 =300 ·19=5700mm2 

~ = 0.5 ·(h-t1 )· tw = 0.5·{300-19)·11 = 1545.5mm2 

Z1 = ( h-t 1 ) = { 300 -19) = 281mm 

z2 = 0.5·(h-t1 ) = 0.5·{300-19) = 140.5mm 

Figure 52: Cross section using shell elements 

Full plastic bending moment capacity 

Theoretically, the plastic design resistance for bending using this cross section in which the 
overlap is including can be calculated as: 

M pl,y,Rd = {~ · Z1 +~ ·z2 )· f, = {5700·281 + 1545.5·140.5)· 235 ·10-6 = 427.4kNm 

A material non-linear analysis, MNA is conducted to find out what the real bending moment 
capacity of the shell element cross section is (see Figure 53). A plastic design resistance for 
bending of 427 .4kNm is found which is exactly the same as calculated. 

1600 

Figure 53: MNAfor detennination offull plastic bending moment capacity 

full plastic shear resistance 

For determination of the design plastic shear resistance of the cross section, the same model is 
used with a different load pattem (see Figure 54). With his model also a material non-linear 
analysis, MNA is conducted. The outcome of this analysis shows that the full plastic shear 
resistance of the cross section is 432.5kN. 
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Figure 54: MNAfor detennination ofthefull plastic shear resistance 

A design plastic shear resistance of 432.5kN implicates that the shear area is: 

Consirlering only the web contributing to the design plastic shear resistance, The effective height 
is calculated as 

A.. 3188 . 
hef! =-= -- = 290mm . Th1s means that all web elements with a total height of 281mm 

t.,., 11 
including a part of the flange elements are working together. 

Interaction of shear force on the plastic bending moment resistance 

Interaction according to Eurocode 3 

Theoretically, Eurocode 3 notes that if the design value of the shear force does not exceed 50% 
of the design plastic shear resistance, no reduction of the resistance defined for combined 
bending and axial force need to be made. Otherwise, the design resistance of the cross section 
combining bending moment and axial force should be calculated using reduced yield strength for 
the shear area of 

(1-p).{y 

For reduction of the yield strength, a shear area, Av is used in which only the shell element in the 
web are considered and is calculated as 2·A2• The design plastic shear resistance, VRd is assumed 
to be 432.5kN. 

Noreduction of the resistance defined for combined bending and axial force need to be made if 

V Ed :5: 0.5. VRd = 0.5. 432.5 = 216.25kN 

Knowing this, the plastic design resistance for bending with influence of the shear force can be 
determined as follows 

if V Ed :5: 216.25kN 7 M pt,y,Rd = 427 .4kNm 
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ifV", >2!6.25kN 7 M ''·'·"'=(A, ·z,l- f , +(A, ·z,)-(1-( 2~:"' -IJ} f, 
The interaction between bending moment and shear force is shown in Figure 55. This shows that 
when a full plastic shear force is applied, a plastic bending moment resistance of 88% of the 
original capacity can still be reached. 

1.0 -,------~~-

0.9 +---------------- ------"'-" 

- 0.8 +------------------------
~ ... 
11 
~ 

1- Eurocode 3 I 
0.7 +-----------------~---=~~~~---------------

0.6 +--------------- ---------

0.5 +---r--r--~-~--+---r---r--~--~---+ 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 7 0.8 0.9 1 .0 

V EdNpl 

Figure 55: Interaction of shear force and plastic bending moment resistance according to Eurocode 3 

Interaction according to Ansys 11.0 

To find out what the real influence of the shear force is to the plastic design resistance to bending 
for the HEB300 cross section, the two models for full plastic bending moment resistance and full 
plastic shear resistance are combined (see Figure 56). The maximum shear force in combination 
with the maximum plastic bending moment resistance is exactly at the location of the force, F. 
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~) L___ 
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/ 

/ 
> 
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Figure 56: MNAfor determination ofthe interaction between the shear force and the bending moment 
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First, a certain force F is applied which introduces a shear force, F and a bending moment of 
F·0,5m. Because the design plastic shear resistance is at maximum 432.5kN, the bending moment 
never exceeds 432.5·0.5 = 216.26kNm. After the forceFis applied and the model is calculated 
for the first time, a bending moment is added and the model is calculated again. The value of the 
bending moment that is found at the point of collapse, together with the bending moment due to 
the force, F is the plastic design resistance for bending in which a certain shear force interacts. 
When multiple forces, F are considered, an interaction of shear force on the plastic bending 
moment resistance can be determined (see Figure 57). This shows that when a full plastic shear 
force is applied, a plastic bending moment resistance of 96% of the original capacity can still be 
reached. 

1.0 ~--------------------------------------~~~~ 

0.9 +-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

~0.8 +-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

~ 
i 1- Ansys l 0.7 -r------------L-~~J-----------

0.5 +-~-+~~~~~~~~~~~-+~~+-~-+~~~~-+ 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

V Ed/Vpl 

1.0 

Figure 57: Interaction of shear force and plastic bending moment resistance according to Ansys 11.0 

Comparison of the calculation results 

The interaction according to Eurocode 3 is compared with the so-called reality according to 
Ansys 11.0 (see Table 77 and Figure 58). This comparison shows that in both cases, a large 
percentage of the original bending moment capacity is reached when the full plastic shear 
capacity is applied as the design load. The results also show that if the design value of the shear 
force does not exceed 50% of the design plastic shear resistance, no reduction of the resistance 
defined for combined bending and axial force need to be made. lt also shows that for this cross 
section, the interaction of shear force on the plastic bending moment resistance according to 
Eurocode 3 is safe in comparison with the results that are found using Ansys 11.0. 
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Table 77: comparison o[jnteraction between Eurocode 3 and Ansys 11.0. 

Eurocode3 Ansys 11.0 

VEd M&/Mpt VE,;'VRd M&/Mpt VdVRd 

0 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 
100 1.000 0.231 1.000 0.231 
200 1.000 0.462 1.000 0.462 
250 0.997 0.578 1.000 0.578 
300 0.982 0.694 1.000 0.694 
350 0.954 0.809 0.999 0.809 
360 0.947 0.832 0.998 0.832 
370 0.940 0.855 0.996 0.855 
380 0.932 0.879 0.992 0.879 
390 0.923 0.902 0.988 0.902 
400 0.914 0.925 0.984 0.925 
410 0.904 0.948 0.979 0.948 
420 0.894 0.971 0.969 0.971 
430 0.883 0.994 0.960 0.994 

88% 96% 

~<5.. 
0.8 

)! - Eurocode3 
::s - Ansys 

0.7 

0.6 +------------ ------------

0.5 +----+---t--- -t----+--+--- ---t-------t--+---t----+ 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

V Ed!Vpt 

Figure 58: Comparison of interaction between Eurocode 3 andAnsys 11.0. 

The input file for the material non-linear analysis in Ansys 11.0 is shown on the next page. 
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Ansys input file 
A=SOO 
B-1000 
c-1500 

ET,1,SHELL43 
R,1,19,19,19,19,,, 
R,2,11,11,11,11,,, 

ET,2,MPC184 
KEYOPT,2,1,1 

MP,EX,1,210000 
MP,PRXY,1,0.3 

TB,BKIN 
TBDATA,1,235,0 

K,1,0,-140.5,-150 
K,2,0,-140.5,0 
K,3,0,-140.5,150 
K,4,0,140.5,-150 
K,5,0,140.5,0 
K,6,0,140.5,150 

K,7,A,-140.5,-150 
K,S,A,-140.5,0 
K,9,A,-140.5,150 
K,10,A,140.5,-150 
K,11,A,140.5,0 
K,12,A,140.5,150 

K,13,B,-140.5,-150 
K,14,B,-140.5,0 
K,15,B,-140.5,150 
K,16,B,140.5,-150 
K,17,B,140.5,0 
K,18,B,140.5,150 

K,19,C,-140.5,-150 
K,20,C,-140.5,0 
K,21,C,-140.5,150 
K,22,C,140.5,-150 
K,23,C,140.5,0 
K,24,C,140.5,150 

K,25,0,0,0 
K,26,A,O,O 
K,27,B,O,O 
K,28,C,O,O 

L,1,3 
L,4,6 
L,2,5 

L,22,24 
L,19,21 
L,23,20 

L,8,11 
L,14,17 

A,8,2,1,7 
A,9,3,2,8 
A,11,5,4,10 
A,12,6,5,11 

A,14,8,7,13 
A,15,9,8,14 
A,17,11,10,16 
A,18,12,11,17 

Structural Design 

A,20,14,13,19 
A,21,15,14,20 
A,23,17,16,22 
A,24,18,17,23 

A,8,2,25,26 
A,l1,26,25,5 

A,14,8,26,27 
A,17,27,26,11 

A,20,14,27,28 
A,23,28,27,17 

LESIZE,ALL,50 

REAL,1 
AMESH,1,12,1 

REAL,2 
AMESH,13,18,1 

TYPE,2 
LMESH,1,6,1 
LMESH,7,8,1 

NUMMRG,ALL 

DK,25,UX,O,,,UY,ROTX,UZ 
DK,28,UY,O,,,ROTX,UZ 

KSEL,S,,,25 
NSLK,S 
*GET,NODE_1,NODE,O,NUM,MAX 
NSEL,ALL 
KSEL,ALL 

KSEL,S,,,26 
NSLK,S 
*GET,NODE_2,NODE,O,NUM,MAX 
NSEL,ALL 
KSEL,ALL 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,OFF 
SOLCONTROL,ON 
NSUBST,8 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
OUTPR,ALL,ALL 

CNVTOL,F,,0.000005,,.01 
CNVTOL,U,,0.000005,,.01 

FK,26,FY, -400000 (variab1e) 
FK,27,FY, -400000 (variab1e) 

SOLVE 

FK,25,MZ,-430000000 
FK,28,MZ,430000000 

SOLVE 

FINISH 
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